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Abstract
Climate change presents a once-in-a-generation challenge for modern societies
today. There has been a robust discourse regarding the optimal methods to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions that are driving anthropomorphic climate change, and the
built environment has been identified as a major lever for energy efficiency related
emissions reductions (Beyond Zero Emissions 2013; IPCC 2014). In Australia,
residential dwellings are a major driver of greenhouse gas intensive electricity
demand. Improvements have been made to residential energy efficiency in new
dwellings through the National Construction Code (NCC) and in older dwellings
through individual energy retrofit measures (Ambrose 2013). However, energy
efficiency improvements in older buildings have lagged behind those in new
dwellings and deeper reductions in energy use are required across the entire building
stock if we are to achieve the lower emissions required to mitigate the significant
risks of climate change.
There has been a significant number of research papers published on energy
efficiency in the residential built environment. One limitation of this literature that
emerged during the initial phase of the present project was the obvious scarcity of
comprehensive and credible residential energy efficiency retrofit capital cost data.
The present research project was designed to fill this gap so as to provide evidence
for future cost-benefit analyses of residential energy efficiency interventions and to
assist householders in their decision making.
The importance of household values and behaviour in driving improved household
energy efficiency has also been documented previously, and this has been
demonstrated to influence the planning and implementation of energy efficient
upgrades to homes as well as the operation of those homes following upgrades
(Judson et al. 2014; Waitt et al. 2012). The present project therefore gathered data
from householders had carried out, or were in the process of implanting, such
upgrades to better understand their values and decisions as they relate to household
energy efficiency and building energy efficiency retrofits.
The values and decisions of householders relating to renovations, energy retrofits and
energy use in the home were gathered using a mixed-methods qualitative research
ii

approach, including surveys and interviews. Householders play a critical role in
successful residential energy efficiency interventions and the present research has
strengthened our understanding of householder decisions and attitudes as they relate
to renovation and energy efficiency in the home. The comprehensive research
process involving multiple householders created a context-rich data set to facilitate
analysis of residential energy retrofits costs.
The present author recruited 93 and 68 participants respectively to undertake two
different surveys on residential renovations and retrofitting. Seven semi-structured
interviews were also undertaken to gather detailed quantitative and qualitative data
from householders who had undertaken energy efficiency renovation/retrofit projects
on their own homes. The surveys elucidated a number of barriers and stimuli for
energy efficiency in residential renovations. The surveys also gathered important
demographic data to characterise residential dwellings and to determine the values
and attitudes of householders regarding renovations. The interviews were conducted
with householders who were currently or who recently retrofitted their home. The
transcripts were analysed using a coding process developed by the present author
with similarities to that described by Creswell (2014), which led to the identification
of clusters of common demographic and life-stage attributes that characterised two
‘householder narratives’. This analysis also investigated how the attitudes and values
of the householders influenced the design of each householder’s retrofit project.
A quantity surveying method was employed to gather and organise comprehensive
residential energy retrofit capital cost data. Energy retrofit costs were gathered for a
range of renovation/retrofit projects, from those at the design stage through to those
for which construction was complete. This data and the results of the subsequent
analysis will likely be important to householders, governments and researchers, and
will provide benchmark data for future cost-benefit analyses of energy retrofits and
for development of residential building climate change mitigation strategies.
The Australian Standard Method of Measurement of Building Works (AIQS &
MBAI 2011) was used to produce an accurate list of materials and labour
requirements for the energy retrofit designs for: a) the seven case study projects; and
b) the as-built Illawarra Flame Solar Decathlon house. To complete this process costs
were required for the materials and labour. Costs were gathered from two main
iii

sources: a) standard Australian building construction cost guides, and b) commercial
quotations and publicly available retrofit prices. This method was first employed to
estimate the cost of the state-of-the-art, as-built Illawarra Flame House retrofit
design. This design demonstrated a deep, net-zero energy retrofit of a 3-bedroom,
lightweight Australian ‘fibro’ house. Energy retrofit costs were also gathered from
the seven case study householder interviews and two householder surveys. These
energy retrofit capital costs contributed important understanding to our knowledge of
energy efficiency retrofitting in Australia. Whole-of-house retrofit costs for the case
studies ranged from $20,000 to more than $300,000 and incorporated both energy
retrofits as well as common, non-environmental refurbishment works.
The energy retrofit cost analysis also provided a dataset to facilitate comparison of
energy retrofitting with the cost of knocking down older homes and rebuilding with
new, energy efficient houses. This economic analysis showed that the option of
energy retrofitting, rather than knockdown and rebuild, had significantly lower
capital costs in four of the five analyses conducted.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation
A major driver of human-induced climate change is the continued use of nonrenewable resources to maintain and improve standards of living (Anderegg et al.
2010; Kokic et al. 2014). This presents a major challenge for nations who are being
called on to swiftly reduce carbon emissions and decouple their economies from the
historical growth in atmospheric carbon production. It has been widely recognised
that energy efficiency must be incorporated in any future solutions and that this has
the potential to significantly reduce carbon emissions with a net economic benefit
(Climate Works Australia 2010; IPCC 2014).
The International Energy Agency, the International Panel on Climate Change, the
Australian Government and the Australian Bureau of Statistics all cite residential
buildings, and specifically existing buildings, as a strategic target for action to
achieve significant energy savings, carbon dioxide emission reductions and reduced
resource use.
With the majority of Australian household energy generated from non-renewable
energy (AEC 2015) as well as increases to energy costs, households are examining
ways they can improve energy efficiency in their home. With less 2% of Australia’s
existing building stock being added to or replaced by new buildings each year, it is
predicted that the lion’s share of these improvements will need to come from
upgrading the existing residential stock (Beyond Zero Emissions 2013; Hulse et al.
2015). However, national legislation has been characterised as being focussed on
new construction, and lacking in detail and ambition for existing buildings
(Harrington 2014).
There are a number of specific challenges for residential buildings that may be
overcome through effective residential energy retrofits. Retrofitting has the potential
to reduce construction and demolition waste by leaving in place or re-using building
elements while refurbishing ageing building stock. This has a further benefit
reducing the energy required to source, transport and assemble the materials for
construction, reducing the embodied energy of the dwelling (Frey 2011). A recent
1

Australian study also found that a significant proportion of householders experienced
unsafe indoor temperatures in their home (Cooper et al. 2016).
The present project approached the energy retrofitting problem from two
perspectives. Energy retrofitting was not at the time of writing being effectively
stimulated by government programs or legislation and for this reason the present
project focused on householder-led renovations and retrofits. Householder behaviour
has been claimed to have as much influence on improvements in energy use as
technological changes (Willand & Horne 2013). In this context, and given the
previous research demonstrating the importance of the householder in successful
household interventions, the present project sought to add to our knowledge of
householder priorities, attitudes and decisions that related to household energy use
and thermal comfort (Crabtree & Hes 2009; Waitt et al. 2012).
A landmark Australian report investigated the energy retrofit potential and capital
cost for the entire residential building stock (Beyond Zero Emissions 2013).
However, the value of this, and other similar reports, has been limited by the fact that
very little energy retrofit capital cost information at the household level had been
previously published to facilitate the proper evaluation of the costs and costeffectiveness of retrofit options. This project sought to collect and analyse the capital
costs of a number of energy retrofit projects to fill this gap. This data was collected
to add thoroughly documented energy retrofit capital costs to the existing body of
knowledge. It was hoped that the collection of this data would also facilitate
collection of energy retrofit outcomes associated with the costed projects.

1.2 Aims, Objectives and Research Questions
The primary aim of this research project was to understand and quantify the costs
involved in whole-of-house residential energy retrofit and renovation projects, and to
compare these costs with an alternative whereby homeowners or developers
demolish an existing building and build an entirely new dwelling on the same site.
The research also investigated the economic and environmental performance of
energy retrofit and renovation projects and the decision-making processes and the
attitudes and values of householders when they consider, design and implement these
projects.
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The specific objectives were to:
1. Conduct a thorough review of existing literature;
2. Understand the complex process by which householders plan and implement
renovations of their houses; with specific attention given to factors that
influence householders, and to householders’ attitudes, priorities and
decisions; and
3. Develop a process to reliably quantify the cost of whole-of-house
environmental upgrades in New South Wales (NSW) Australia, and to
compare two different approaches to upgrading Australian housing stock, i.e.
whole-of-house energy retrofitting and demolishing a house and building a
new one.

Research Questions
1. What factors influence house renovations and how do householder priorities,
attitudes and decisions regarding renovation facilitate or hinder the realisation
of highly energy-efficient and thermally comfortable homes?
2. For owners of detached dwellings considering an environmental upgrade of
their house, what interventions should they prioritise and in what
circumstances should they consider knocking the house down and building a
new house?
a. What is an appropriate method for comparing the cost of energy
retrofitting with demolition and new construction?
b. What are the costs of different tiers, or ‘depths’, of retrofitting?
c. What are the costs and outcomes of a number of environmental
upgrade interventions implemented by homeowners?

1.3 Summary of Methods
The research presented in this thesis examined the research questions from a number
of perspectives employing a mixed methods approach. Qualitative and quantitative
data pertaining to householder impacts on the energy retrofit design process and
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energy retrofit performance were collected through surveys, interviews and
documentation collected during these interviews. Capital cost data was collected
from energy retrofit case studies, from surveys, from retrofit designers and installers
and from publicly available construction cost estimation guides. This data was
analysed using a quantitative and qualitative techniques.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. A brief description of each chapter is
presented below.
Chapter 2 presents a review of the relevant literature in the areas of research
concerning this research. This included literature concerning residential retrofit;
capital costs and householder decision-making. Methods of data collection and
analysis were also reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents the methods employed to collect and analyse data to meet the
aims outlined in Section 1.2. Energy retrofit case studies and qualitative research
methods were used.
Chapter 4 contains results and analysis from two Australian householder surveys;
with a focus on those who were, or who had recently commissioned an energy
retrofit.
In Chapter 5 energy retrofit capital cost results are presented and analysed. These
results investigated energy retrofit capital cost sources, whole-of-house design-based
energy retrofit capital costs, whole-of-house completed energy retrofit capital costs
and householder perceptions of completed energy retrofit projects in their houses.
Chapter 6 presents the qualitative results from seven interviews with householders
who had recently or who were currently retrofitting their homes.
The final chapter presents the conclusions resulting from this research, the
limitations of the results and recommendations for future work.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter identifies and examines relevant Australian and International literature
including academic and gray literature. Literature that added to our knowledge of
environmental sustainability; the Australian construction industry; retrofitting
technologies, costs, and programs; homeowner behaviour and attitudes to renovation
and sustainability in their home; and residential housing cost estimation practices
were reviewed. This literature review presents the current state-of-the-art thinking in
these fields, particularly in respect to upgrading existing residential buildings to
reduce their energy use and improve their thermal comfort.
The literature cited also informed the methodology employed to answer the research
questions for the present project. Figure 2.1 below presents an overview of the areas
of knowledge that were reviewed.
Business as Usual
Environmental
Impacts of the
Built
Environment

Define
Retrofitting

Research
Methods

Costing &
Estimating New
Homes,
Renovations &
Retrofits

Retrofit
Evaluation &
Performance Australia &
International

Household
Attitudes &
Renovation
Decisions

Evaluation of
Retrofit Costs
Retrofit Ranking
&
Implementation
Frameworks

Figure 2.1 Areas of knowledge evaluated in the literature review.
There has been a high level of engagement globally from government and research
groups, who have published reports of retrofit performance research data and results.
For this reason a large number of reports and project summaries were also reviewed
alongside peer-reviewed academic literature.
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2.1 The Imperative for Sustainability
The use of the term ‘sustainability’ in this thesis was perhaps best characterised by
the Bruntland definition, “Development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Brundtland
1987).” The practical application of this definition is explored later, in the context of
the progress of global societies in a number of areas.

2.1.1 The State of the Environment: Globally and in Australia
Over the past century significant progress has been made in the areas of health,
economics and education. However, Table 2.1 shows that the average person’s life
expectancy has increased, the infant mortality rate has decreased, average annual
income has risen, the proportion of people in extreme poverty has fallen and the
number of adults who can read and write a short sentence has doubled. However, this
is not the case for a number of indicators of health for the world’s flora and fauna.
Turning the focus to Australia, in 2010 CO2e- emissions were 16.7 tonnes per person
(Commonwealth Government 2012). This is three times the global per person
average and also 50% higher than the OECD average of 10.1 tonnes per person
(WWF 2010).
Table 2.1 A Snapshot of Planet Earth 1900 – 2012 (Bank 2016; Bolt & Luiten van
Zanden 2013; Bourguignon & Morrisson 2002; Etheridge et al. 1998; IWS 2016;
Kenny 2016; NASA 2016; UNESCO 2006, 2012; World Health Organisation 2016).

Health
Economics
Education
Environment
1

Measure
Life Expectancy
Infant Mortality2
Per Person Income

3

Population in extreme poverty

14

1900
32

1980
63

2012
70

19.50%

7.64%

3.69%

$2,000

$5,911

$10,070

68.70%

42.60%

16.90%

15

42%

70%

84%

Internet Access

0%

0%

34%

CO2 parts per million

295

334

396

-0.14°

0.23°

0.57°

Literacy Rate

Surface Temp. vs Baseline (C°)

The year 1900 figures for ‘percentage in extreme poverty’ and ‘literacy rate’ in

Table 2.1 were

2

extrapolated data either side of the year 1900. Infant mortality was measured as the rate of deaths
before age 1. 3‘Income’ has been adjusted for inflation. 4Percentage in extreme poverty is the number
of people living below $1.25 per day in 2005 dollars. 5Literacy rate is measured as the percentage of
adults who can read and write a short sentence.
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2.1.2 The Environmental Impacts of the Construction and Operation of
Residential Buildings
Construction and demolition activity in Australia produced the largest tonnage of
waste of the three major waste streams: municipal solid waste, commercial and
industrial and construction and demolition (Australian Government 2013). However,
the recycling rates of this waste stream were also the greatest. This data highlights
both the recyclable nature of the demolition material and the mature supply chains
that facilitated its re-use. However, for the construction and demolition stream large
amounts of useful materials were still sent to landfill, with contamination by nonrecyclable or hazardous materials cited as a major contributor (Australian
Government 2013). Detached residential dwellings with or without asbestos are
problematic for recyclers, as many different materials are present in relatively small
quantities, potentially leading to the majority of demolished houses being sent to
mixed-waste landfill.
A thorough and often cited government report found that while residential
operational energy use per square metre was declining, energy use per person and per
household was increasing (Department of the Environment 2008). This increase was
caused by growth in residential dwelling size and by a reduction in the number of
people per household. The authors cited an absence of education about home energy
use and changes in social norms as key contributors to these developments.
In 2012/13 the residential building sector accounted for 11.3% of Australia’s net
energy consumption (Calder 2014). The majority of this energy was generated from
carbon intensive thermal coal (AEC 2015), with 9% of Australia’s greenhouse gas
emissions arising from energy demand of the residential building sector in 2007
(ABS 2010b).

2.2 Detached Residential Dwelling Energy Retrofits
The following section investigates retrofit programs and research to understand and
critique the work that has been completed to date and to identify any gaps in the
current knowledge.
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Definitions of the Term ‘Retrofit’
The Oxford dictionary of Construction, Surveying and Civil Engineering published
in 2012 defines retrofitting as “The strengthening, upgrading, or fitting of extra
equipment to a building once the building is completed” (Gorse et al. 2012). This
definition is germane for a broad description of retrofitting.
Prasad (2009, p. 6) refined this broad description: “retrofitting increases the
efficiency or performance of the building with minimal alterations to the overall
bulk, scale and form of the building.”. This definition also accommodates a wider set
of householder focused objectives such as indoor environmental quality (IEQ) (Silva
et al. 2013) and leaving in place as much as possible of the original shape, style and
material of the existing building.
However, retrofitting activities intersect with common renovation, extension and
refurbishment practices. The following terminology was adopted to describe
different building re-use projects:
•

Renovation – the refurbishment, replacement or remodelling of a house with
no energy efficiency, passive thermal comfort or environmental goals.

•

Energy Retrofit – a solitary focus on the energy efficiency and passive
thermal comfort of the house.

•

Energy Renovation – a combination of a renovation and energy retrofit.

•

Energy Renovation and Extension – a project that includes an energy
renovation and an increase in the internal floor area of the building.

Further to this terminology, ‘environmental upgrade’ was used for individual
interventions where energy efficient, environmentally conscious design was a central
motive. This was used instead of ‘retrofitting’ both for clarity and also to include the
addition of new technology where none existed, which is not technically retrofitting.
The terminology ‘non-environmental upgrade’ describes individual measures where
work was carried out and energy efficient and environmentally conscious design and
technology were not central considerations. When referring to previous research, the
terminology used by the author(s) was used.
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Energy retrofits were further delineated, whereby the term ‘deep’ or Tier 1 retrofit
was used in the literature to describe an energy retrofit that upgraded multiple
systems across an entire building (Fluhrer 2010). This type of retrofitting is
differentiated from more ubiquitous retrofits that target a single system (Tier 3), for
example lighting (Fluhrer 2010) or only one section of a building. While a search for
the term ‘retrofit’ yielded a large number of relevant papers, there were no examples
in the Science Direct database with ‘deep’ or ‘tier’ alongside retrofit in their title or
abstract. Within the articles both terms were sometimes used simultaneously,
potentially to avoid the ambiguity of the terminology (Krarti 2015). For the present
project, where such a term was required and one of the four terms above were not
used, the term ‘deep’ was used to describe whole-of-house energy retrofitting.

2.2.1 Retrofit Programs – International and Australian Examples
The following review critiqued past retrofit programs, technologies and policies.
This review aided the development of the methodology and provided expected
results. Results pertaining to the capital cost of retrofits and methodologies used to
collect cost data were of particular interest. The majority of the literature studied
detached residential dwellings, while there were a small number of exemplary
commercial or high-density buildings that were also included. Both Australian and
International research were reviewed.

Energy Retrofit Programs and Research from Outside Australia
International research was included in this review because of the novel findings and
methodologies and because of a dearth of Australian residential literature. A group of
researchers in the United States used building performance simulations to conduct a
thorough life cycle analysis, health impact analysis and operational energy use
comparison for 6 building types across 4 climate zones in America (Frey 2011). Two
of each building type were considered, one that had been retrofitted and another that
had been demolished with a new dwelling constructed. They found that when
embodied energy was included, an inefficient old house could operate for 40 – 50
year before a 30% more efficient new build would reach energy parity with the less
efficient old house (Frey 2011). The variation in time was related to the location of
the home across different climatic regions. Further to this result, they claimed that
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building re-use nearly always yielded fewer environmental impacts than demolition
and new construction.
The results from Frey (2011) were supported by quantitative results from a German
programme which stimulated 342,000 apartment retrofits. The program included:
improved wall and ceiling insulation; upgraded windows; heating system upgrades;
photovoltaic systems; and solar thermal systems (United Nations Environment
Program 2008). The cumulative effect of the German retrofit programme were to
reduce the CO2 emissions associated with the operation of Germany’s building by
2%.
It was not possible to repeat, learn from or scrutinise the methodology of Frey (2011)
for prioritising and selecting environmental upgrades. The researchers employed a
qualitative method to select the energy efficiency measures for each design, using
energy code requirements, energy performance guides and professional experience.
A UK housing provider commissioned a report to compare the projected emissions
of retrofits for a number of their attached dwellings, with the projected emissions for
a number of demolition and new build options (CAMCO 2011a). Similar to Frey
(2011), the results showed that the retrofit produced lower lifetime emissions when
compared with all of the new construction options.
The capital costs of the same designs were also compared and showed that
retrofitting was significantly less expensive, costing 60% of the demolition and new
build price (CAMCO 2011b). However, little detail of the process of comparison was
provided. Page 43 of their report recorded: “This is based on data from Radian’s
development team and is based on previous experience of demolishing pre-cast
REEMA type homes as well as construction of Code 4-5 new homes” (CAMCO
2011b, p. 43).
A cross-project meta-study was utilised to examine the outcomes of one hundred,
£170,000 social housing retrofits in a recent paper by Gupta et al. (2015). The
authors demonstrated that as a whole, the retrofits were unsuccessful, with only 3 of
45 projects meeting their Building Performance Simulation (BPS) simulated CO2
targets.
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Figure 2.2 FutureFit Net Present Value of investment by archetype and intervention
scenario (Washan & Cole 2012).
A United Kingdom retrofit project developed twenty-two archetypes from 56,000
dwellings that represented 75% of the United Kingdom housing stock. These
archetypes were used to perform a pilot study with 102 dwellings (Washan & Cole
2012). A low (£6.5k), medium (£10k) and high (£25k) retrofit package were
developed for each archetype. Retrofit design was carried out using the legislationbased UK Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP). The modelling results in Figure
2.2 showed that the different dwelling archetypes responded very differently to the
retrofit packages. For two of the archetypes, the three different packages produced
the same reduction in carbon emissions.
The retrofitting programs reviewed so far have established that retrofitting has the
capability to deliver improved environmental outcomes in terms of resource use,
energy use and CO2e- emissions. In cases where capital costs were compared, results
showed that retrofitting was able to achieve these outcomes at a lower cost than
demolition and new construction.
This review has also highlighted a number of challenges and complexities. A
significant deviation between modelled retrofit CO2 reductions and actual reductions
was not uncommon. Two reports recommended further investigation of retrofitting
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over a period of time rather than all at one time. These challenges and difficulties
have added significantly to our understanding of retrofitting efficacy and
implementation. It was not possible to scrutinise the results concerning the cost of a
number of retrofit measures as the methodology to produce the results was brief or
absent. The methodology and results of capital costs of retrofitting was an area of
need in the knowledge.

Australian Residential Retrofitting Programs
Before reviewing Australian retrofit programs, data concerning the home renovation
industry and relevant key legislation in Australia is presented. In 2014, expenditure
on home renovation was estimated at AU$28.16 billion which accounted for 37% of
residential construction expenditure (HIA 2015). Approximately half of these
projects had budgets over $70,000. The most common work involved repairs and
maintenance and improvements to bathrooms and kitchens (Maller & Horne 2011).
More than a third of renovators included new building work (i.e. extensions) in their
project (HIA 2015).
In NSW, energy efficiency, water efficiency and sustainability targets were a
legislated requirement for renovations and alterations, with a total budget greater
than $50,000 from 2007 onwards.
A report commissioned by the University of Canberra in 2014 found that
refurbishing two existing education buildings would cost 33.5% of the cost of
building new (Smith 2014). In both cases the work was designed for a 25-year life. A
third option, a refurbishment with increased ceiling and wall insulation, a large
rooftop solar array, occupancy sensors for lighting, ventilation upgrades and LED
lighting produced the lowest net present cost.
An Australia wide retrofit analysis was conducted in 2013 by Beyond Zero
Emissions (2013). The report compared business as usual operating energy costs for
residential buildings, with the combined capital and operating energy costs of the
retrofit program using a net present cost for future cash flows. The results revealed
that over the 30-year period, a net present cost of $40 billion was saved by the
implementation of the plan. Retrofit costs were compiled from a number of sources
and applied to the existing building stock according to their approximate existing
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penetration. Analysis of the capital costs revealed that the collection of costs was
haphazard and relied on many unexplained assumptions. The generalisations evident
in the data collection and presentation reduced the use of the methodology and the
validity of the results for application in this study.
Details about the Australian Government’s Home Insulation Program can be found in
Section 2.3. This program while controversial for management and safety reasons,
was shown to increase rates of ceiling insulation in houses by 18% in NSW and
reduce winter gas use by an equivalent of two years of predicted growth in the state
of Victoria.
An energy retrofit program conducted in and around Wollongong on the NSW South
Coast retrofitted 170 elderly people’s homes (Cooper P et al. 2016). Their program
also included an additional 600 participants in a study of behavioural interventions
aiming to reduce energy use. The study trialled 19 different environmental upgrades,
applied in tailored packages for each home following an in-home energy audit. A
decision-making matrix was created to allocate the most appropriate retrofits in each
circumstance. Householders were consulted and offered a number of possible retrofit
packages, with the final decision made by the householder.
This study demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in energy use of the
retrofitted homes when compared with a control group. Unfortunately the majority of
the cost-benefit data was unavailable at the time of writing. A number of the homes
had low energy use before the retrofits. It was predicted that a significant
contributing factor to the low energy use of these homes was that the occupants were
not turning on heaters to increase the temperature. Temperature recording in the
living rooms of the homes demonstrated that approximately half of the households
experienced a temperature of below 16oC for 20% of winter. In these cases health
rather than the energy use was of primary concern when considering retrofits,
especially bearing in mind the age of those in the study. Preliminary results from two
of the households displayed an increase of over a degree in temperature following
installation of ceiling or floor insulation.
Many of the studies cited herein have assumed that space heating and cooling
equipment were installed and used to maintain comfortable indoor temperatures in
the home. In a building with thermally poor performance and no space heating or
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cooling energy demand, retrofits may not reduce energy use. Also, indoor
temperatures were not measured in the majority of the existing Australian and
International literature. For those households who do not use energy to heat or cool
their home, this suggests a major flaw in the assumptions and purported benefits of
energy retrofits.
These projects and investigations were similar in their findings to the international
literature. Retrofitting was reported as a cost effective method to reduce the energy
use of the residential dwellings. The majority of the results were produced from BPS
simulations and limited detail was included regarding retrofit capital cost estimation
methodologies. The researchers also reported in both their findings and
recommendations that context rich, householder centred research was an area for
further study.

2.2.2 Retrofit and Renovation Estimation Practices and Innovation
Rigorous analysis of cost data sources for retrofit capital costing has, to date received
little attention in the literature (Table 2.5). Retrofitting historically has commonly
been merited or justified by the ability of the technology to reduce energy costs
relative to the capital cost (Carreras et al. 2015; Fluhrer 2010; Maher 2013; Polly
2011; Prasad 2009). An increase in comfort or sustained or improved asset values are
other outcomes of retrofitting that may have financial implications and require
measurement (Jankel 2013). The cited literature is just a sample of the large number
of papers interested in quantifying the economic feasibility or ‘pay-back period’ of
retrofitting through reduced maintenance or operating costs. This information is
predicated on the capital cost, however it is common for scarce detail to be outlined
concerning the capital costs in the literature.
The following research projects have demonstrated price estimation practices for
single retrofit technologies: Bambrook et al. (2011); Carreras et al. (2015); Meikle
(2014); Prasad (2009). For example, Prasad (2009) used a wide range of reports and
cost data sources publicly available at the time of publishing. This data was collected
in an ad-hoc fashion and was difficult to emulate as a capital cost estimation
methodology. A Spanish study investigated the optimal thickness of insulation with
the cost and environmental impact as objectives (Carreras et al. 2015). This study
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used manufacturer’s quoted costs for materials to make their comparison. This
method did not include labour and installation costs.

2.2.3 Implementation of Effective Retrofits
It is critical for governments and householders alike to understand the costs and
benefits of retrofits if they are to pay for or subsidise them. This review focused on
the evaluation of different environmental upgrades for detached homes. The goals
that guided each process varied throughout the literature. These differences were
considered when comparing different methodologies and the associated findings.
These methods were employed in evaluating both the design and the implementation
of retrofits.
Local climate plays an important role in residential design and is also a necessary
input in BPS. Wollongong falls within NatHERS Climate Zone 56 (Mascot, Sydney)
and Building Code of Australia Zone 5 (warm temperate). Retrofit literature that
studied designs for this or similar climates were prioritised. However, it was
necessary to include literature from a range of climates as only a limited body of
research was available for this climate zone.
A number of studies were based in Melbourne, Australia, which was in Climate Zone
60. Because of the number of studies from this climate zone, a table to compare the
heating and cooling degree-days of the two climate zones was prepared (Table 2.2).
This data revealed that on average over the three-year period preceding June 2016,
the Melbourne climate zone experienced 170% more heating degree-days than the
Sydney climate zone per year. The difference in the number of cooling degree-days
was less than 10% across the two zones. The base temperatures used were 18oC for
heating and 24oC for cooling, as was the practice of the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM).
Table 2.2 Average Annual Heating & Cooling Degree Days for Sydney and
Melbourne from June 2013 to May 2016.

HDD

Sydney
(YSSY)
568.33

Melbourne
(YMEN)
1547.67

Base
Temperature
18 degrees

CDD

147.67

137.00

24 degrees

Total

716.00

1684.67
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Methods Employed by Energy Retrofit Programs to Design Energy
Retrofits
A number of authors made reference to the ‘energy hierarchy’. The hierarchy
represents a rule of thumb to prioritise methods to reduce building energy use. The
hierarchy generally prioritises opportunities (from most to least affective) as follows:
i) changes to behaviour to reduce energy wastage; ii) the use of necessary energy
efficiently; and iii) the provision of low and zero carbon generation technologies
such as solar photovoltaics to provide the energy required (Beckman 2014; CAMCO
2011a; Washan & Cole 2012). The ‘energy hierarchy’ provides a general framework,
beginning with the householder and their behaviour before considering technical
interventions.
The majority of the literature utilised Building Performance Simulation (BPS) to
prioritise which retrofits to implement and also to optimise the implementation of
those retrofit measures (Ma et al. 2012). BPS software takes inputs such as building
occupancy, physical geometry, thermal values of building envelope materials,
appliance energy use and local climatic conditions, collecting a comprehensive data
set to represent a building and its use.
The results from a UK study highlighted the challenges associated with selecting and
implementing retrofits using BPS, with only 3 of 45 projects achieving their
simulated targets (Gupta et al. 2015). The results from a large post energy retrofit
study by Maher (2013), revealed that retrofitting had been successful in achieving
energy reductions. However complexities arose with different technologies, retrofit
programs and climates, impacting on the magnitude of the positive outcomes
compared with the BPS simulated outcomes.
A number of studies from the previous section cited legislation as the primary
method for prioritising and selecting retrofits, for example (Frey 2011; Gupta et al.
2015; Washan & Cole 2012). Energy efficient legislation from the United States and
the European Union was used to specify which retrofits were employed in these
studies. Unfortunately in NSW the current legislation provides a pass or fail system
that does not identify improvements in addition to the minimum requirements, nor
does it provide guidance for the prioritisation of upgrades.
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The Most Effective Residential Retrofit Measures
The following literature reviewed the efficacy of individual retrofit measures, with a
view to determine the most effective retrofit measures in general terms and also in
specific circumstances.
A recent Australian study sought to isolate the effects of building orientation changes
on energy use in existing buildings (Morrissey et al. 2011). One hundred home
designs were selected and tested for the cool temperate climate of Melbourne,
Australia. Two iterations of each design, a high-energy star rating and standard
energy star rating design, were modelled with BPS for the NatHERS standard. The
authors found that a higher performing building envelope, characterised by: higher
wall and ceiling insulation values; lower U-value windows; shading on external
windows; and less air infiltration had a lower variation in energy use in different
orientations. The authors also found the same result for smaller homes, under 250m2.

Prioritising Retrofits Using Building Performance Simulations
Two similar studies used the European Commission’s cost optimal protocol for
retrofits for case studies of Italian buildings (Ascione et al. 2015; Penna et al. 2015).
Both of these studies investigated the difference between energy optimal and cost
optimal energy retrofits using the protocol and both also introduced thermal comfort
as a third output to compare results. The research highlighted the variation of thermal
comfort depending on an energy optimised or cost optimised design.
Sustainability Victoria commissioned an assessment of the energy efficiency
potential of houses in the State of Victoria (MEFL 2010). A BPS model was made of
15 Victorian houses to represent the majority of dwellings in the state. Data was
gathered by conducting an energy audit survey, a blower door test and an
architectural survey. The authors selected three ‘basic’ retrofit options (ceiling cavity
insulation, extensive draught-proofing and sub floor cavity insulation) and a further
five ‘advanced’ retrofit options (drapes and pelmets on all windows, external shading
on all sun exposed north, east and west windows, difficult access ceiling insulation,
and double glazed window upgrades). The authors selected the retrofits and grouped
them according to their personal prediction of those they thought would be the most
cost effective.
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They found a simple payback period of less than 10 years for the basic retrofit
options for 13 of the 15 homes, saving on average 1.6 tonnes of greenhouse gas
emissions and $329 in energy costs per household per annum. An average payback
period of 28.5 years was found for the advanced retrofits across the 15 houses
(MEFL 2010). However, this research did not provide an equal comparison of the
retrofits. The retrofits were applied to the houses in series with further energy use
improvements becoming more and more difficult as more retrofits were installed.
This meant that the retrofits that the authors expected to be least effective were tested
in a way that reinforced this finding.
The NSW government also administered its own energy and water standards through
an online BPS tool called the Building Sustainability Index (BASIX) (NSW
Government Planning & Environment 2015). BASIX aims to reduce carbon
emissions, potable water use and set out minimum thermal comfort targets. The
BASIX scheme is discussed in detail later in Section 2 but has been shown to
generate $1.20 - $1.60 for every dollar spent on compliance (Kemp 2010).
Another study used BPS to simulate a new house using a BASIX compliant scenario
and an energy use and life cycle cost optimised scenario for the Sydney Climate
Zone (Bambrook et al. 2011). The sources of the installation and purchase costs for
the comparison were all referenced. The simulations optimised: wall and ceiling
insulation thickness, window type, quantity of thermal mass and night purging air
flow rates. External shading, concrete slab design and window area and placement
were selected prior to optimisation. The optimised design demonstrated that over a
20-year period a 94% energy reduction for heating and cooling was achievable at a
cost that was 23% less in 2015 dollars when compared to the BASIX scenario. The
cost saving arose for the low energy use scenario from changing the inclusions in the
design and using different construction methods for the walls and roof compared to
standard practices. The results provided capital costs and performance data to
optimise retrofit technology with recommendations for window U-value, wall and
ceiling insulation R-value and internal thermal mass.
Significant research effort has been invested to measure the validity and accuracy of
BPS outputs. A large number of studies have acknowledged an unacceptable
tolerance gap between simulated and actual energy performance (Bannister 2004;
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Bordass et al. 2004; Menezes et al. 2011; Newsham et al. 2009; Torcellini et al.
2004). A 2008 study found that actual energy use was up to 25% higher than
predicted (Turner & Frankel 2008). Furthermore, a UK building performance
database showed that on average buildings used between 1.5 and 2.5 times more
energy than the BPS simulation predicted they would (RIBA & CIBSE 2015).
BPS is still widely relied upon and cited as a scientific approach to understanding the
energy use of existing and design-stage buildings. This critical literature does not
invalidate BPS but frames its use, providing retrofit decision makers with a realistic
understanding of the accuracy of BPS.
An alternative to building performance modelling was conceived and trialled using
time series total building energy use data, building operating condition data and
indoor and outdoor IEQ data (Hong et al. 2014). This data was used to create an
energy data model from which energy use was profiled and benchmarked. Retrofit
measures were then analysed in the context of building specific quantitative data. In
the residential sector, technology such as smart electricity meters and home energy
monitoring could feed into models like this to prioritise retrofits. However no post
retrofit data was available at the time of publishing to validate the method.

Decision-support Flow Charts and Tables
Laefer and Manke (2008) developed a flow chart with the aim of capturing the
unrealised economic and environmental advantages of building re-use. Researchers
in Israel developed a four module decision support process with similar aims to
Laefer and Manke (2008) (Rosenfeld & Shohet 1999). The four modules were:
surveying the legal and environmental framework, evaluating the physical and
functional condition of the building, generating alternatives, and a quantitative
techno-economic comparison of the options. The authors represented these modules
in a flow chart that defined the options available and the relevant considerations at
each decision point. Importantly for residential projects, the process developed in this
research took into account the occupants of the building and the need to
accommodate them during any construction activity. Ma et al. (2012) developed a
similar approach, which identified state-of-art energy retrofits and provided a flow
chart to guide the retrofit selection process.
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These three research papers outline an important part of the retrofitting process; a
thorough evaluation of the building being considered for retrofit and the alternative
options available to a homeowner.
In their conference paper summarising a number of findings from a wide ranging
study of householders, Willand and Horne (2013) ‘envisaged’ a retrofit moving
through five stages. These stages highlighted that for homeowners, retrofitting was a
process and there were multiple ‘gates’ that influenced the outcomes and whether a
project progressed, stalled or was cancelled.
The project team of the Low Income Energy Efficient Program (LIEEP) from
Wollongong Australia developed their own retrofit prioritisation process (Cooper P
et al. 2016). The project involved the retrofit of 185 homes. The team developed a
screening process to identify which retrofits were possible for each household and
also to prioritise the retrofits using quantitative and qualitative criteria. Similar to a
number of the BPS methods, this process necessitated a thorough energy audit of the
home to provide data to vet and prioritise the retrofit measures. The LIEEP team
demonstrated and used a decision support system to prioritise retrofits for residential
dwellings.

Step-by-Step Guides and Information Resources
The Australian Government has produced a number of guides including the
‘Renovators Guide’ and ‘Your Home,’ which provided households with accurate
renovation information and encouraged sustainable design (Department of
Environment 2008; Downton 2013). However, neither of these guides provided
information to prioritise retrofits or to outline some of the affects of different
combinations of retrofits.
A New Zealand Research Consortium collated their research knowledge to produce a
retrofit prioritisation list (Figure 2.3). The researches drew on experience from the
construction and testing of a number of new homes and a household renovation
project of 530 homes in New Zealand (Easton & Blackmore 2010). Their research
included recommendations regarding the energy saving potential of household
behaviour changes and included data for the adoption rate of retrofits in their 530house study. Heating degree-days in New Zealand’s heating dominated climate range
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from 1000 per annum to 3000, a significantly greater number than experienced in the
Sydney climate.

Figure 2.3 Prioritisation for the retrofit of homes in New Zealand (Easton &
Blackmore 2010).
The justification for the order was brief: “Based on our research, we believe you
should renovate in this order (Easton & Blackmore 2010, p. 11).” As well as the
energy savings the authors outlined a range of benefits of the interventions including
improvements to IEQ, health and natural light.

2.2.4 Barriers and Opportunities for Residential Retrofits in Australia
The following literature was reviewed to examine factors that influence energy
retrofits and households in Australia.

Sustainable Building Policy and Legislation
The following section lists the government energy efficiency schemes and building
regulations currently operating in New South Wales (NSW), Australia. This
information was collected to understand the existing policy framework homeowners
encounter when considering retrofits. Table 2.3 displays a summary of the key
features of these programs and legislation. BASIX regulations were discussed in
further detail, as this was the main government intervention that renovators were
expected to encounter during their projects.
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Table 2.3 Summary of legislation and government programs relating to energy
retrofitting in NSW, Australia.

The NSW Building Sustainability Index (BASIX)
BASIX aims to deliver equitable, effective water and greenhouse gas reductions
across the state. The benchmarks are determined from NSW average residential
water, electricity and gas consumption data collected from energy suppliers by the
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (NSW Government Planning &
Environment 2015). BASIX was introduced in 2004 for new homes and first in 2006
for alterations and additions where project costs exceeded $100,000, reduced to
$50,000 in 2007 (NSW Government 2015). A national building standard was in
place called the National House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS), but this standard
did not apply in NSW, with BASIX in its place. A BASIX compliant home was
equal to approximately a 5 star NatHERS rated home (Yee 2011).
A cost-benefit analysis of BASIX published in 2010 reported that $1.20 - $1.60 was
generated for every dollar spent on BASIX compliance, using net present value to
the year 2050 (Kemp 2010). Research conducted in 2011 showed that although
BASIX requirements were a positive step forward, a large potential for improved
thermal performance was possible at a net financial benefit (Bambrook et al. 2011).

The Cost of CO2 Reductions from the Building Industry in Comparison
to Other Australian Industries
Figure 2.4 shows the net cost to society of the 54 cheapest CO2 abatement strategies
Australia could have implemented in 2010 (Climate Works Australia 2010). The net
cost takes into consideration purchasing costs, operating costs, energy taxes and
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subsidies. The vertical axis represents the cost to society of the measure; a
measurement below the line represents a net return. The horizontal axis represents
the amount (weight) of CO2 abatement that each measure was expected to yield.
Residential upgrades in the top 10 strategies were lighting upgrades; swapping
compact fluorescents to LEDs and high efficiency electrical appliances.

Figure 2.4 Marginal abatement cost curve showing societal costs to achieve 249Mt of
CO2-e Abatement (Climate Works Australia 2010).

The Thermal Efficiency of Existing Housing Stock
It is estimated that 95% – 97% of Australia’s total building stock were constructed
without consideration of energy use and thermal performance (GBCA 2008; Newton
& Tucker 2011). Given a total replacement rate of 2% – 3% per annum, including
green field dwellings, a significant proportion of these buildings were projected to be
occupied for decades to come (Reed & Wilkinson 2007).
In addition to the environmental imperative to improve the efficiency of older homes,
there is a social imperative. In NSW, in 2013-14 there was a 32% increase from the
previous year in the number of homes disconnected from electricity due to failure to
pay their bills (Australian Energy Regulator 2014).
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Embodied Energy of Residential Buildings
The embodied energy in the average Australian home is estimated to be 1000 GJ,
which is equivalent to approximately 15 years of operating energy for the same home
(Downton 2013). Over the 50-year nominal design life of an average Australian
home the embodied energy was estimated to account for 23% of total energy use
(ABCB 2006). Figure 2.5 shows the increasing importance of the embodied energy
of dwellings given a net zero energy scenario.

Standard New Home

Net Zero Energy New
Home

Net Zero Energy
Retroﬁt
0

20000

Embodied Energy

40000

60000

80000

100000

Imported Opera@onal Energy

Figure 2.5 Indicative lifetime house energy use (ABCB 2006; Downton 2013).
Important considerations regarding embodied energy were identified by Frey (2011)
in their US study, but were more thoroughly researched by Crawford et al. (2016) in
the Australian context. Crawford et al. (2016) studied the total energy use of a typical
newly constructed home in Brisbane and Melbourne, designed to a number of
NatHERS energy star ratings and operated for 50 years. The researches utilised a
hybrid methodology to quantify the embodied energy of the new home. The star
rating was improved by improving materials, improving design or through a mixed
method scenario. Their results claimed that the energy optimal scenario for
Melbourne was between 6 and 7 stars and that a rating above this required more total
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energy over 50 years. In Brisbane the energy optimal design was between 8 and 9
stars. In both cases the improved star rating was achieved by design changes, not
material improvements.
In more temperate climates such as on the east coast of NSW, Australia, embodied
energy can amount to a significant portion of total energy use for a building.
Contrary to current practices this highlights the need to take into account embodied
energy in energy efficient design, especially for newly built homes. The research by
Crawford et al. (2016) highlighted the importance of utilising design/layout changes
to improve energy star ratings, which had a much greater efficacy to reduce total
energy use when compared with material changes.

The Ageing Population
Retrofitting may provide one pathway to produce the ‘value for money,’ smaller size
dwellings the ageing population are reportedly looking for (Adair 2014). Retrofitting
was reported to offer the following benefits: release of the elderly’s capital that was
currently invested in property that could be used for their retirement; extend
independence through fit for purpose designs and appropriate sized homes; lower
maintenance costs; and a greater supply of larger housing for young families (Adair
2014). Further research is needed to investigate these opportunities.

Construction Compliance
A 2013 study by the CSIRO made a number of significant findings regarding the
effect of residential energy rating schemes on energy use and capital costs (Ambrose
2013). More than half of the 414 homes studied did not have documentation to prove
the energy compliance and performance rating of their home. The report found that
there was very little visibility and accountability in the current energy regulations.
Those aspects of the regulations that could be checked showed a large variation in
the quality of work.

Section Summary
Residential energy retrofits are situated within a complex framework of interactions
between government, the building industry and households. Retrofit legislation and
government incentives have produced limited market penetration across the housing
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stock to date. However, energy retrofitting shows potential to meet a number of the
existing housing and sustainability challenges in Australia.

2.2.5 Decision Support Tools
The following information and decision-making resources were reviewed to
understand the tools and resources currently available to householders in NSW.
•

Australian Government – Your Home Guide

This guide included a website and printed book with information for Australians to
improve the environmental sustainability of their homes (Downton 2013). The guide
provided common challenges, information and examples about the process of design
and construction. The guide is detailed and provides thorough explanations, more
appropriate for householders wanting to extend their knowledge or who are willing
to invest significant time in furthering their understanding. It does not contain cost
information and has some specifications of the interventions recommended.
•

Australian Government – Renovators Guide

A predecessor of the ‘Your Home’ guide, this paper or pdf based information guide
highlighted actions that could ‘save money,’ create a ‘healthy and comfortable
environment’ or that were ‘environmentally friendly’ (Department of Environment
2008). The guide provided this information in the context of common renovation
works.
This guide provides a thorough and relevant structure for a renovator to use when
planning a project. However it was text based and did not highlight the co-benefits of
environmental design elements such as thermal comfort. Recent studies have found
that typically householders draw inspiration from images, TV shows and existing
projects when planning and imagining their renovations, with an emphasis on seeing
how things look or work rather than reading text (Hulse et al. 2015).
•

Liveability – The 17 Things

“The 17 things are liveability features which offer the potential for reduced running
costs and increased comfort if used correctly by the occupant.” (The Centre for
Liveability 2017). This website used language and simple formatting. It utilised
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diagrams, images and videos under simple headings to educate and inform
householders. The guide did not provide technical specifications but provided
householders with the understanding to pursue DIY or professional pathways to
implement sustainable, cost reducing and improved comfort outcomes.
•

BASIX Legislation

For those renovation or addition projects that triggered the BASIX requirements, the
online portal for entering building design data provided feedback and suggestions to
assist householders to achieve the legislated targets. The suggestions were highly
relevant, as they pertain to each building element with the specific data about the
orientation and materials of the element already entered. No cost data was available
through the online portal. The tool provides information for householders about the
aims of each of the targets and what interventions can be used to achieve these aims.
Table 2.4 Summary of existing decision support tools and resources.
Tool/resource
Energy
hierarchy
Your Home
Guide
Renovators
Guide
NABERS
HEE
The 17
Things
BASIX

Educational

Information

Usability

Cost
information

BPS
based

Image or
text based

Provides
specifications

No

No

na

No

No

Text

No

Yes

Yes

low

No

No

Text

No

Yes

Yes

high

No

No

Text

No

Yes

Yes

low

Yes

Yes

Text

Yes

Yes

Yes

high

No

No

Image

No

No

Yes

na

No

Yes

Text

Yes

Table 2.4 summarises the tools and resources reviewed in this section. The
‘education’ column indicates if information was included that educated householders
about the principles of sustainable and passive design. The ‘information’ column
indicated sources that up-skilled householder to achieve outcomes such as thermal
comfort or reduced energy use by using different methods or technologies. The
‘usability’ column is a qualitative description from the present researcher, of the
accessibility of the information presented in the guide to householders. This included
the vocabulary used, the layout of the information and the integration of the
information with typical renovation works and outcomes. The last column outlines
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whether the tool/resource provides equations, calculators or links to resources where
householders can create specifications for their specific project.
This review critiqued a number of resources that were available to renovators in
NSW. The ‘17 Things’ resource stood out as the most appropriate and usable guide
for renovators as it was simple, linear and used language and mediums of
communication familiar to householders.

2.2.6 The Efficacy and Utilisation of Energy Renovation Information
Sources
The previous section identified and critiqued a number of energy retrofit information
sources and design assistance tools. The following literature was analysed to analyse
the use of these types of guides by householders and in cases where they were using
them, to understand what their interaction with them was.
Recent Australian researchers used an online survey to gather data from
approximately 150 Australian householders who had completed a renovation (Hulse
et al. 2015). They found that homeowners most frequently used retailer websites
(51%), discussion forums (43%) and social media (32%) to gather information
during the planning phase of their renovation, with the percentage of respondents in
brackets. The decision support tools reviewed in Section 2.2.5 could fall into a
number of the information source types listed by renovators. However the support
tools do not correspond with any of the top three responses listed above. These
respondents identified product reviews, product recommendations, exchanging ideas,
trusted professionals and expert advice as the most helpful types of information when
making decisions.
The survey responses collected were followed up with focus groups (Hulse et al.
2015). Some of the renovators in these groups found it difficult to find information
about energy efficiency. They found a large amount of styling information but had
difficulty finding out about the performance of products in a way that made sense to
them, or from sources they could confirm the credibility of. The details of data
collection methods were scant, raising some doubts about the credibility of the
results. However the results contributed important information about the information
sources utilised by renovators and the types of information they feel are lacking.
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A wide-ranging Australian study investigated the drivers of demand for low carbon
refurbishments in Australian housing (Willand et al. 2012). In their review of the
Australian literature they also cited a lack of information, which was requested by
householders to equip them to reduce the energy use and improved sustainability
outcomes in their home. The literature they reviewed identified a large number of
Australian householders with little knowledge about the factors driving energy use in
their homes. The authors also cited international literature and claimed that
information campaigns were requisite for stimulating demand for low carbon
refurbishments. In this paper, literature that analysed the use of information tools as
enablers for energy retrofits from Australia and overseas was synthesised and
reviewed. This added to our knowledge of the uptake of information tools in
Australia and of their role in stimulating demand.
An unpublished, audited report that investigated energy efficient non-compliance in
the building industry in Australia highlighted a lack of awareness of the importance
and benefits of energy efficient housing (Harrington 2014).
These papers have identified a number of existing channels through which renovators
were collecting the majority of their information when planning renovation works.
They have also analysed the efficacy of tools for enabling energy retrofits. Further
research is required to add to this data regarding the information sources renovators
are using today. The processes currently being utilised to plan and implement energy
retrofits is also an area of further research.
The present author would like to acknowledge that there are other aspects of
residential retrofitting that have been the subjects of study. Householder health as it
relates to the indoor environmental quality of the home was one such aspect that the
present author would have liked to have included in this study. However this was
excluded due to the time available for the project. The present author would like to
acknowledge the interconnectedness of householder health, building code
regulations, age-appropriate housing design and common retrofitting outcomes but
was not able to explore these areas in this project.
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2.3 Energy Efficiency and Sustainability in Renovations: The
Attitudes & Priorities of Australian Home Owners
This section presents a review of existing knowledge regarding homeowner attitudes
and priorities in renovation, energy use and sustainability in their home. The
literature approached householder behaviour, opinions and values from a social
practice theory, a rationalist and a behaviourist perspective.
As stated earlier in this chapter there has been a significant drive by governments and
international bodies to reduce carbon emissions and increase energy efficiency by
improving the efficiency of new and existing buildings. A number of studies have
reported that despite the purported economic and thermal comfort improvements
associated with energy retrofits, uptake levels are not meeting the rates expected by
governments both in Australia and abroad (Dyrbol 2011; Gram-Hanssen 2013; Stieß
2013; Tovar 2012; Weiss 2012). The following literature was concordant in shifting
the focus from technological solutions to also consider the behaviours, attitudes and
daily routines of homeowners, along with societal norms and local contexts in their
study and conceptualisation of efficient and environmentally friendly households.
The studies used a variety of methods: case studies, large-scale surveys, utility data
analysis, interviews and mixed methods. The research investigated the values and
practices of householders regarding a number of sustainability-related issues, as well
as investigating a number of drivers and triggers for environmental upgrades to
homes.

2.3.1 Studies of Wollongong Residents
Three noteworthy residential studies of, or including, Wollongong, NSW were
conducted in 2005, 2009 and 2010 and are reviewed first because of their relevance
to the present project (Crabtree & Hes 2009; IPART 2010; Waitt et al. 2012).
Common limitations in the studies were the use of self-reporting measures,
convenience sampling and the complexity surrounding householder behaviour. A
review and analysis of the results and research as they related to this thesis follows.
In 2009 a survey entitled ‘Tough times? Green Times?’ was administered across the
Illawarra Region with 1465 responses (Waitt et al. 2012). This survey was
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particularly valuable for the present research due to the scope, topic and location of
the survey. The survey collected data on three core ‘dimensions’: practice
(behaviour); structure (demographic data), and sustainability judgements (knowledge
and concern). The results revealed that households possess a varied ability to alter
their consumption practices. The authors commented that targeted solutions tailored
to specific household capability were required for these different abilities. The results
revealed that women, detached households (stand-alone dwellings) and low-income
households were the most sustainable in their household practices.
Waitt et al. (2012) found that households with greater concern and willingness to act
upon climate change, did not express these views through sustainable household
practices. This behaviour appeared to conflict with the theory of reasoned action
(Ajzen 2012). One explanation put forward by the authors for these behaviours was
that they were an expression of other beliefs and attitudes that were not investigated
by the research. Research investigating the factors influencing sustainable
technology uptake by Australian households supports this deduction (Crabtree & Hes
2009). They found only a small difference in the penetration of rainwater tank
installation between groups of differing environmental concern. Crabtree & Hes also
concluded that homeowners displayed a weak relationship between their concern for
environmental issues and a stated intention to specify products and technologies that
addressed those issues when designing their homes. These findings explore in greater
depth what might be thought of as a barrier. Householders may cite a lack of
information as a barrier, but in practice that information may not change their
practice.
A comparison was made of 7125 Wollongong households who installed a rainwater
tank, with the wider community who did not (Moy 2012). The research claimed that
during a time of water restrictions, water use dropped by a similar amount for both
groups. Following further investigations using interviews, Moy described two
categories of people; ‘water savers’ and ‘water users’. The ‘water users’ group saw
the technology, a water tank, as providing them with freedom and autonomy from
government restrictions. Comparisons of the behaviours of the tank and non-tank
households conducted by Waitt et al. (2012), showed that tank households were also
no more likely to engage in water saving practices. These findings reveal the
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potential for alternate priorities and decision-making to influence householders when
they approach sustainable technology.

2.3.2 Studies of the Enablers and Barriers for Energy Efficient
Renovations
The following papers investigated enablers and barriers for householders regarding
the installation of technology that reduced energy use or improved thermal comfort.
A recent report by the Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council (ASBEC)
revealed that electricity price increases that were expected to trigger energy retrofits
had not led to an increase (Willand et al. 2012). A similar trend was found in
Victorian homes with few households listing increases in electricity costs as a reason
for installing insulation (ABS 2010a). Willand and Horne (2013) reported that they
could find no evidence to suggest that information, nor economic policy directed at
individual consumers had successfully shifted demand. This contrasted with findings
from the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute. They published results of
a survey of 1194 Brisbane and Melbourne households and 22 follow-up interviews in
2010 (Fielding et al. 2010). The research used the Theory of Planned Behaviour, a
well-established and tested theoretical model to understand intentions and behaviour.
The results identified rebates and labelling as key facilitators for installation of
efficient appliances.
The ABS conducted an Australia-wide survey entitled Energy Use and Conservation
in March 2011 (ABS 2011). For approximately 70% of Australian households the
main reason for installing insulation was to 'achieve comfort'. Rebates were also
included in the decision-making process, but to a much lesser degree with one in ten
saying they installed insulation because a rebate was offered.
More recently the ABS conducted a survey about housing occupancy and costs,
sampling 14,162 households (ABS 2015). Using the Canadian National Occupancy
Standard (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2016), the results showed that
approximately 3% of Australian homes required an extra room to meet the standard.
In contrast 78% of Australian homes had one or more extra bedrooms above what
was required.
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Case Studies and a review of energy retrofit programs from the UK found that
thermal comfort and sustained or improved asset values - not energy or carbon
reductions - were the main drivers of energy retrofits for households (Jankel 2013).
This research contrasted with the common assumption that payback and cost were
central considerations for hosueholders.
In 2009/10 2192 interviews and utility data were collected from Sydney, Hunter and
Illawarra households by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART).
Analysis of this data found that electricity use in these areas had fallen from 2006 to
2010 (IPART 2010). Contrary to the aforementioned research, the authors cited
utility price increases and installation of gas hot water systems as potential
contributing factors. More research is required to understand the reduced electricity
use observed in the IPART report. For example, the installation of gas hot water
systems was eligible for a government rebate and was commonly recommended as
being cheaper to run than conventional direct electric heated hot water systems
(Downton 2013). The switch to gas hot water systems may have been characterised
as an economic and not a sustainability-motivated decision.
A review of the data set from IPART (2010) revealed a number of trends. Annual
energy use doubled from the lowest household income bracket to the highest,
appliance ownership also increased as household income increased. This trend was
consistent for heating and cooling appliance ownership. However, reports of ceiling
insulation did not follow this trend. Of the five income brackets the lowest bracket
reported the highest incidence of insulation and the middle-income bracket reported
the lowest. Possible explanations for this included government programs for lowincome households, a greater desire of low-income families to install insulation or
self-reporting errors. These results reveal that in the case of insulation, varied
incomes have not been a barrier to uptake.
The data collection period of the IPART (2010) study coincided with the Australian
Government Home Insulation Program (HIP) which ran from July 2009 until early
2010 (Department of the Environment 2010). Over a 12-month period an 18%
increase in the total number of NSW households with insulation in their roof cavity
was recorded by IPART (2010). Over such a small time period this represents a very
large deployment of insulation. This data corroborates the qualitative findings of
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Fielding et al. (2010) regarding the efficacy of rebates. Further study of this
phenomenon is required to delineate if the rebate was the driving factor or whether
some other impetus associated with rebates such as increased awareness was a
contributor.
Data analysis conducted in Victoria, Australia, showed that for a similar time period
to that measured in the IPART (2010) study, a reduction in heating energy use was
associated with widespread adoption of insulation in Victoria as part of the HIP
(Palmer 2012). Their analysis ran from 2007 to 2011 and was adjusted for variation
in temperature. The results showed a net reduction in Victoria’s gas use for the
winter of 2010 and 2011, equivalent to delaying consumption growth by 2 years.
Longer-range research would facilitate study of the long-term impact of the HIP,
especially against changes in household behaviour such as the rebound effect
(Maxwell et al. 2011).
The above data from Willand et al. (2012), the ABS (2010a), Willand & Horne
(2013) and IPART (2010) revealed that householder responses to utility price
changes, both in energy use and retrofit uptake are complex. The research of Moy
(2012) suggested that the results of Fielding et al. (2010), IPART (2010) and Palmer
(2012) should be investigated with a focus on each issue at hand. Moy (2012)
recommended a focus on measuring the effectiveness of each intervention to elicit
the end outcome; reductions in energy use and improved indoor thermal comfort, not
intermediary outcomes such as technology uptake. A need to focus on alternative
ways in which interventions could be conceived and used by householders was also
highlighted. These findings reveal a gap, necessitating greater understanding of the
context surrounding sustainability and energy use decision-making of householders
regarding their houses, coupled with an improved understanding of householder
renovation and energy use priorities.
The results from a series of 20 homeowner interviews in Melbourne Australia found
that when aiming to reduce household energy use, daily routines, conforming to
social norms and expectations of comfort, cleanliness and convenience were at least
as important, if not more important, than technological interventions (Judson et al.
2014, p. 74). Results from another ASBEC report supported these findings, citing a
need to consider a house ‘a technological and material entity’ as well as a ‘social and
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cultural site of domestic practice’ in order to accelerate the uptake of energy retrofits
in Australia (Willand & Horne 2013, p. 8).
Judson et al. (2014) also demonstrated that social norms and perceptions of resale
value as applied to renovation work could undo the energy savings associated with
energy retrofits. Their research showed that between 2005 and 2008 the number of
Australian households using energy efficient light bulbs grew from 33% to 59%.
However, energy used for lighting also increased over the same period. Suggested
explanations included increased use of halogen lighting and the increased number of
lights in expanded dwellings. Similarly, the authors cited the possibility that
efficiency improvements from renovation work may be undone by the trend to add
more space, often increasing the total energy use of a house.
The relationship between renovation work and increased floor area in Australia has
been investigated in two other studies (Department of the Environment 2008;
Warren-Myers et al. 2012). Both studies found that the common practice of
increasing floor area when renovating, reduced or entirely offset energy efficiency
improvements associated with the renovation works. The interviews conducted by
Warren-Myers et al. (2012) found that 50 of 72 houses studied in Victoria increased
the internal area of their home, by an average of 79% as part of a recent renovation.
In addition to the householder characteristics examined thus far, Crabtree and Hes
(2009) identified institutional barriers as a major obstruction for energy efficiency in
Australia. Their research investigated sustainability for various individuals
throughout the housing sector, examining data from a series of surveys, interviews
and previous research in Australia. The authors found that when asked about
sustainability, builders viewed homeowners as a barrier 47% of the time and only as
a driver 33% of the time. State government regulation was a major driver for
builders, reported by 73%. Clarity of cost premiums and information about energy
efficient technologies were cited as remedies by 70% of builders. The authors
concluded that sustainability in housing markets was mainly obscured by
institutional barriers not technological ones. A study of households in a Queensland
Eco village found that the housing market and regulators played critical roles through
action and language in limiting or enhancing the diffusion of sustainable housing
(Miller & Buys 2013).
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Research studying three Danish retrofit projects found that the process by which a
retrofit was designed and the way in which the retrofit intersects with everyday
practices, was predictive of the way in which the inhabitants interacted with the
retrofit once it was complete (Vlasova & Gram-Hanssen 2014). The authors found
processes that provided input from householders, that incorporated their everyday
practices or that provided feedback loops to encourage them to reduce energy
consumption were the most effective.
The following papers addressed the household characteristics that most influence
average household electricity consumption. The research conducted by IPART
(2010) showed household characteristics associated with higher energy consumption
were the number of occupants, household income, the dwelling structure (detached,
apartment, etc.) and whether or not gas was a source of energy. Internal floor area
data was not collected in this survey but was referenced as another key household
characteristic of energy use (Department of the Environment 2008). The electricity
usage behaviours that most influenced average household electricity consumption
were: possession and usage of large appliances; whether there was a swimming pool;
and if the house had a direct electric hot water system (IPART 2010).
This research illuminates high value energy saving practices and households. The
authors cautioned that each association does not imply causation. Other underlying
factors or a combination of factors may be driving consumption (IPART 2010).
A 45-minute interview was conducted with 72 Victorian households to collect
quantitative and qualitative data relating to their current or recent renovation
(Warren-Myers et al. 2012). The authors made a number of insightful conclusions
from this data regarding barriers to sustainability in renovations. Cost was the most
commonly cited barrier, while increasing the size of the home was the most common
reason for renovating. For this cohort sustainability measures were in conflict with
the common objective of increasing the size of the home and also were in
competition for limited funds.
The authors concluded that this group of renovators did not believe that sustainability
measures aligned with their renovation goals, which were commonly things such as
improved liveability or thermal comfort. These results suggested that when cost was
listed as a barrier, it might have represented a misunderstanding of sustainability
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measures by householders. The authors also commented that economic justification
of sustainability measures limits viable measures only to those with an economic
benefit. If householders understood that a number of retrofit measures aligned with
improved liveability and comfort, such barriers may be less significant.
With and estimated annual renovation spend of $30 billion dollars in 2010 there is a
significant financing for energy retrofits if they are incorporated into general
renovation works currently taking place (BIS Shrapnel 2010).
Five key findings from the reviewed literature were:
•

The main reason (70%) Australians installed insulation was for thermal
comfort.

•

Another major driver for the installation of ceiling insulation was rebates.

•

A decrease in household energy use was thought to be in some ways the
result of:
a) An increase in electricity costs and an increase in installation of gas
hot water systems,
b) An increase in rates of ceiling insulation.

•

Behaviour and social norms were significant predictors of household energy
use.

•

To increase the floor area of a home was a common aspect of renovation
work and increased floor area was associated with an increase in household
energy use.

This review has highlighted a number of significant papers and research projects.
These papers have effectively utilised a number of theoretical frameworks and
methodologies to collect and interpret data. The clearest gaps in the literature exists
in understanding the underlying social norms; and the priorities and the behaviours
of households when approaching renovations, energy efficiency and sustainability in
their homes. There is a need to understand these norms, priorities and behaviours as
they relate to specific sustainable and efficiency related outcomes and the
technologies and interventions used to achieve those outcomes. A number of the
researchers specifically recommended context-rich, in-depth data collection as an
area for future work.
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2.4 Methods of Research
The literature reviewed in the following section informed the choice of research
methods adopted in the present project. A thorough review of the origins and
development of research design, as well as the approaches and paradigms that guide
research design can be found in the book by Creswell (2014).

2.4.1 Retrofit Capital Installation and Purchase Costs
The following research investigated or employed methods to calculate the cost of
purchasing and installing energy retrofits. Table 2.5 lists previously cited literature
that specified a process for calculating the cost of retrofitting.
The second last column in Table 2.5, which contains information about the ‘retrofit
cost source,’ is the focus of this section. The table shows that the literature reviewed
thus far exhibits scant detail when outlining the source of capital cost information
and the assumptions used to calculate capital costs. Only the ‘Retrofit for the Future’
project listed a source that was traceable, this being from a post retrofit evaluation,
where the cost of the retrofit had been documented. From the literature and project
information reviewed, no transparent cost estimation method had been published.

Quantity Surveying Methods and Standards
Accurate cost estimates of construction projects typically involve a material take-off,
a bill of quantities and cost data sources to add to the bill of quantities (AIQS &
MBAI 2011; Lee et al. 2013). In the Australian construction industry Rawlinsons and
Cordell are two widely cited and used residential construction cost data sources.
Below is a summary of the available renovation and retrofit cost information in
Cordell and Rawlinsons guides.
Rawlinsons Australian Construction Handbook 2015 contains a section on building
refurbishment (Rawlinsons Group 2015). In this section, the handbook does not
detail any residential buildings. Listed are minor, medium and major refurbishment
costs for hotels and office buildings. Also listed was a ‘recycle, regenerate’ cost to
bring the building to an ‘as new’ standard with ‘state of the art and energy efficient
services,’ for those building types. The omission of any residential data from
Rawlinsons cost guide in this area, gives further evidence of the lack of residential
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renovation or retrofit cost information in Australia, even when compared to the
commercial construction sector.
Both the Rawlinsons Guide and the Cordell Guide have square metre rates for a
number of listed project types. Both guides omit house renovation from their square
metre rates. Cordell’s guide has rates for bathroom, kitchen and laundry renovations
(Cordell Building Publications 2015), while Rawlinsons only has m2 rates for altering
individual buildings elements such as doors, walls and fittings.
Neither Cordell nor Rawlinsons have specified the reasons omitting rates for these
common projects. However, it was clear that these omissions from two ubiquitous
estimating data publishers reveal the present challenge facing retrofit cost estimation
in Australia.
Both of these guides contain individual cost centres for most of the requirements for
energy retrofit and new build cost estimates. A number of academics and project
managers from the industry recommended Cordell’s guide as the most accurate for
housing projects.
The Australian Standard Method of Measurement (ASSM) of building works, 5th
edition (2012), was referenced when conducting the material take-off and preparing
the bill of quantities for the design-based projects. The ASSM was published to
provide a uniform basis for measuring different construction works.
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Table 2.5
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These industry standards were reviewed to provide information and methods that
were incorporated in the methodology of the present project.
Table 2.6 Cost estimation variance matrix (Canadian Federal Government 2012).

A review of the predicted accuracy of cost estimations is included. The Canadian
Construction Association published a report into the variance in accuracy of
estimates depending on a number of factors (Canadian Federal Government 2012).
Table 2.6 shows the variance matrix published within the report. Retrofitting fits into
the bottom row of the matrix as a unique project. To achieve an estimate of high
accuracy 3 requirements were stipulated; experienced and professional estimators,
completed project documentation and sufficient time to produce the estimate. These
recommendations informed the methodology that was employed to estimate designbased energy retrofits. The report cited renovation work and unique projects that
were outside common construction types, as project types that would require a
greater allowance for variation in cost. Both published literature and industry
expertise will be sought to understand the amount of variance that is appropriate for
design-based detached home energy retrofitting.

Cost Estimation and Risk
Approaching cost estimation from the plant engineering industry Lund (2005)
provided valuable insights regarding project risk and its affect on cost. Lund
highlighted that in the plant engineering industry plus or minus x% was a common
but often meaningless addition to estimate figures. With no confidence interval the
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error percentage was not reliable. He commented that this was an inherent challenge
in the industry due to the bespoke nature of projects; he cited a lack of similar data as
a barrier to producing a confidence interval. A similar problem exists with
retrofitting due to the different costing methods used and the lack of capital cost data
collection.

2.4.2 Survey & Interview Methods
Surveys have been successfully applied to study a wide range of phenomena and are
capable of measuring many variables efficiently (Check & Schutt 2012). The ease
and adaptability of surveys has also led to their widespread use, although careful
research design is required to produce useful, valid data. A thorough research design
process was outlined in a paper by Dolnicar (2013). The techniques and process
described can be found in Section 3, where the theory is applied.
A helpful example of the implementation of sound survey design can be seen in
research investigating householder attitudes to potable water discolouration and
sustainable household design (Dzidic & Green 2012). The authors were able to
collect and interpret data to draw conclusions about the importance of normative
behaviours and social conventions in shaping people’s expectation of themselves and
others, as well as shaping their interaction with sustainability measures.
A number of papers have investigated the phenomena commonly known as
desirability bias (Jo et al. 1997; Krumpal 2013). This phenomena describes a
situation where respondents surrender what they believe is the ‘right answer’ in the
context of the research or of social norms, rather than surrendering a true response to
the question. A discussion of methods to avoid, manage and reduce this phenomena
along with research that utilised these methods was presented by (Dolnicar 2013).
An explanation of different approaches to interviews and their design is covered by
Creswell (2014). Saldaña (2009) outlines in great detail the theory and processes
used to code interview responses. Saldaña argued that the coding process largely
determined the quality of results. Focusing specifically on human geography, Waitt
(2010) explained discourse analysis; a method for studying the meaning, attitudes
and practices of people within a specific social and temporal context. Together this
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literature provides a foundation for the design, collection and interpretation of data
investigating the experiences, behaviour and attitudes of householders.

2.4.3 Case Study Methods
Case studies are often misunderstood as a description of a research methodology,
when they typically only describe that which is to be studied, not how it will be
studied (Hepp 2008). Using a case study is however, a central design decision for a
methodology; shaping the results that can be expected from the research (Yin 2014).
There are numerous definitions for case studies, Yin (2014, p. 16) has defined them
as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context
are not clearly evident.” Case studies have been used extensively in the social
science field and it was predominantly in this field that they have developed and
been refined (Lindlof 2008).
Throughout the 20th century a discussion has ensued within the social science field
about the efficacy of case studies to produce results of an empirical nature (Lindlof
2008). The discussion regarding case studies is framed by two broader terms used to
describe forms of explanation: idiographic and nomothetic. Idiographic explanations
are concerned with observing the unique characteristics of an individual case in a
specific context. Nomothetic explanation is concerned with trends or characteristics
that are predictable and repeated across entire systems or populations (Lindlof 2008).
The most powerful examples of nomothetic observations are scientific laws such as
those found in physics. These laws accurately predict that ‘action a’ will lead to
‘outcome b’ in any and all circumstances. Idiographic methods are not primarily
interested in universal laws but allow a researcher to understand the context and
complex variables of a unique situation or subject.
The results from a case study can, in the right circumstances be generalised to further
the understanding of a group larger than those included in the case study itself
(Flyvbjerg 2006). To delineate a number of unique case study methods Stake (1994,
p. 437) described 3 distinct case study types; intrinsic, instrumental & collective. The
present project was concerned with details of both specific projects, i.e. retrofitted
homes (intrinsic) and also a macro issue; residential energy efficiency in Australia
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(instrumental). Case studies used in this research would therefore be hybrid
(collective) case studies. Collective case studies describe a situation where a number
of instrumental case studies are used to further understand general phenomena.

Case Study Use in the Literature
Table 2.7 displays a number of reviewed reports and journal articles that utilise a
case study methodology. This reveals an established precedent of case study use in
the energy retrofit literature. The reason for using case studies to investigate
residential energy retrofitting were the high cost of monitoring and characterising a
home before, during and after retrofit as well as the unique nature of every home
created by the orientation, surrounding features and occupants for example.
Table 2.7 Reviewed residential retrofit literature and programs that employed case
study methodologies.
Author (year)
ACF (2008)

Title

Case Study

Energy & Equity

Beckman (2012)

Zero Energy at Zero Cost

Beyond Zero
Emissions (2013)

Zero Carbon Buildings Plan

Yes

Camco (2011b)

Retrofit South East: Project Summary Report

Yes

Fluhrer (2010)

Achieving Radically Energy Efficient Retrofits

Frey (2011)

Quantifying the Environmental Value of Building Reuse

Yes

Gupta (2015)

Retrofit for the Future programme: key lessons

Keech (2011)

Software to Save Energy

Maher (2013)

Evaluating the Cost-Effectiveness of Rebate Programs for
Residential Energy-Efficiency Retrofits

Meikle (2014)

Retrofit for the Future: analysis of cost data

Yes

Pathways to decarbonizing the housing sector: a scenario analysis

Yes

Refurbishment Options Analysis

Yes

Newton & Tucker
2011
Northrop (2014)
UNEP (2008)
Washan & Cole
(2012)

Yes

Green Jobs: Towards descent work in a sustainable, low-carbon
world
FutureFit: Financial Modelling In-depth Findings

2.5 Summary of Current Research and Knowledge Gaps
This chapter provides a review of the key literature and knowledge relevant to the
present project. First the rationale for building upgrades from environmental, social
and building industry perspectives were explored. Methods to select retrofits were
critiqued along with retrofit programs and incentives. Research investigating the
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interactions between householders, home energy use and energy retrofits were also
reviewed. This literature informed the research questions and the methodology
employed to answer those research questions.
A dearth of accurate, referenced capital cost information was highlighted in the
current literature. Internationally and in Australia it was found that the
implementation of effective energy retrofits continues to be a challenge and an area
requiring further research. Encouraging results were presented by a number of
authors, demonstrating that energy retrofits were capable of improving both
household and environmental outcomes. Australian household behaviour and
attitudes to sustainability and energy use in their homes and in relation to renovation
projects were also areas of further research. The existing research highlighted the
need for context-rich data regarding homeowner attitudes, decision-making and
project outcomes in respect to renovation projects. The societal progress achieved in
the past century in the areas of health, education and economics should inspire
researchers to continue to investigate solutions to the challenges facing society today
and into the future.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines the research methodology and methods employed in the present
project. These methods were employed to answer the research questions outlined in
Section 1.2 and address the current gaps in the literature as identified in Section 2.
Seven collective case studies were the central instrument by which data was
collected.
The present project analyses qualitative and quantitative data predominantly in a
convergent, parallel mixed method (Creswell 2014), comparing and relating different
types of data. An explanatory sequential, mixed methods approach was also utilised
specifically for the survey and interview data (Creswell 2014; Ivankova et al. 2006).
In this case the quantitative data collected from the surveys was integrated with the
data from qualitative, semi-structured interviews that followed. A schematic
overview of the methodology is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.1 Research Need
The majority of our existing knowledge regarding the cost-effectiveness of
residential retrofits comes from computer-aided building performance simulations.
The following quotation succinctly identifies some of the challenges for residential
retrofits and the current research needs:
“Despite the widespread implementation of retrofit rebate programs and calls for
increased investment in demand side management programs, surprisingly little is
known about whether energy-efficiency retrofits are an effective way to reduce
energy consumption. Engineering simulations provide most of the evidence, but
simulated predictions, even if based on sound models, do not account for installation
quality or behavioural responses. Hence there is an important and timely need for
empirical research that uses field data to more fully evaluate the effects of energyefficiency retrofits on energy consumption.” (Maher 2013, p. 8)
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Figure 3.1 Research methodology flowchart, displaying the major elements of the
mixed method approach.
In this context the present project sought to collect data from completed or inprogress renovation/retrofitting projects. These projects provided real-world data on
projects that were embedded in the life of the occupants and in the context of their
existing house. These methods were not without their own challenges, which are
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explored in each section of this chapter. The methods build on a similar methodology
by Warran-Myers (2012), aiming to explore areas identified for further work.

3.2 Overview of Project Methods and Activities
The key stages of the project are listed below.
•

Conduct a literature review to:
o understand the existing body of literature;
o identify gaps in the existing knowledge; and
o inform the research methods of this project.

•

Develop a methodology and conduct two household surveys to:
o test the case study methodology;
o investigate renovation decisions;
o understand the information householders use when renovating; and
o identify challenges and potential opportunities for householder-led
energy retrofits.

•

Quantify the capital cost of the Illawarra Flame House:
o implement a methodology to estimate the cost from design drawings
including:

•

!

producing a bill of quantities,

!

compiling retrofit cost sources,

!

assigning costs to the bill of quantities.

Conduct seven energy retrofit case studies to:
o collect whole-of-house retrofit costs, specifications and plans,
o interview householders about the renovation process, their values and
decisions relating to the retrofits, and the outcomes of the retrofits and
o investigate the challenges and potential opportunities for retrofits in
temperate climates in Australia.

•

Analyse the economics of retrofitting in Australia by:
o comparing and synthesising the results of whole-of-house retrofit
costs and individual retrofit costs, and
o comparing retrofit costs with knock down and rebuild costs.
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3.3 Research Scope
The aims of this research were to quantify and analyse residential energy retrofit
capital costs and understand the processes and decision-making employed by
householders to implement environmental upgrades in Australia.
Residential energy retrofitting draws on a large body of knowledge and involves a
number of skills. This research focused on the capital cost of residential retrofits
drawing data from a number of sources and contexts. The scope of the project was
limited in the following ways.
•

Only Australian detached houses, defined as Class 1a buildings by the
Building Code of Australia, and the occupants of this class of building were
studied (ABCB 2016).

•

To conduct face-to-face interviews and home walk-throughs within the
project budget, it was necessary to constrain the geographical limits of the
participants to within or nearby Wollongong, Australia. Costs were compared
across Australia using Cordell’s cost factor multiplier (Cordell Building
Publications 2015).

•

Only building and system purchase and associated installation costs were
included. Resale and land values were not included.

•

No technologies at a research and development stage were included, i.e. only
commercially available technology was studied. Energy efficiency and
passive thermal comfort technologies were the primary focus although solar
photovoltaic energy generating technology was also included because of its
common inclusion in the literature and in retrofitted houses.

•

Environmental upgrade outcomes were primarily reported using householder
perceptions. Where quantitative data was collected, end-use energy use was
reported and analysed.

This chapter is structured to reflect the chronological stages through which the
research progressed.
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3.4 Householder Surveys: Sources of Data and Analysis
Two householder surveys addressed a number of aims for both the present research
project and for researchers at the Sustainable Buildings Research Centre. The
following key questions were addressed in the surveys.
•

What information do householders utilise when researching renovation
works?

•

How much do householders spend on renovations, and of their budget how
much are they willing to spend on energy efficient technologies?

•

What actions are householders aware of that will reduce their energy use?

•

What are the barriers and opportunities to reduce energy use of the home
from a householder’s perspective?

•

What are householders’ priorities when thinking about renovating or
improving their home?

Both surveys were open to anyone, over the age of 18, who visited the Sustainable
Buildings Research Centre (SBRC) at the 2014 and 2015 SBRC Public Open Days.
The surveys were administered in a quiet space within the SBRC building and the
answers were recorded via an online form, developed by the present author using
tablet computers.
Because the research involved human participants, approval from the University of
Wollongong Human Ethics Committee was a necessary stage in the research design.
This process assisted in the refinement of the methods, as the present researcher had
to explain and justify the research and present the consent form, the questionnaire,
participant information sheet and materials used to recruit participants for review.
This application was reviewed by the University of Wollongong and Illawarra
Shoalhaven Local Health District Human Research Committee and approved before
any research was undertaken. Approval was granted on October 10, 2014, reference
number: HE14/410 (Appendix A).
A cross-sectional survey method was used to collect data regarding the
characteristics and responses of a sample at a particular point in time. A convenience
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sample of those attending the SBRC Open Day was taken. However, it was unlikely
that this group would be representative of the general population, since the
participants had already exhibited interest in sustainability by visiting the SBRC
Open Day. The bias displayed by this group’s voluntary attendance was deemed
acceptable, as they represent those interested in sustainable and energy efficient
design.
The questionnaires used for the 2014 and 2015 surveys followed the framework set
out by Dolnicar (2013). Her research outlined a framework to assist researchers
formulating questions by addressing the following key survey design questions.
•

How does one define what is being measured?

•

How many questions should be asked?

•

How should a question be asked (the query)?

•

In what form will respondents answer (the return)?

A number of survey questions aligned with previous Australian Bureau of Statistics
Census questions. In this case the survey response categories mirrored those
implemented by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. This facilitated direct
comparison of the results with national and local statistics.
The questionnaires were piloted twice to refine them and reduce social desirability
bias. Social desirability bias describes the situation where "Survey respondents
underreport undesirable activities [and characteristics and attitudes] and over-report
desirable ones." (Krumpal 2013, p. 2025). Leading questions that predisposed
respondents to answer in a particular way were re-worded or removed.
The questions asked in Survey 1 addressed a number of topics and queries. The
structure of the surveys was as follows:
•

Householder demographics and house typology,

•

The one thing they would improve

•

Unique questions that depended on the householder’s tenure and whether
they were or had recently renovated.
o These questions covered further questions about the design of their
house.
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o Behavioural questions about actions taken to keep warm in the house.
o Context specific questions about energy efficiency and thermal
comfort in their home.
o Barriers to improving energy efficiency
These topics were selected for inquiry in line with the reviewed literature, which
informed the research questions. The two surveys gathered data relevant to both
research questions from the present study. Capital cost results of renovations and
also environmental upgrades were collected to answer Research Question 2.
Householders were also asked about the following four areas; their priorities
regarding upgrades to their home, if there was any information they felt was lacking
regarding environmental upgrades, the types of environmental upgrades that were of
interest to them and the barriers they faced when aiming to improve the energy
efficiency of their homes.
Surveys 1 and 2 shared nine questions that were the same. Survey 2, which was
collected approximately a year after Survey 1, was altered to include a greater
number of renovation-specific questions. Adjustments were also made to the
questionnaire to investigate in greater depth key topics from Survey 1. These new
questions were not added to the Survey 1 questionnaire, as this would increase the
length of Survey 1 beyond what was considered reasonable for those participating.
The questionnaires are located in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1 Survey 1 questions.
Survey Questions
Demographics and Housing Typologies:
What is your age
Do you own the building you live in?
Building Type
General construction type
Number of storeys that you occupy
Number of occupants
Roof material
Building/Dwelling age

Is the house insulated? (select all that apply)
Type of gas connection
Have you ever had an energy/sustainable/‘green living’
audit of your home?
How useful was the audit?
What actions did you take as a result?
If you could fix or improve one aspect or element of your
current home what would you improve?
Select the option that most applies to you:
All four sub-groups:
What energy efficient or energy saving technologies or
materials do you have in your home or renovation? (Select
all that apply)
New home, old home, renting sub-groups:
What rating did your home receive for its BASIX report for
Energy?
What rating did your home receive for its BASIX report for
Water?
What energy efficient or energy saving technolgies or
materials do/will you have in your new home? (Select all
that apply)
Does your house take advantage of passive solar
design? (Select all that apply)
If you felt cold and were thinking about whether to put on a
jumper or turn on the heater, would the energy/electricity
cost factor in your decision?
Please rank the order of moves you make when you feel
cold at home (1 being what you do first and 5 being what
you do last)
If you were to further improve the energy efficiency of
your new home, what technology or part of the house
would you have focused on?

Renovation and new home sub-groups:
Please rank the importance of each of the following (1 being
most important, 5 being least important):
Renovation sub-group:
Did you consider options other than renovating?
If so, how important were the following options (please rank
importance of each)
Space heating was an important consideration?
Space cooling was an important consideration?
I considered the impact of the renovation on my utility bills
Sustainability, efficiency, being environmentally friendly formed
part of my decision making
Please rank sources of information/assistance that you used in
finalising the renovation design and implementation (1 being
most important)
Approximately how much did you spend on your renovation?
Did you encounter any barriers or challenges in improving the
energy efficiency of your renovation?
If you were to further improve the energy efficiency of your
home, what technology or part of the house would you focus on?
New home sub-group:
Are you aware of how much energy specific appliances in your
home use?
Would you be interested in a display that showed the amount of
energy your home is using?
Did you encounter any barriers or challenges in improving the
energy efficiency of your new home?

Old building sub-group:
What is the greatest barrier that prevents you from improving the
energy efficiency of your home?
Renting sub-group:
When choosing a property to rent or share, what are the major
features that you look for? (Select all that apply)

Follow-up questions (all):
Would you be happy for us to contact you about opportunities to
take part in energy efficiency and retrofitting studies in the
future?
Would you like to enter the Illawarra Flame House Weekend
Raffle to win a weekend stay in the Illawarra Flame Solar
Decathlon House?

Contact Details
Do you have any general comments or suggestions for the
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre team?
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Table 3.2 Survey 2 questions.
Survey Questions
I am 18 years or older

Age of your home

What is your age?

Annual Household Income

Do you own the building you live in?

Suburb name

Building Type

Postcode
Q12. Have you ever thought about altering,
upgrading or renovating your home?

Typical number of occupants

Four Responses to Q12. Herein referred to as sub-groups: No (1), Yes (2),
I am currently planning or carrying out a renovation (3), I recently renovated (4)
Sub-groups 2, 3 and 4
Do you feel that you have the ability to reduce your
energy bills?
What are the most effective ways you are aware of
that would reduce your own energy bills?

Sub-groups 2, 3 and 4
What would you alter, upgrade or renovate?
(including appliances, technology upgrades etc)
How much would you be willing to spend on
this renovation?

What are the main barriers for you when you think
about improving the energy efficiency of your home?
Do you have access to the information you need to
improve the energy efficiency of your home?

What percentage of this budget would you be
willing to spend on work that reduced your
energy costs or improved the efficiency of your
home?
Who would you approach to do the work? (select
all that apply)

If no or only partially, what information do you feel
you are lacking?

a) Given the opportunity, would you purchase
materials/products from local suppliers, or
materials/products that are more sustainable?
(you may select more than one option)

The SBRC is developing a tool to give householders
information to decide upon energy efficiency
improvements specifically tailored to their home.
Would you be interested in using this service?
Would you be willing to pay for such a service if it
was available?
Do you have any general comments or suggestions
for the Sustainable Buildings Research Centre team?

Sub-group 1
For what reason would you consider altering,
upgrading or renovating your home?

18b) even if the cost is higher? (you may select
more than one option)
Sub-groups 3 and 4
Once completed, did (do you expect)
the alterations, upgrades or renovations change
the energy cost for your home?
In the recent alteration, upgrade or renovation of
your home, what would you say initiated the
project?
What initiated the alteration/upgrade/renovation
work you are currently completing?

Data Analysis
Quantitative results were analysed for descriptive trends using graphical
representation of the data. Demographic data was compared and contrasted with
National population data and also Regional population data.
The results from open-ended questions were categorised using coding methods to
aggregate the responses, following the qualitative analysis approach described by
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Creswell (2014). To categorise the open-ended responses a number of themes were
identified from the most commonly occurring issues arising in each question. These
themes were then reviewed by examining the question they were answering and
considering how well the category represented the intent of the respondent as far as it
could be assumed. Lastly the remaining uncategorised data underwent the same
process. Responses that did not fit under any meaningful category were either
grouped together as ‘other’ or ‘miscellaneous’ or made into their own category titled
with the verbatim response given by the respondent.

3.5 Whole-of-House Energy Renovation Capital Costs Data
Collection and Analysis
3.5.1 Industry Familiarisation and Selection of Method
To appreciate standard industry practices pertaining to renovation and retrofit cost
estimation, meetings were conducted with experienced professionals in the area of
study during the early phases of the project. The existing networks of the Sustainable
Buildings Research Centre staff were used to identify these professionals. They were
chosen because of their experience with energy efficient residential design. A
number of key personnel from the Illawarra Flame House retrofit were also
interviewed during this early stage.
Individuals who were interviewed and their contributions to the methodology
included the following:
•

The Illawarra Flame House Project Manager – providing insight and further
detail in addition to the available documentation;

•

The Illawarra Flame House Construction Manager – providing further detail
regarding the construction drawings, bill of quantities and cost schedule;

•

A Sydney based High Volume Sustainable Home Project Manager – who
discussed cost estimation methods for detached residential buildings and
retrofit technologies;

•

A Wollongong-based Retrofit Design Architect – who shared industry cost
estimation methods, householder engagement and retrofit design expertise;
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•

A Nowra-based Quantity Surveyor and Energy Auditor – who provided
quantity surveying advice and a bill of quantities for Case Study 1.

Key information gathered from these interviews that related to the methodology are
listed below. From these interviews, two approaches to the economic evaluation of
retrofits and renovations emerged as the most appropriate.
1. Quantity Surveying Methods
To estimate costs for retrofits, an item-by-item breakdown of the materials
and labour utilised was recommended. This method created transparency and
was standard industry practice. The Cordell Housing Building Cost Guide
(Cordell Building Publications 2015) was recommended as the most reliable
cost source for detached residential projects.
2. Data from in-Progress or Complete Renovation Projects
To most accurately understand retrofit costs completed or in-progress
projects were chosen. This was also recommended as the most reliable way
of understanding residential retrofitting costs following the recommendations
by a number of those interviewed.
The interviews revealed that the most accurate way to cost a knock down and rebuild
project, would likely involve approaching large-volume residential design and
construction companies to use their costs. Project homes built by these large-volume
residential design and construction companies were the most common new home
type built in NSW at the time. The cost of these project homes was a competitive
advantage of their design, construction and supply chain. Method 1 was utilised for
the design-based case study and Method 2 was used for the complete or in progress
projects.
No appropriate or accessible database of costs for residential renovation or retrofit
projects for Wollongong, New South Wales or Australia could be found. Data
collection of a representative statistically significant sample of retrofit projects
presented a number of issues.
•

The scope of this data collection was outside the time and resources available
for this project.
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•

An accompanying data set of knock down and rebuild costs with which to
compare the retrofit projects would also be needed, increasing the amount of
time required to collect data.

•

An absence of reliable estimation rates for retrofitting made a generalised
study of the existing housing stock difficult.

Due to these limitations a quantitative, context rich case study methodology was
selected for sourcing the required data.
When generalising the results, the unique nuances of each case were amplified.,In
the case of this research this could misrepresent the average cost. The advantage that
comes from this same limitation was that the assumptions and scope of these
generalisations could be well understood because of the in-depth data produced by
each case study.
The following criteria were developed to select the retrofit and the knock down and
rebuild projects for each case study.
Projects that:
•

facilitated in-depth data collection to answer the research questions,

•

were located in or close to the Illawarra (SA4),

•

allowed access to financial cost information,

•

for retrofits; that they included energy use or passive solar design as key
drivers in their design,

•

for new construction; that they offered the flexibility to alter the design to an
energy efficient standard comparable to the retrofit (A list of the brief sent to
project home companies can be found in Appendix D).

Costing practices in the residential housing sector at the time of writing were not
transparent (Bean 2014). Builders and project managers used their own methods and
assumptions to estimate renovation and new homes construction costs (Redwood
2015). While new home construction scope can be simpler to define, it was difficult
to compare renovation projects as their scope varied significantly. These factors
presented a challenge to organisations, homeowners and researchers looking to
compare the cost of renovation with new home construction.
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Due to the ubiquitous use of internal floor area square metre rates in industry and the
literature, the results in this project were also often presented in this way. It was
acknowledged that there are shortcomings with this measure; eg. the cost of
upgrading every square metre of the building was not of equal value, comparing a
bathroom with a bedroom for example (Bean, 2014).

3.5.2 Energy Retrofit Costs for Projects in the Planning and Design
Phase
This section begins with a process to compare retrofit and knock down and rebuild
projects, estimate their capital cost and compare these costs, using the Case Study 1
design. A well-known method from the quantity surveying discipline was adopted to
estimate the retrofit and this method is outlined below.
For the retrofit, the steps were:
•

collating a detailed set of drawings,

•

conducting a material take-off from these drawings and

•

assigning appropriate costs for each quantity of materials.

For the knock down and rebuild the steps were:
•

consult a project home company,

•

collect a quote for a project home and

•

add the cost of those upgrades required for energy efficiency, but not offered
by the project home company.

Defining the Thresholds of Refurbishment for the Energy Retrofit
Design
When making a comparison between the costs of whole-of-house energy retrofitting
and knocking down the house and building a new home, the present author needed to
set appropriate thresholds for inclusion or exclusion of non-environmental upgrade
costs in the energy retrofit design. To demolish an existing house and build a new
house brings with it an update to the wet areas and kitchen. The researcher had to
decide and justify whether or not to include the renovation of the wet areas and
kitchen in the scope of the retrofit design, for example. (Note: a distinction was made
between the wet areas and other rooms because of the significant cost of upgrading
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the wet areas, whereas in a general refurbishment the cost to re-paint the interior
walls during an energy retrofit would be relatively low). There were a number of
reasons to incorporate the cost including the following.
•

The primary reason was to make the energy retrofit design as similar in scope
as possible to the equivalent new-build home.

•

A number of trades are already required on site for the energy retrofit,
completing the wet area upgrades at this time would reduce the overall
disruption to the occupants.

•

Given the assumed age of the building it could be an opportune time to
upgrade these service areas of the house. Similarly this could be an
opportunity to increase the service life and improve the potential resale value
of the house.

•

The kitchen may also increase the temperature inside the home, while usually
small it is worth noting that in some cases, especially where the building is
air sealed to a standard common for homes in colder climates, that kitchens
should be included in thermal considerations.

•

Lastly, the decision-making data collected from homeowners via surveys
regarding renovation work to their homes indicated that homeowners
included a number of goals when describing the reason for their projects,
increasing the likelihood that wet area upgrades would be included.

There were also a number of reasons to exclude the kitchen, bathroom and laundry
renovation from the retrofit scope:
•

These renovations were not required to improve the indoor thermal comfort
or to reduce operational energy use,

•

The retrofit cost was inflated by adding these costs, which are not within the
scope of the energy retrofit project,

Although there were a number of compelling reasons to include the cost to update
the kitchen, bathroom and laundry in the cost of the energy retrofit, the cost of these
works was excluded so as to focus the results on the research questions, specifically
Research Question 2, namely a focus on those activities that improve thermal
comfort and reduce household operational energy use. Although the inclusion of
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these non-environmental upgrades increased the similarity of the houses being
compared, this benefit was outweighed by the need to hold to the intent of the
relevant research question. To present the data transparently a note was included
wherever the data was presented to explain the different scope of both projects. The
cost to include these non-environmental upgrades was also presented for those
interested in the cost.

Obtaining a Set of Design Drawings
To calculate an accurate retrofit cost, a detailed understanding of all the cost centres
encompassed in the design was needed. These cost centres arose from the materials
required to construct the retrofit and the skilled labour required to assemble, fashion
and install these materials in place. These cost centres were documented in a bill of
quantities.
In Section 2.4.1 the ASMM was referenced and this guided the creation of the bill of
quantities. This ASMM standard is provided to quantity surveyors in Australia to
‘…provide a uniform basis for the measurement of building works (AIQS & MBAI
2011, p. 3).’ All relevant guidelines contained therein were followed. When cases
arose where no rule was set out, the process used was noted in the bill of quantities
as stipulated by the ASMM (AIQS & MBAI 2011, p. 3). The bill of quantities was
assembled from the Team UOW drawings and measurements of the Illawarra Flame
House retrofit located in North Wollongong, NSW.
The Cordell guide was the primary source of cost information. The Rawlinsons’
guide was used as a secondary source of information, when costs were not available
from the Cordell guide. For materials or services not contained in either cost source,
quotes from National industry bodies were sought, and lastly quotes from local
suppliers, if they could not be sourced elsewhere. When Cordell or Rawlinson guides
did not have the required information, careful attention was paid to detailing the
process used to source those costs. The Cordell guide also provided a table listing
cost factors to account for the change in costs across Australia.

Knock Down and Rebuild Capital Costs
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An ethics application (Appendix K) was lodged to approach project home companies
to select a company with an appropriate design to become the benchmark house
design. This company was required to have the capability to improve the building
envelope to the same standard as the proposed retrofit. Ideally, house construction
companies, which had designs with a comparable construction type and internal
conditioned floor area to the Case Study 1 retrofit would be approached. Only those
companies who could provide a detailed breakdown of costs for this design were
pursued.
Obtaining this information from project home companies proved difficult for a
number of reasons. The companies typically dealt in large volumes of homes, and
with small variations in specifications between homes. The majority of the project
home companies approached, could not provide the increased specifications
requested for environmental upgrades such as insulation, high performance windows
and improved draught sealing. Further to this, the assembling of a detailed quote was
a time consuming process and few companies were willing to donate this time for the
sake of this research. Lastly the size of the Case Study 1 was much smaller than a
typical Australian new home at the time of this project, reducing the number of
companies with comparable designs.
Despite these challenges two companies provided sufficient details for homes that
were close to the internal floor area of the Case Study 1 retrofit. The specifications
and therefore the bill of quantities of the most similar new home were adjusted to
match the bill of quantities from the Case Study 1 retrofit design.
To match the specifications of the new-build home with the retrofit, any garages
attached to the new home designs were removed. Per square metre costs for the
garage were substantially less than the per square metre cost of the remaining floor
area of the house. This increased the results of the cost per square metre compared to
those with garages and for this reason the same refund of $425/m2 to remove garages
was applied to all designs for the garage(s) area included in each in Table 5.14.
Where necessary the cost to remove asbestos, as part of the retrofit or the demolition
was included in these processes, as was the cost of demolition any the new-build
home. These costs were sourced from the costs guides where possible and from
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quotations if they were required. Details of the process used for each design
specification are listed in Chapter 4.
A qualified and professionally accredited quantity surveyor was consulted to create a
second retrofit costing, using their own bill of quantities and cost sources from the
same specifications list that was used for the Case Study 1 retrofit. This bill of
quantities and retrofit cost were prepared to facilitate cross checking of the costs and
assumptions used by the present researcher. This process was listed in the ethics
application and can be found in Appendix K. This process also included a review
with the quantity surveyor of design changes, with the potential to reduce the retrofit
costs without compromising on the original design intent and building performance.
The assumptions and cost sources used in the present researchers bill of quantities
were selected for the final costing of the Illawarra Flame House. This was selected
over the costs produced by the quantity surveyor for the following reasons:
•

The present researcher’s bill of quantities contained more detail, commonly
breaking down the source of costs which allowed greater scrutiny,

•

The quantity surveyors cost source database did not include a number of the
retrofit technologies and therefore had to approximate their cost,

•

The present researchers method produced a higher cost and when combined
with the greater level of detail this was found to have a higher probability of
representing the real cost. Those building industry professionals who were
interviewed indicated that it was common for householders to underestimate
renovations budgets. This was corroborated by the increase that was seen
from the initial to the final budgets of a number of the case studies (Table
5.6).

Synthesise Results
The final step was to evaluate the results alongside the Tier Three retrofit costs
collected from the interviews, databases and surveys.

3.5.3 Completed or In-progress Energy Retrofit Costs
Seven mixed method collective case studies were used to gather data concerning
eight residential dwellings.
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The seven case studies were selected for the following reasons:
•

Using multiple case studies facilitated the generalisation of the results. Stake
(1994) describes how a number of in-depth case studies form a collective
case study method facilitating a detailed understanding of a specific instance
and also aiding the understanding of general phenomena. This also allowed
design-based and completed designs to be researched and compared.

•

Conducting a number of in-depth case studies facilitated comparison
between the results of the case studies. This made it possible to study the
relationship between homeowner goals and decisions. Table 2.7 shows a
number of other studies that have effectively employed this method in the
past.

•

The researcher had limited resources and time and this was the maximum
number of interviews and interview transcriptions possible given those
constraints.

For these seven case studies, commercially prepared costs, quotes and contracts
produced by builders, businesses or project managers were used for each retrofit in
the place of estimates. The environmental upgrade costs were identified during
interviews with the householders of each project. A number of the case studies
included a total budget, but were missing specific environmental upgrade costs.
These costs were sourced from the quotes from Section 5.1.2. Four of the seven
projects were suitable for comparison with knock down and rebuild projects as
detailed in Section 5.4.

3.5.4 NSW Building Legislation Energy Retrofit Data
Existing data sets from the NSW Department of Planning & Environment were
reviewed and included in this study. The NSW Government data was aggregated to
investigate the characteristics of renovation projects with BASIX sustainability
certification. This data was sorted and analysed using the Microsoft Excel program.
Please note the following in relation to results from analysis of the BASIX database:
•

The data covers the financial years starting July 2007 to June 2015.
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•

The data comes from residential alterations and additions work in NSW,
Australia. ‘Alterations and additions’ is the language used to describe
renovations, refurbishments, energy retrofits and house extensions in all
BASIX communications.

•

A BASIX certificate was only required for those alterations or additions with
a budget of more than $50,000 or where a pool was installed.

•

BASIX reports operate through design-based, builder-certified legislation and
therefore the following data describes what was required, not necessarily
what had been installed in each house.

3.6 Semi-structured Interviews
The seven case studies described in Section 3.5.3 included a semi-structured
interview with one or two of the householders who owned and occupied each house.
These interviews were conducted from March 2016 through to September 2016. The
interview questions and ethics application can be found in Appendix K. The
interview transcripts were coded and analysed using the NVivo software as outlined
in Section 3.6.
As part of the mixed-methods sequential explanatory design, three of the seven
householders interviewed also participated in Surveys 1 and 2. This was highlighted
as the survey and interview results were compared as separate samples but in the
case of these three participants they were not separate. There was a combined sample
size of over 150 unique survey responses and for this reason the overlap was ignored.
The central method for analysing the data was a number of coding cycles. The
following coding techniques were employed to organise and analyse the interviews:
attribute coding, descriptive coding, NVivo coding, values coding, emotion coding,
versus coding and magnitude coding. Part of this iterative process included
describing and refining these codes. Salient codes were selected for further
interpretation.
The literature review and householder surveys identified a need to explore the
context surrounding residential retrofits capital costs in more detail. The literature
elucidated the importance of householders’ habits, of social norms and householder
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perceptions of sustainability in relation to energy retrofits and the researcher sought
to understand these areas as they related to renovations. The surveys collected data
regarding the budgets of renovations and the retrofit technology included.
Interviews were conducted to explore in greater depth the issues raised in analysing
the primary data collected in the surveys outlined in Section 3.4. During the
interviews, capital costs and renovation design data was collected. A full list of the
questions can be found in Appendix K.
Semi-structured interviews were selected as they allowed individual respondents to
provide the unique information they possess, while covering the same research areas
or topics between each separate interview (Noor 2008, p.1604). A set of initial
questions was tested and developed using the aims of the study and the “contextual
nuances” of each participant as advocated by (Pettigrew 1997, p.344). The questions
in the pro forma were open-ended, allowing the interviewer to clarify vague
responses and ask for more detail depending on each response (Teddlie &
Tashakkori 2009, p.229).
This approach was similar to that used by (Dzidic & Green 2012; Judson et al. 2014)
and contrasts with the mainly quantitative results of (Warren-Myers et al. 2012).
All householder semi-structured interviews used the same set of initial questions,
which can be found in Appendix F. The interviewer’s presence and all their
responses to the interviewee and the line of questioning used by the interviewer have
the potential to bias the responses given by the respondents (Saldaña 2011). To best
manage this possibility the pro-forma of questions were tested in an interview setting
before being implemented. Questions were refined to remove, as much as possible,
suggestions within each question that a particular answer was ‘correct.’
All interviews were recorded to facilitate transcription. The present author carried
out the transcription process. The data was paired with house plans, utility bills,
photos and notes from the house walk-through evaluation. The ethics application and
full list of questions can be found in Appendix

Analysis of Results
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The results of the surveys were analysed in line with the approaches outlined by
Creswell (2014), Saldaña (2009, 2011); and Waitt (2010). The transcripts were first
analysed as a whole, with descriptive notes taken about the obvious themes and ideas
presented. All texts were read in one sitting.
Following the first reading, the transcripts were analysed using the principles set out
by Waitt (2010, p. 220) and the coding and analysis processes explained by (Saldaña
2009). Waitt outlined seven steps; selecting texts, suspending pre-existing categories,
immersing oneself in the texts, coding, looking for; ‘effects of truth’, inconsistency
and silence.
Creswell (2014) recommends creating a qualitative narrative where a number of the
major themes are discussed. Finally the results must be interpreted to decipher the
meaning and significance of what had been found. This included commenting on the
results themselves, comparing different results and referring to existing knowledge,
contrasting with or confirming past theories.
The outcomes of the seven case studies brought together both the interviews and the
quantitative householder-supplied data and this was used in the following ways:
•

Perceived thermal comfort in the home was evaluated through the semistructured interviews of householders who had lived in the homes before and
after the retrofitting projects.

•

Energy use reductions were measured and evaluated in two ways: through
utility bill data and householder reports of energy use. Utility data was not
always available and the time period the data covered was sometimes
intermittent.

•

The type of metering installed with solar PV systems further confounded this
data. Where ‘net meters’ were installed it was not possible to isolate changes
in household energy use from solar PV generation.

•

Carbon emission reductions were evaluated using measurements of change to
household energy use or by inference following the commissioning of solar
PV systems. Inference was used in homes that were ‘net-metered’ as the
quantity of renewable energy generated and the quantity consumed in the
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house could not be measured and therefore it was only possible to roughly
estimate the quantitative change in carbon emissions.

3.6.1 Positionality Statement
It is common in qualitative research to provide a statement outlining the reason the
researcher is studying a topic and the researcher’s initial ideas about the topic (Waitt
2010). It is important to document the way that this changes during the course of the
research, as research is a learning process that can change one’s own view and
perception of things. This process is an important aspect of qualitative research,
disclosing possible biases, interests or personal values that relate to the topic of
research (Creswell 2014). My positionality statement follows.
I started this project with an interest in sustainable residential design and also in
climate change. I have a personal desire to reduce the impact of my life and the
society of which I am part on the environment in which I live. I am conducting this
research because my involvement in the Solar Decathlon China Competition 2013
and previous research revealed to me that residential building retrofitting may have
the potential to significantly reduce our greenhouse gas emissions.
Through the research project I have become aware of the importance of locating
energy saving methods in the context of a specific household. Each household
operates using different assumptions and daily habits. These interact directly or
indirectly with energy use and environmental sustainability in the home. This
awareness has developed through reviewing existing knowledge and interactions
with householders and professionals in the residential construction industry.
I have also become aware of the importance of thermal comfort and its omission
from some residential retrofitting literature. Buildings are designed for people and it
is they who ultimately create demand for energy.
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4 HOME RENOVATIONS: HOUSEHOLDER SURVEY DATA AND
ANALYSIS
The results from the 2014 and 2015 SBRC Open Day Householder Surveys, herein
referred to as Survey 1 and 2, respectively, are presented in this chapter. The results
and analysis relate primarily to Research Questions 1, i.e. ‘What factors influence
house renovations and how do householder priorities, attitudes and decisions
regarding renovation facilitate or hinder the realisation of highly energy-efficient and
thermally comfortable homes’. Some renovation and energy retrofit cost data also
relate to Research Question 2 (see Section 1.2).
The Survey 1 sample size was 93 complete responses and 97 complete responses for
Survey 2. A full list of the questions from Survey 1 and 2 can be found in Table 3.1
and Table 3.2.
Included in the Survey 1 and Survey 2 results and analysis were a number of openended questions. The qualitative responses to each of these questions were
aggregated into a number of categories and were analysed using the methods
outlined by (Creswell 2014).

4.1 Householder Demographics and Dwelling Typologies
Householder demographic and house typologies data were analysed to investigate
factors hindering or enabling the realisation of energy efficient and thermally
comfortable homes. The data were also analysed to examine factors influencing
renovation decisions.
The respondents to the surveys were self-selected, since they volunteered to
undertake the surveys while attending the SBRC Open Days, and so it was not
possible to predict the degree to which this sample was a representation of the
population at large. However, the responses were compared with ABS census data in
this section to determine the extent to which the cohorts differed from average results
for the Australian Population.
Thus, the survey participants already displayed an interest in energy efficiency and
sustainability in buildings through their voluntary attendance of the SBRC Open
Days, and data from this group therefore reveals how to facilitate early adopters to
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overcome initial barriers that the general population have yet to overcome. These
cohorts also revealed insights regarding the benefits and or drawbacks of different

Percentage of Survey 1 cohort

environmental upgrades from homeowner’s perspectives.
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Renova_ngNew Buildings- Older Buildingsconsidering, or designed & built present home
have recently or purchased a more than about
renovated
new home in the
5 years old
past 5 years

Ren_ng

Figure 4.1 Survey 1 current housing situation (n=93).
Seventy-four percent of Survey 1 respondents were renovating their current house or
lived in a house that was more than 5 years old at the time of the survey (Figure 4.1).
These were the two groups with the greatest relevance for the present research
project as they were more likely to be interested in building upgrades, building
products, etc.
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Figure 4.2 Survey 2 responses to: ‘Have you ever thought about altering, upgrading
or renovating your home?’ (n = 65).
Figure 4.2 shows that fifty-seven percent of the Survey 2 cohort had considered
renovating their house with a further twenty percent currently renovating or who had
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recently renovated. Only a relatively small group (fifteen percent) of householders
had not considered renovating their existing home. These results revealed that among
those who participated in Surveys 1 and 2 the majority had recently completed or
started a renovation or had considered renovating their home. This demographic was
of high significance for the present project.
The remainder of the Survey 1 demographic data aligned with and is presented
alongside the Survey 2 demographic data to facilitate clearer comparison in the
remainder of this section. The Survey 1 cohort was split into four groups for a
section of the questionnaire, which are recorded in Figure 4.1. The demographic data
for the group of participants that included householders who were considering, were
carrying out, or who had recently completed a renovation are displayed in a number
of the figures in this section, labelled ‘Survey 1 Renovation Group’ (n = 36). Survey
2 participants were asked a similar question, “Have you ever thought about altering,
upgrading or renovating your home?” with the options; ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘I am currently
renovating’ or ‘I recently renovated’. The results from those who selected ‘I am
currently renovating’ or ‘I recently renovated’ were not displayed because the
sample size was small (n=13).

Percentage of each cohort from
selected age brackets
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of householder age distribution for Surveys 1 and 2 and the
Australian population.
The participant age data in Figure 4.3 indicated that the Survey 1 and 2, and the
Renovation Group cohorts had higher proportions of householders aged between 55
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and 64 years as compared to the general Australian population. Those between 18
and 24 years old were under represented in Surveys 1 and 2 and particularly in the
Survey 1 renovation group when compared with the Australian population.
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Figure 4.4 Survey 2 household income and tenure type for each individual
householder from the cohort with ages between 55 and 64 years old (n = 17).
Figure 4.5 displays the tenure and annual household income of householders aged 55
to 64 years old. This data is presented to analyse the tenure and annual household
data. The data revealed that 65% householders were outright owners of their home
for those from this age group, which was higher than the Survey 2 average of 52%.
However, this same demographic reported a large variation in annual household
income. These results indicate that although the high outright ownership status and
high rates of participation in Surveys 1 and 2 suggested a target group for energy
retrofits, the variation in annual income was expected to present a barrier without
government rebates.
The Survey 1 and 2 cohorts had similar dwelling tenure results with no more than
5% variation between them. The term tenure is used in this thesis to describe whether
a building occupant owns outright, owns with a mortgage, or leases the dwelling they
live in, as is the practice of the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The survey results
were characterised by greater outright ownership and below-average number of
householders with mortgages or lease agreements as compared to the general
Australian population. The Renovation Group were over-represented in the ‘owned
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with a mortgage’ group compared to the general Survey 1 cohort and the Australian
Population. The reason for this is not clear but it may be linked to the practice of
purchasing and renovating older dwellings. Surprisingly two householders who were
renting were also renovating. This could indicate that the property that they were
renting was being renovated or it could indicate that they were renovating or recently
had renovated another property they owned and were living in a separate leased
property at the time of the survey.
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Figure 4.5 Tenure of home, for Surveys 1 and 2 and the Australian population.
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Figure 4.6 Dwelling structure type for Survey 1 and 2 and the Australian population.
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The Survey 1 and 2 data and the Australian population data all show the majority of
householders residing in detached homes. As stated in Chapter 2, it was for this
reason that the energy use of detached residential dwellings was selected as the focus
of this study. Units, flats and apartments made up 24% in Survey 1 as compared to
the Australian average of 11%. However this data was relatively consistent with
census data for the Wollongong region (statistical area Level 3) where this dwelling
type made up 21.8% of dwellings (ABS, 2011). The Survey 2 and Renovation Group
dwelling structure results were within three percentage points of the Australian
population data.
Those from homes with two or three occupants were over-represented in Survey 2
compared to the Australian population (Figure 4.7). Two-person households were
over-represented and single-person households were under-represented in all three
survey cohorts. Those from the Renovation Group were similar to the population for
one, two, three and five-person households. However the Renovation Group
accounted for approximately double the proportion of four-person households in
comparison to the Australian population. Further analysis of those from 4-person
households and from the Renovation Group showed that half (5) owned their house
outright while half (5) owned their house with a mortgage. These householders were
spread evenly across the 35-64 year old age brackets.
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Figure 4.7 Number of occupants for Survey 1 and 2 and the Australian population.
The Australian Census does not include dwelling age data and therefore Figure 4.8
displays only results from the present project. This made it difficult to determine
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whether the results from the surveys were in line with or incongruent with national
averages. The general Survey 1 and Survey 2 results varied and displayed no patterns
or trends. However, the Renovation Group data had a higher average dwelling age.
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Figure 4.8 Dwelling age for Survey 1 and 2. Note: the Survey 2 Renovation Group
‘0-5 year’ data was from respondents who had recently demolished and built brand
new houses.

Total Household Income ($)

Figure 4.9 Survey 2 household income.
The median household income for the Survey 2 cohort fell within the $70 - $80k
band. Figure 4.9 presents no data from Survey 1 as this question was added for
Survey 2.
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4.2 Insulation and Householder Behaviour in the Home
Figure 4.10 shows the percentage of householders who reported that their homes had
insulation in particular parts of their house. It was not possible to quantify the
accuracy of the householders’ reports. A thorough energy audit of the home would
be required to attempt to validate this information, which would have been invasive
and time consuming and was therefore not possible in the present project. Ceiling
insulation was reported to be present in 64% of the houses. This finding was similar
to the data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, that indicated that 68% of homes
had building envelope insulation of some type (ABS 2014).
Approximately one third of Survey 1 householders reported no insulation in their
ceiling. Ceiling insulation installation is a relatively simple, affordable upgrade that
has been eligible for significant rebates in the past. The ceiling insulation results
demonstrate that a significant proportion of dwellings were built to a less efficient
standard than the existing building code. It also reveals limitations of existing and
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past policies to stimulate and deliver environmental upgrades.
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Figure 4.10 Survey 1 responses to the question ‘Is your house insulated?’ (n = 93).
Figure 4.10 also shows that wall and floor insulation were reported as absent in a
significant proportion of respondents’ homes. Floor insulation was the least
commonly reported of the three building envelope insulation types and was reported
as present in just 12% of homes. Wall insulation was reported to be present in 28%
of respondents’ homes.
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Results from Survey 1 were analysed to compare the rates of insulation reported as
being in houses of different tenure types. Results from Question 11 were compared
to show the rates of ceiling and wall insulation of the Survey 1 cohort. The
percentages in Table 4.1 show the incidence of the different types of insulation for
the four different tenure types. The variation across tenure types was largest for
ceiling insulation, with the rental group reporting insulation half as often as the other
three tenure groups. Wall insulation rates were similarly low for both the renting and
new building groups although the renting group was still the lowest. It was thought
likely that the unexpectedly low rates for the ‘new building’ cohort were because this
group were reporting on their existing house, not their new house, which at the time
of data collection would have been in the process of being designed or built.
Table 4.1 Survey 1 reported rates of insulation by dwelling tenure.
Ceiling insulation
Older (>5 years)
buildings
Renting
New (< years)
buildings
Renovating
Total

Wall insulation

Sample size

26
5

74%
33%

13
1

37%
7%

35
15

6
23
60

67%
62%
63%

1
11
26

11%
30%
27%

9
37
96

It was possible that those renting did not report insulation in their ceiling because
they did not have access to the plans, had not physically checked or did not know
and for one or a number of these reasons had assumed insulation was not present. If
the self-reported data is accurate, then the data suggests that those in rental properties
were much more likely to occupy a poorly insulated house. Alternatively, an
information gap where tenants are unaware of the efficiency and thermal comfort of
their homes may exist. The results of reported ceiling insulation agree with previous
findings from the Australian Bureau of Statistics who found that Victorian
householders who rented reported having no insulation 2.5 times more often than
owner-occupiers (ABS 2009).
Householders were asked ‘What are the most effective ways you are aware of that
would reduce your own energy bills?’. Changes to behaviour were reported as the
most cost effective way householders thought they could reduce their energy use
(Figure 4.11). The next most common way was through implementation of waterrelated measures, with different types of hot water systems accounting for half of the
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water measures. The building fabric category had no consistent response, with
insulation, draught proofing, curtains and windows all mentioned once. In
recognising behaviour as an effective way to reduce energy use the responses of the
householders aligned with a growing body of literature that found that household
energy use was embedded in the social practices and norms of the occupants, i.e.
their behaviour (Fielding et al. 2010; Judson et al. 2014; Warren-Myers et al. 2012).
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Figure 4.11 Survey 2 responses to: ‘What are the most effective ways you are aware
of that would reduce your own energy bills?’ (n = 44).
The vast majority (89%) of the Survey 2 cohort reported that they felt they had the
agency to reduce their energy bills. When asked about whether they had access to
sufficient information to reduce household energy use householders were evenly split
between ‘yes’ (47%) and having ‘partial access’ (47%) with only three percent of the
sample reporting that they did not have access to this information.
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Figure 4.12 Survey 2, number of responses to: ‘Do you have access to the
information you need to improve the energy efficiency of your home?’ (n = 64).

4.3 Householder Renovation Priorities
Table 4.2 displays the question and raw data provided by householders when they
were asked about the information they felt they were lacking. Householders’ selected
information that would help them ‘prioritise different options’ most often (n = 11). A
further three householders reported a lack of clear and trustworthy information as a
barrier. Also, not knowing the contact details of sustainable suppliers and contractors
was the second most common barrier (n = 10) followed by lacking the information
about what was possible (n = 6).
Table 4.2 Survey 2 responses to “If you answered ‘no’ or ‘only partially’, what
information do you feel you are lacking?” before coding and cleaning.
Reponses
Best Options
Right product at right price
wholistic approach rather than haphazard; supplier details
energy provider
business that supply or focus on sustainable products
how much effort to put on it
Not lacking- just mixed information
contractors and suppliers
improving existing installation
how to choose the correct system and cost vs improvement factor
costs and suppliers
any other ways of improving efficiency in my old home
valid information about options and C/B
Correct Knowledge
detailed informarion
Professional advice for my individual situation
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how to do complete retrofit
latest developments
local options
i don't know what I don't know
Info from gas co[mpany]
advice specific to local conditions in Illawarra. Life cycle considerations of additions
Knowledge of developing technology, architecty knowledge
Clear concise access to comparative info that isn't connected to sales
Insulation
builders who understand a green build, suppliers who support it
independent knowledge (not company based)

Regarding renovators’ intentions, insulation was by far the most common response
(26%) to the open-ended question: “If you could fix or improve one aspect or
element of your current home what would you improve?” (Figure 4.13). Window
improvements, solar photovoltaics, space heating, energy efficiency and space
cooling were the most common responses that followed insulation ranging from 8%
to 11% of the Survey 1 cohort. In contrast to these results Maller and Horne (2011)
found that repair work and upgrades to bathrooms and kitchens were the most
prevalent works incorporated in Australian renovations. A recent report by the South
Australian Government (Harrington 2014) on behalf of all state governments also
presented conflicting results. This report claimed that building professionals reported
that homeowners’ greatest concerns were around aesthetics, resale value and house
size. However, the results from the present study were consistent with the hypothesis
that the Survey 1 and 2 cohorts had a pre-disposition to adopting sustainability and

Number of householders who chose this
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energy efficiency technologies and approaches in their homes.
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The one aspect or element of their home householders would improve if they
could
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Figure 4.13 Survey 1 responses: ‘If you could fix or improve one aspect or element
of your current home what would you improve?’ Note: some householders listed
more than one element (n = 93).
Analysis of the data presented in Figure 4.13 showed that of those who wanted to
install some type of insulation in their house, eleven (12%) already had installed it in
their ceiling. It was expected that they wanted to install insulation in other elements
of their house, such as walls and floors. Figure 4.10 showed that the respondents had
an awareness of whether insulation was present in their building envelope. Figure
4.13 showed that they were also aware that further improvement was possible and
desirable. It would be valuable in future research to determine whether the recorded
interest in insulation from householders in Survey 1 translated to action if those who
are only speculating do renovate their homes.
The following results are from the Survey 1 Renovation Group. Figure 4.14 shows
that for this cohort, from the four available options, improved functionality was
regarded as most important regarding their renovation work, followed by energy

Likert scale response by
householders about the most
important aspect of their
renovaHon

efficiency. These results align with those from Figure 4.13.
3.5
3
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Aesthe_cs

More space

Importance of the four listed categories in descending
order of importance

Figure 4.14 Survey 1 Renovation Group responses to: ‘Please rank the importance of
each of the following regarding your renovation, where 1 was the highest
importance’ (n = 36).
As has already been suggested the difference between results from Figure 4.14 and
from previous published research could be explained by a likely pre-existing interest
in sustainability and energy efficiency of the survey respondents. In his engagement
with over 1000 building industry stakeholders Harrington (2014) also identified
niche segments of the renovation market that have a knowledge and desire to
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incorporate sustainability and energy efficiency into their projects for which this
sample could be one. The survey responses could also be influenced by social
desirability bias, arising from the householders’ surroundings at the time of their
completion of the survey, i.e. the Sustainable Building Research Centre and the
research displays therein.
Figure 4.15 shows that energy efficiency and ‘environmental reasons’ were the most
common reasons people would consider renovating their home. Responses from the
environmental reasons group of options included ‘environmental concerns’ and
‘sustainability’. Layout mostly included responses such as: ‘current layout does not
meet our needs’, ‘space efficiency’ and ‘function’. Figure 4.16 showed that
generation technologies were the most common renovation measure listed by
households in Survey 2. Solar photovoltaics made up 12 of the 18 responses in this
response category. The HVAC/ventilation category included all answers about
heating, cooling and ventilation. The renovation category included renovations of
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Figure 4.15 Survey 2 responses to: ‘For what reason would you consider altering,
upgrading or renovating your home?’ (n = 54).
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Figure 4.16 Survey 2 responses to: ‘What would you alter, upgrade or renovate?
(including appliances, technology upgrades etc.)’ (n = 53).
Seven householders from Survey 2 answered the question ‘what did you alter,
upgrade or renovate’. The results are presented in Figure 4.17 and reveal that
kitchens, bathrooms and garages, were the most common rooms that were renovated.
Plumbing, solar photovoltaic systems, hot water systems and water tanks were the
most common services that were included. Floor coverings were the most common
aesthetic changes making up two of the three options in the broader aesthetics
category.
The sample size for Figure 4.17 was too small to draw conclusions from the data.
Further research is required to investigate whether householders who indicate
environmental priorities such as those in Surveys 1 and 2 are following through with
their stated priorities when they design and implement renovations.
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Figure 4.17 Responses to the question: ‘What was renovated?’. Number of individual
question responses was 66, number of respondents was 7.
Householders were asked, “Were any of the following energy efficient or energy
saving technologies included in your renovation?” LED lighting, ceiling and wall
insulation, solar photovoltaics and external shading were the most common answers.
It should be noted that photovoltaic systems do not improve energy efficiency or
reduce household energy use per se, however, distributed renewable energy
generation technologies do have the capacity to reduce household overall greenhouse
gas emissions, and are often referred to as an energy retrofit.
Only one householder from the Renovation Group responded that they considered
‘very important’ the option “Knock down your current house and rebuild” with two
reporting that this option was ‘slightly important’. Knocking down and rebuilding
was not part of the decision making process for these householders. With regard to
their renovation budget, the respondents who considered demolishing their home had
modest budgets of either $20-30K or $40-50K. Because of the very small number of
households, no further insight regarding the decision to knock down and rebuild
were gained.
Householders reported that builders and architects were the most common
professionals with whom they would collaborate to complete their renovations.
Plumbers and friends were the next most common groups that householders from this
cohort would approach. These results align with previous literature citing architects
and builders as the intermediaries most often used by householders for advice
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(Warren-Myers et al. 2012). The results also differed as the Warren-Myers et al.
(2012) reported ‘self’ as the most common response when asked about how
householders managed their project and found appropriate information. However,

Incidence of householder selecHon
of people to carry out renovaHons

this was not listed as an option in the present surveys.
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Figure 4.18 Survey 2 responses to: ‘Who would you approach to do the work? (select
all that apply),’ There were 80 individual responses as some householders selected
more than one option (n = 55).
Of the 93 complete Survey 1 responses, 29 reported having previously had a
sustainability audit of their home carried out. The most common audit provider was
the NSW government, with 14 (48%) of audits provided through the Home Power
Saving Program (Rickwood et al. 2015). The next most prevalent auditor was the
building owner themselves with five (17%) reporting a ‘self-audit’. There was a high
rate of subsequent environmental upgrade action reported by those who had a
sustainability audit with 90% reporting that they took action following the audit. The
HPSP and self-audits appeared to lead to an average of 1.4 and 1.0 individual retrofit
measures per audit respectively with the average for all audits at 1.3. On a scale of 1
being very useful to 5 being unhelpful, householders rated the audit they received at
an average of 1.74, with HPSP audits scoring 1.9 and self-audits scoring 1.6.

4.4 Renovation and Environmental Upgrade Budgets and
Expenditure
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The following data and information were collected and analysed to answer Research
Question 2. Renovation and environmental upgrade capital costs were the primary
focus of the survey questions.
Survey 2 used a greater number of expenditure categories than Survey 1 to collect
data from respondents regarding the total cost of their renovation projects. Another
slight difference was that Survey 1 data was collected on in-progress or completed
renovations, while Survey 2 data included responses from those who considered
renovations, asking the question, ‘How much would you spend?’ The results showed
a wide range of renovation budgets with the highest proportion of projects generally
costing between $25,000 and $80,000. The average cost of renovation projects from
the Survey 2 Renovation Group was calculated to be $127,885.
Percent of respondents per
budget category
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Survey 1 (n = 93)
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15%
10%
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Figure 4.19 Responses to: ‘How much did you spend on renovation work?’ This data
included three of these householders answered ‘I am renting and therefore would not
spend any money’ and two householders answered ‘I am renting and therefore would
only spend up to the amount I selected above.’.
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Figure 4.20 Survey 1 scatter plot displaying dwelling age and
renovation budget (n = 35).
With an R2 < 0.4 no significant correlation between the renovation expenditure and
building age was found (Figure 4.20). Figure 4.21 shows the relationship between
the number of environmental upgrades and the renovation budget, and no significant
correlation was observed for these results since a bigger sample, and a better
resolution for projects of value > $70,000, was needed to properly characterise this
relationship, if one existed.
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Figure 4.21 Relationship between total renovation budget and number of
environmental upgrade measures included for Survey 1 respondents (n = 35).
The Survey 1 data from Figure 4.13 along with the type of environmental upgrade
installed for each project was colour coded and displayed in a table in Appendix M
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to facilitate visual analysis of the results. Of the 34 projects, 22 included only one
environmental upgrade measure. These projects with only one upgrade were
distributed across the range of project budgets. Four (12%) householders included
more than 3 environmental upgrades in their renovation. These results appeared to
contradict previous responses where householders had indicated that improving
insulation was their number one priority and that improving the efficiency of their
home was also a top priority.
The low R2 value in Figure 4.22 shows that no significant correlation was found
between renovation budget and estimated household income using house postcodes
and ABS census data. This data indicates that for this cohort, privately funded
renovation and environmental upgrade work did not show any statistically significant
relationship to median household income or to geographic areas in as far as that
geography influenced financial wealth.
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Figure 4.22 Survey 1 scatter plot displaying renovation budget and median
household income by postcode (n = 35).
Figure 4.18 shows that approximately a quarter of Survey 2 respondents indicated
that they would spend more than 80% of their budget on energy efficiency measures.
However, the largest number of householders (33%), would allocate only a fifth or
less of their budget to energy efficiency measures.
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Figure 4.23 Survey 2 responses to: ‘What percentage of this budget would you be
willing to spend on work that reduced your energy costs or improved the efficiency
of your home?’ (n = 69).
Figure 4.23 shows that twenty-five householders reported that a high proportion
(over 60%) of their renovation budget would be allocated to improving the energy
efficiency interventions and interventions that reduce energy bill costs. These
householders align with a segment of the population described by Hulse et al. (2015).
The householders did not following the trend of the majority of Australian renovators
who were found to prioritise building refurbishment and kitchen and bathroom
renovations in their renovation projects (Maller & Horne 2011).

Percentage of Survey 2 respondents
who answered no, yes (local) or yes
(sustainable)
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Figure 4.24 Survey 2 responses to, ‘Given the opportunity, would you purchase
materials/products from local suppliers, or materials/products that are more
sustainable?’ The ‘$’ sign indicates responses to the same question with the added
constraint ‘if the cost was higher’ (n = 68).
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The responses shown in Figure 4.24 indicate householders’ reduced willingness to
purchase locally produced or more sustainable building products, especially when
they were more expensive than alternatives. This question did not record the
magnitude of price increase that the householders were considering when answering
this question.
No trend was observed between total renovation budget and householders’
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Figure 4.25 Survey 2 fraction of renovation budget householders were willing to
spend on work to reduce energy use as a function of total renovation budget (n = 13).

4.5 Environmental Upgrades in Home Renovations
The following results have been derived through the coding and analysis process
described in Section 3.4 from the responses to Question 30 by the Survey 1
Renovation Group. When they were asked the open-ended question, “Did you
encounter any barriers or challenges in improving the energy efficiency of your
renovation?” the three most common, types of responses were ‘No’ (12), ‘Cost’ (11)
and “Wanted more information” (4). Of the 36 respondents it was notable that one
third said they encountered no barriers or challenges. Cost was the most commonly
cited barrier or challenge. Further investigation to understand the nature of ‘cost’ as a
barrier or challenge was needed and further investigated in the interviews, see
Section 6.
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In Survey 2, cost was by far the most common response regarding barriers to
improved energy efficiency of the home; making up twenty-one of the twenty-six
responses included in the financial category (Figure 4.26). This finding was
supported by previous research by Warren-Myers et al. (2012). The technical
category mainly consisted of constraints arising from the existing house. Tenure
made up six of the seven ‘ownership status’ responses. The research by WarrenMyers and others has identified institutional barriers as one of the greatest barriers to
energy efficiency in renovations but only 3 householders from Survey 2 identified

Barriers idenHﬁed as main inhibitors
to improvements of energy eﬃciency
in the home

builders and tradespeople as a barrier (Crabtree & Hes 2009; Miller & Buys 2013).
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Figure 4.26 Survey 2 responses to: ‘What are the main barriers for you when you
think about improving the energy efficiency of your home?’ (n = 64).

4.6 Events and Issues that Initiate Renovation Works
All Survey 1 respondents, except the Renovation Group, were asked if they were
aware of the BASIX energy and water score for their current home. Of those
households who responded, none reported as having BASIX score for energy or for
water. BASIX was introduced in 2004 for new buildings, reducing the number of
respondents who would be expected to encounter the BASIX scheme or a BASIX
rating. Of the nine respondents who were currently designing or building a new
home or living in a home less than five years old, four did not know their rating, four
reported that they had never had a BASIX assessment completed and one did not
respond to this question. The other type of respondents that could have been
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expected to have a BASIX rating of their homes were those with a home of 5 to 15
years old, but only five households fell into this category.
From the data collected it appears that the population of NSW have a low awareness
of the BASIX residential energy and sustainability-rating scheme. This was observed
in those who were expected to live in a house with a BASIX rating and in the
majority of the Survey 1 and 2 cohorts who lived in homes built prior to the
introduction of BASIX. The latter group may or may not have triggered the
legislative need to undertake a BASIX assessment as part of a renovation, if the
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Figure 4.27 Survey 2 responses regarding catalysts that initiated renovation (n = 12).
The Survey 2 data in Figure 4.27 for householders who were renovating show the
reported reasons why renovation work was initiated. With a small sample size and no
responses consistently reported by the cohort the data was not analysed further.
However this data was also used in Chapter 6 to compare it with the interview results
from the case studies.

4.7 Outcomes of Renovation Works
The data presented in Figure 4.28 was collected to determine householder
perceptions of any changes in their energy consumption following renovations.
Unfortunately the small sample size of the cohort limited the statistical robustness of
the results. However, this cohort did display a clear trend with three quarters of
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respondents selecting ‘decreased energy costs’ as an outcome of their renovations
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Figure 4.28 Survey 2 responses to: ‘Once completed, did the alterations, upgrades or
renovations change the energy cost for your home?’ (n = 13).

4.8 Summary and Discussion
Through the analysis of two survey data sets, a greater understanding was gained of
the priorities, attitudes and decisions of Australian householders in relation to
renovation and household energy use. The results aligned with previous research, in
a number of areas, adding to the knowledge of householder attitudes, knowledge and
decisions relating to energy efficiency and the reduction of energy costs.
The results showed that significant work is required to bring existing dwellings up to
the energy efficiency standards of new homes. The respondents from Surveys 1 and
2 identified costs and access to the right information as the two most prevalent
barriers when they were considering improving the energy efficiency of their homes.
Survey 1 produced an unexpected result, with 33% of the Renovation Group
reporting that there were no barriers. Further research investigating what
householders meant when they express costs and access to the right information as
barriers is needed. The analysis highlighted the issues that were perceived by
householders as significant barriers to the successful implementation of
environmental upgrades. Another barrier came from analysis of the tenure of the
respondents with those in a rental situation reported ceiling insulation less than half
as often as the rest of the cohort.
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The survey cohorts also displayed knowledge of energy efficiency technologies,
selecting commonly cited energy reducing measures when asked what they thought
were the most-effective ways for them to reduce energy use in their homes. The
majority of those surveyed reported that they had at least some access to the
information they required to improve the energy efficiency of their home and for a
number of the cohort this was adequate as they reported that there were no barriers to
improving energy efficiency in their home.
Information that assisted householders to prioritise environmental upgrades was the
information they reported as lacking. The Survey 1 and 2 cohorts displayed an
atypical interest in environmental upgrades, for example more than 25% of the
Survey 1 cohort listed insulation as the one thing they would improve in their
existing house. Householders selected insulation and photovoltaics most often as the
one thing about their house that they would improve. When comparing renovation
with knocking a house down and rebuilding, the majority of respondents said they
did not consider knockdown and rebuilds at all. Householders most commonly
selected builders and architects to implement renovations. Respondents reported that
home energy audits were useful and most householders took action following the
audits.
No significant trends were observed from the Survey 1 scatter plots that compared
renovation budgets with a number of other factors. The survey data showed that a
wide variety of budget sizes were allocated for renovation projects, ranging from
$2,500 to over $600,000. Figure 4.18 showed that the majority of the Survey 2
respondents allocated either a large proportion of their budget to environmental
upgrades or a very small proportion. Regarding environmental upgrade expenditure,
this appeared to characterise the cohort into two groups, those who reported that they
were willing to pay proportionately large amounts for them and those who were not.
The later group may however be willing to pay for environmental upgrades because
of other features, such as thermal comfort. The Survey 2 householder cohort
displayed a willingness to purchase local and sustainable materials and products but
this reduced if they were more expansive than the alternatives. A larger data set is
needed to facilitate a more statistically robust data analysis, particularly of the sub-
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groups within the surveys, renovators for example who at times had a sample size of
13.
Regarding factors enabling environmental upgrades, a concerning finding was the
lack of awareness from the majority of householders of the existing energy and water
efficiency legislation (BASIX) in NSW. Of the 97 householders in Survey 1, none
were aware of a BASIX rating of their home. This government legislation did not
appear to be an enabling factor for environmental upgrades. On the other hand, the
efficacy of home energy audits to elicit environmental upgrades was impressive. Of
the householders who had received a home energy audit 90% reported that they took
action as a result.
The Survey 1 data showed that three of the four most desired environmental
upgrades (insulation, solar photovoltaics and energy efficiency measures) had been
part of highly publicised government programs or were eligible for rebates. Some of
the literature suggests that rebates were significant factors in the uptake of
environmental upgrades (ABS 2011; Fielding et al. 2010) or that those upgrades with
rebates had received high uptake and had reduced household energy use (IPART
2010). Conversely these authors found rebates to have little attributable effect on the
uptake of environmental upgrades (ABS 2011; Hulse et al. 2015; Warren-Myers et
al. 2012). The present research supported the former body of research, which found
that upgrades offered by government programs were being installed by households.
Further research, beyond the present project scope is called for, to investigate the
broader impacts and effect of different aspects of government programs for
householders.
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5 ENERGY RETROFITTING RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS –
CAPITAL COSTS AND OUTCOMES
This chapter presents results from the present research project including:
•

Analysis of environmental upgrade capital costs obtained from various
sources;

•

Design-based energy retrofit capital costs;

•

Energy efficiency retrofit capital costs from completed projects; and

•

Comparison of two strategies to improve the thermal comfort and energy
efficiency of existing residential building stock, i.e. energy retrofitting versus
demolition and construction of a new home.

Existing datasets, two householder surveys, eight energy renovation case studies,
quotation requests and internet searches were used to collect the data presented and
analysed in this section. Along with costing information, householders’ perceptions
of the outcomes of environmental upgrades were together with the seven complete,
or ‘in-progress’, case study projects. These results demonstrate for the first time the
outcomes of a robust and repeatable methodology for calculating the capital cost of
residential energy retrofitting.

5.1 Comparison of Environmental Upgrade Cost Estimates from
Different Information Sources
One objective of this study was to determine the types of information householders
need to make informed environmental upgrade decisions in relation to their homes. It
was therefore necessary to collect cost data to complete the cost calculations for
whole-of-house energy retrofits. This thesis presents for the first time a comparison
of environmental upgrade cost estimates from three types of source:
•

Residential Building Cost Guides.

•

Individual Contractors.

The following sections detail the acquisition and analysis of this data.
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5.1.1 Environmental Upgrade Capital Costs from Residential Building
Cost Guides
Data from two Australian residential building cost guides were used in the present
project(Cordell Building Publications 2015; Rawlinsons Group 2015). This data was
used both as a means to cost particular projects, but also as a benchmark to compare
with the costs of the privately procured costs. The data in the cost guides is widely
used in the construction industry, but was necessarily generic in nature and was
therefore unlikely to be accurate in relation to specific home retrofitting/renovation
projects as costs in such projects are known to be strongly influenced by the
particular design details and characteristics of the existing home. A representative
sample of cost data from the Cordell Cost Guide is included in Appendix L to
illustrate the type and format of cost information provided.

5.1.2 Environmental Upgrade Capital Costs from Quotations and
Publicly Available Prices
The following costs were collected by the present author from contractors and
companies who operated in, or serviced properties in, Wollongong, NSW. The costs
were collected to provide data for the case studies when this was not available from
the householder and was not listed in either the Cordell or Rawlinsons cost guides.
The data was collected using the following methods:
•

Internet searches for listed pricing/costs;

•

Interviews of contractors and companies representatives to gather
information; and

•

Email requests to contractors and companies.

Each supplier or contractor was asked to provide the cost of supply and installation
of a given upgrade in Wollongong, NSW, and to clarify whether their price included
Good and Services Tax (GST) and delivery/travel to site.
The purpose of the analysis of the data, as presented below, was to understand the
range and uncertainty of upgrade costs for particular building elements/upgrades of
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homes, as a function of both the types of suppliers of such items/services and the
performance of the building products/services.
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Figure 5.1 Costs of different types of insulation, including materials and labour,
sourced from quotes and public-domain information for ceilings, walls and floors
(incl. GST). Each symbol represents a specific quote or price. Thermal resistance
(R-values) are given in units of m2C⁰/W.
Figure 5.1 represents a summary of the data collected. Only insulation types where
the present author obtained more than one quote were included with the exception of
the rigid expanded polystyrene board insulation. (Note: it is common practice for
renovators to obtain multiple quotes for supply of particular products and services).
This data includes types of insulation commonly specified at the time of writing, and
which were either recommended by these installers or requested by those
householders who were interviewed. For a given thermal resistance, or R-value, floor
insulation was less expensive compared to retrofitted wall insulation, which was not
unexpected due to the labour intensity and or technology required to install insulation
inside externally and internally clad walls. The rigid board insulation was more
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expensive than all other types of non-retrofit insulation. However, the case studies
revealed that in a situation where walls are re-clad rigid board insulation was cheaper
when increasing wall insulation beyond R3, because of its superior thermal
resistance per unit width, and since it removed the need to install a second layer of
timber framing which would be required for batt insulation to this specification.
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$3,000
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
$500
$0
n=3

n=1

n=2

n=5

n=1

n=1

n=1

n=1

U = 4.2

U = 6.4

U = 4.7

U = 4.1

U = 5.4

U = 3.6

U = 2.9

U = 3.6

NA

Alu

Alu

Alu

Timber

Timber

Timber Thermal
Alu

Low-e

Double

Single

Low-e

Double

Film only Single

Double

Figure 5.2 Window upgrade costs sourced from quotes and public listings for a
typical 1500x1200mm sliding window (supply only, including GST). Each symbol
represents a specific quote or price. Thermal resistance (R-values) are given in units
of m2C⁰/W.
The lowest cost method for improving the thermal performance of windows was to
add a self-adhesive window film that manufacturers claim provides increased
thermal resistance and/or a reduction in solar heats. Two of the window film
manufacturers claimed substantially improved thermal resistance values for a single
glazed window, however, such claims should be treated with great caution.
Low emissivity

glass can provide improve window performance, and if

manufacturers’ claims were accepted at face value and single glazed aluminium
framed windows were used as the benchmark, then low emissivity coated aluminium
windows appeared to provide the greatest improvement in energy efficiency/$.
It was found to be more difficult to collect representative costs for draught sealing,
external shading, lighting, domestic hot water and recycled timber, however, some
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typical data is provided in Appendix R. With the exception of recycled timber and
draught sealing, these costs were hard to collect because of the large range of
aesthetic and functionality variations offered.

5.1.3 Comparison of Environmental Upgrade Capital Cost Sources from
Quotes and Cost Guides
For the sake of brevity and because it covered most of the upgrades, only the costs
from the successful tenderer, Company 2 were included in the following analysis.
For the publicly available quotations, only those interventions where three or more
quotes were collected from separate sources were included. The Cordell Cost Guide
included most but not all of the relevant retrofits.
The data in Figure 5.3 below compares the cost per unit area of installed insulation
for ceilings and under-floor cavities. The data showed that the costs from quotations
were higher for both insulation types. It was hypothesised that the higher ceiling
insulation cost from the quotations was influenced by the difficulty accessing and
installing ceiling insulation into an existing house as compared to a new house,

Capital Cost per m2

which was priced into the quotations but less so in the Cordell costs.
$18
$16
$14
$12
$10
$8
$6
$4
$2
$-

Quota_on

Cordell Cost Guide

Ceiling Insula_on
R4.1 per m2

Sub-ﬂoor Insula_on
R2.1 per m2

Figure 5.3 Ceiling and sub-floor insulation installed costs per square metre from: a
number of contractor quotations averaged and from Cordell Cost Guide (Cordell
Building Publications 2015) including GST.
It was not possible to compare these results with results from the literature, as no
up-to-date environmental upgrade costs were found with sufficient detail to allow
meaningful comparisons to be made.
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5.1.4 Energy Retrofit Capital Costs: Design-based Projects
This section provides a brief overview of the assumptions and approach applied to
the analysis and comparison of whole-of-house upgrade and knockdown-and-rebuild
strategies for particular projects. The following four points cover key terminologies
and assumptions used in remainder of this chapter.
1) Types of environmental upgrades. It was acknowledged that a householder could
have many different goals when planning and executing an environmental upgrade to
their home. Three labels were used to describe common environmental upgrade
goals: a) energy efficiency upgrades; b) environmentally sensitive choice of
materials; and c) water efficiency upgrades. Energy efficiency upgrades included
interventions that improved thermal comfort as these two terms and issues were
linked and were used interchangeably in the literature.
2) BASIX-compliant versus elective upgrades. The cost of environmental upgrades
implemented because of legislative requirements (principally BASIX) were
distinguished from those that were not mandated by legislation but were chosen
because of the preferences of the householder. This distinction was important in the
Illawarra Flame Solar Decathlon House project and Case Studies 1, 6 and 7.
3) Ancillary costs. All retrofit/upgrade costs included Goods and Services Tax
(GST), delivery and installation unless the item or retrofit label is marked with an
asterisk.
4)

Non-Environmental

Upgrades.

These

upgrades

were

defined

as

renovation/upgrade work in a project that did not meet the criteria of an
environmental upgrade.

5.2 Illawarra Flame Solar Decathlon House: Energy Retrofit
Economic Analysis
This section presents a retrospective study of the design and construction the stateof-the-art, whole-of-house demonstration retrofit called the Illawarra Flame House
(IFH). This project was chosen for the following reasons:
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•

The high profile of the design, which received significant international media
coverage, a number of national and international awards and coverage in
sustainable building publications;

•

The strong focus of the project on demonstrating environmental upgrades;

•

The dwelling was a detached residential house, which make up over three
quarters of Australian dwellings; and

•

Because the 3-bedroom design and layout is representative of a significant
fraction of the housing stock across the state of NSW.

The IFH project demonstrated how a poorly performing 3-bedroom, thermally
lightweight ‘fibro’ house could be upgraded to become a highly efficient, net-zero
energy refurbished home. The IFH retrofit was a fully functioning prototype built as
an entry to the Solar Decathlon China 2013 (SDC2013) competition. The house was
designed and constructed by Team UOW, a team of students and staff from the
University of Wollongong and TAFE Illawarra (Team UOW 2013). It should be
noted that although the house was a demonstration of how to retrofit an existing
building, it was actually built from scratch and modularised because of the need to
modularise the house for transportation in shipping containers to the SDC2013 site in
China and the need to assemble the house in less than 10 days.
The ‘original’ 3-bedroom house was taken as having a combined kitchen and dining
area adjacent to the living area. The original walls, ceiling and floor were assumed to
have no insulation and the building envelope to be leaky allowing significant
infiltration.
Table 5.1 Assumed properties of the pre-retrofitted ‘original’ Illawarra Flame House.
Item

Condition

Floor type

Cypress pine
Old but serviceable
Fibre cement sheeting
End of life
Terracotta tile
End of life
Timber 90mm frame
End of life
Eaves and external wall sheeting

Floor condition
Wall cladding type
Wall cladding condition
Roof type
Roof condition
Frame thickness
House wiring
Location of Asbestos
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The specifications of the ‘original’ house to be retrofitted in the Illawarra Flame
House retrofit is outlined in Table 5.1 and the bill of quantities developed by the
present author is located in Appendix K, while Appendix N outlines the detailed
specifications of the design and the costs for the Illawarra Flame House as a
demonstration retrofit project for record keeping purposes, this data from Appendix
N was not used anywhere else in the thesis.

5.2.1 Costing Assumptions and Results
The bill of quantities developed in the present project utilised the Illawarra Flame
House competition specifications as a starting point, and those elements that were
not categorised as environmental upgrades as specified in Section 5.1.4 and
Appendix S were then removed. The bill of quantities was also structured to separate
the items related to energy efficiency upgrades from other types of environmental
upgrades. The assumptions concerning the state and general construction of the
‘original’, pre-retrofitted house are listed in Table 5.1.
Costs to remove the asbestos in external wall cladding and eaves, for example, were
sourced from local demolition companies and two of the companies supplied
quotations. The cost used was the average of the total cost from the two quotations.
Two bills of quantities and sets of cost data were developed and sourced. The first
was developed by the present author, which was used for the costing described
below, and a second which was used for comparison and benchmarking. The latter
was produced by a quantity surveyor and can be found in Appendix K along with the
results of the benchmarking analysis.

5.2.2 Illawarra Flame House Retrofit Capital Cost Results
The following section presents robust and comprehensive capital cost information for
a design-based, high performance, whole-of-house energy retrofit project. The data
and analysis may be useful to governments and homeowners alike when considering
pathways to improve the thermal comfort and energy efficiency of homes.
The results are presented in terms of three retrofit scenarios for the upgrade of a
typical fibro home as follows:
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A. The as-built, high-performance retrofit demonstrated by the Illawarra Flame
House project, which was designed to exceed the requirements of the Solar
Decathlon China 2013 competition;
B. An alternative, lower-performance and lower-cost retrofit option, where roof
and external wall claddings would be left in place, blow-in wall insulation
would replace the use of a combination of bulk and rigid insulation; and a
C. BASIX-compliant renovation of the same home.
The calculated costs of the three retrofit scenarios are summarised in Table 5.2, with
further details provided in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 The reader may also refer to full
details of the calculations of the costs of these three options in Table 5.4 and
Appendix B.
Table 5.2 Summary of the Illawarra Flame House retrofit costs including the as-built,
high-performance retrofit cost; an alternate retrofit option with original roof and wall
claddings left in place; and a lower performance a BASIX-compliant retrofit.
Illawarra Flame
House retrofit
costs1
Total Cost
Cost per unit floor
area

A. As-built, highperformance
retrofit cost
$176,989

B. Alternate
retrofit design
option2
$140,506

C. BASIXcompliant
renovation design3
$133,957

$2,269/m2

$1,801/m2

$1,717/m2

Notes:
1
All costs inclusive of GST.
2
a) Roof and external wall claddings left in place; b) blow-in wall insulation instead of
insulation batts and rigid insulation boards; c) Exterior paint removed prior to repainting
(extra cost).
3
a) Minimum performance specification for windows, air tightness and insulation to be
compliant; b) LED lighting and standby circuit not included.

Despite its very high-performance specification, the calculated cost of the as-built
retrofit demonstrated on the Illawarra Flame House was very similar to the
previously reported average cost of $175,676 for renovation projects undertaken by
72 householders in 2011 (Warren-Myers et al. 2012).
The alternative, lower-performance and lower-cost retrofit (Option B) in Table 5.2
included adjustments to the design to leave the roof and wall cladding in place and
still improve the insulation of the building envelope. This scenario utilised ‘blow-in’
wall insulation that can be fed or pumped into cavity walls, which requires minimal
disturbance to the internal or external cladding. This presented a cost-optimised
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design, showing the potential cost of retrofitting in circumstances that also allow a
greater re-use of the existing building materials.
The BASIX-compliant IFH retrofit (Option C) was made to comply with the
minimum sustainability standards set out in the building code in NSW at the time of
writing. This design was created and the cost was estimated to: provide a benchmark
as to the likely cost of current retrofits in NSW; and to facilitate analysis of building
re-use i.e. renovations or retrofits without the environmental upgrades specified in
the Illawarra Flame House. The result showed that the addition of environmental
upgrades in the as-built energy retrofit design (Option A) added approximately 26%
to the BASIX-compliant renovation cost. Table 5.2 also showed that this cost
difference was reduced to 5% when the BASIX design was compared to a lower
cost, or optimised energy retrofit design (Option B).
It is interesting to note that the predicted cost of the BASIX-compliant IFH retrofit
option was within 4.7% of the average cost of $127,885 for renovations carried out
by the 36 renovating participants in the surveys of the present study reported in
Chapter 3.
More generally, most renovation projects cited in previous research literature were
not related to sustainability or energy efficiency. For example, nearly 50% of recent
renovation projects have been reported as having budgets over $70,000 Australiawide (HIA 2015).
However, one the energy retrofit cost from the present project was very significantly
higher than the $36,582 estimated to be required to retrofit a thermal-model-derived
average Australian home with 190m2 of internal floor area (Beyond Zero Emissions
2013). The BZE cost of $36,582 was calculated assuming a nationwide program to
retrofit housing and included significant cost savings due to economies of scale and
industry capacity and lower performing upgrades.
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Table 5.3 Illawarra Flame House as-built energy retrofit design specifications and
design specification of ‘original’ house before retrofitting.

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit

Unit of measure

Before

After

Ceiling Insulation
Wall Insulation
Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation
Window upgrade

R-value (K. m²/W)
R-value (K. m²/W)
R-value (K. m²/W)
R-value (K. m²/W)
U-value (W/m2K)

0
0
0
0
7.4

Draught proofing

Opening sealed

NA

8
6
6
0
2.6
Building
envelope

Location of wall
where installed
Location of wall
where installed

External Shading
Internal Blinds

None

E&W

Curtains

All
Blinds

Energy System Retrofits
Appliances
Lighting
Solar photovoltaic
Hot Water System
Heating Appliance
Cooling Appliance

Before
Electric
CFL
No
Electric
Electric
None
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After
NA
LED
4kW system
Electric boosted solar
AC
Ceiling fans and AC

Table 5.4 Breakdown of Illawarra Flame House as-built retrofit capital costs by
categories. (Costs include GST, labour, etc.).
Description
Preliminaries
Demolition
Timber & Cladding
Thermal & Moisture Protection
Openings
Finishes
Plumbing
Mechanical Ventilation
Electrical
Electrical Power Generation
Total for construction materials and
labour ex. GST
Builders Margin (10%)

Total
$26,784.00
$8,942.33
$28,244.28
$8,410.12
$32,811.93
$5,538.88
$4,075.10
$2,198.52
$9,687.92
$6,281.00
$132,974.09

Sub total Ex GST
GST

$13,297.41
$146,271.50
$14,627.15

10% Contingency

$16,089.86

Project total (incl GST)

$176,988.51

Cost of Kitchen, Bathroom & Laundry
Renovation (incl. GST)
Project Total Without Kitchen, Bathroom
& Laundry Renovations (incl. GST)
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$40,625.58
$217,614.09

Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 present a summary of the Illawarra Flame House capital
costs broken down into the key areas of expenditure. Figure 5.4 clearly shows that
the main categories of cost are: a) new windows; b) timber and cladding; and c)
preliminaries (which includes: design, project management, approvals and site costs).
Aside from these costs, the builder’s profit, GST and contingency are the other most
significant cost items. The ‘electrical power generation’ cost from Figure 5.4 shows
that once energy efficiency is improved, the additional cost to generate sufficient onsite renewable energy to achieve net-zero energy operation is relatively small.
On the other hand the cost of new windows ($26,312) was substantial and when
compared with the relatively small cost of insulation ($8,410) this highlights the
increasing expense as the energy efficiency of the building envelope is progressively
improved beyond common environmental upgrades such as insulation. However, the
windows included in this design were very high quality, in terms of both thermal and

Capital cost of each building
element or system

solar performance, as well as sustainable material considerations.
$35,000
$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
$5,000
$0

Figure 5.4 Illawarra Flame House retrofit capital costs including GST separated into
the main building elements and systems.

5.3 Case Study Projects: Energy Retrofit Design Process, Capital
Costs and Project Outcomes
This section presents the results and analysis of seven residential energy renovation
case study projects. The results include data collected from householders as well as
the capital cost data described in Section 5.1.4. This approach facilitated analysis of
energy renovation capital cost data alongside context-rich qualitative data from
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householders regarding the design and the outcomes of the projects. These results
filled a gap in the knowledge residential retrofitting by collecting energy renovation
data from completed projects, which allowed a thorough analysis comparing capital
costs with project outcomes as they were reported by householders. The mixedmethods methods approach used to collect the data has been previously described in
Section 3.6.
The renovated dwellings varied in date of construction from the 1930’s to the 1990’s
with three from the 1960’s. There were two clear age and life stage categories the
owners of these houses fell into: i) retirees; and ii) young families. There were also
commonalities in the characteristics of the dwellings and the goals of the
householders.
The results across all projects are first summarised in Section 5.3.1 and a summary
table with an overview of the seven projects and the householders who
commissioned these projects can be found in Table 5.6. The results of the analysis of
data collected is then presented in two sections; the first section covers energy
renovation capital costs, and the second focuses on the outcomes of the energy
renovation projects.

5.3.1 Case Studies Overview of Results
The variation in record keeping of the cost of and quantities of materials used in
environmental upgrades by builders and/or householders varied greatly (see Table
5.11). Insulation costs broken down into wall, floor and ceiling types, for example,
were only available for one project (Table 5.11), but at least one type of insulation
was installed in all projects. On the other hand, when window and solar hot water
systems were upgraded, the costs and details were available for the majority of
projects. These challenges were also documented by Ambrose (2013) who found
there was little visibility and accountability in regards to the installation of energy
and sustainability related equipment in new housing.
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Table 5.5 Project status at the time of the interviews for Case Studies 1 to 7.
Project status at time of interview
Case Study 1

In-progress. 11 months had passed, project was
past 50% completion

Case Study 2

Complete

Case Study 3

Complete (first phase)

Case Study 4

Complete

Case Study 5

In-progress

Case Study 6

Complete

Case Study 7

Complete

At the time of data collection five of the seven projects were complete. Case Studies
1 and 5 were in progress. Thermal comfort, energy use and carbon emissions results
for Case Study 1 were based on a mix of design and specification documentation,
and the historical comfort, energy use and carbon emission data of the home selfreported by the householder. The householders in Case Study 5 had lived in the
home for nearly a year since the most recent upgrades were installed, which allowed
the case study to be treated in the same way as the completed projects.
Results from the Case Studies were collated (Table 5.6). All seven houses were
being renovated by owner-occupiers, and homes fell into two distinct size categories:
five were less than 160m2 in floor area, while two were greater than 200m2. (It
should be noted that at the time of writing the average size of new detached
residences was greater than 250m2). The four smallest homes all underwent wholeof-house, multi-intervention environmental upgrade works.
Two of the three renovations projects to dwellings over 200m2 were relatively small
in scope. The Case Study 6 project was also a relatively large renovation project,
however the project included an extension that included an additional storey to the
house, extended the existing living area and added an entry foyer.
There were a number of items in need of repair for some of the houses prior to
commencement of the projects: two of the small homes had roof leaks and one larger
home had an ageing but not faulty roof. This larger house also had a termite
infestation and windows that were potentially dangerous. Roof repairs may present
an opportune time to initiate environmental upgrades.
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Table 5.6
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During the interviews householders were asked about the different stages of their
project and any assistance they procured to complete those stages. Table 5.7 shows a
summary of some of these results regarding the process and the decision-making
during the process. From the results three different types of project process were
identified as described below.
Table 5.7 Case Studies 1 to 7: householder input during the design and
environmental upgrade specification stages of their projects.
Project design lead

Householder input into
energy retrofit design

Case Study 1

Sustainable building
designer

Some input

Case Study 2

Householder

High input

Case Study 3

Householder and Living
Building Challenge

High input

Case Study 4
Case Study 5

Householder, assisted by
architect
Sustainable building
consultant

High input
Some input

Case Study 6

Householder

High input

Case Study 7

Sustainable building
designer

Limited input

Process used to specify
environmental upgrades
Selected by Sustainable
building designer
Followed contractors'
recommendations
Householder research
and Living Building
Challenge
Followed contractors'
recommendations
BPS, professional advice
and householder research
Householder research
and followed contractors’
recommendations
Selected by Sustainable
building designer

The householders in Case Studies 1, 5 and 7 mainly outsourced the design and
specification of environmental upgrades in their projects. In these projects the
householders trusted the skills and accepted the recommendations of professionals
who worked out the details of the designs. The householders from Case Studies 1
and 5 also did their own research and engaged with the professionals to work
together during the design phase. On the other hand, the householder from Case
Study 7 was not interested in collaborating in this way and did not report any
engagement in the design and specifications of the environmental upgrades.
Design was led by the householders in Case Studies 2, 4 and 6. These householders
created and developed their own design brief themselves. They used professional
services such as architects and draftspersons for feedback and to produce necessary
drawings for builders or approvals. The technical specifications for environmental
upgrades, such as the R-values of insulation, were specified on the advice of the
builders and contractors who installed them.
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Similar to Case Studies 2, 4 and 6, the householder from Case Study 3 created the
design brief themselves, conducting a large amount of research and employing a
draftsperson to create the plans. However the design process was also guided by a
third-party certification system from the Living Future Institute, called the Living
Building Challenge. The design was required to meet certain criteria and the
certification provided design principles to guide the process.
Householders were asked during the interviews how they decided what to include
and exclude from the project and if they performed a cost-benefit analysis. None
conducted an analytical cost-benefit analysis, although a number mentioned that they
considered the cost of environmental upgrades compared with their budget,
particular when they were selecting windows.
The major changes and upgrades included in each project are summarised in Table
5.8. Changes to the layout to incorporate open-plan design, changes to the aesthetics
of the home, adding pergolas or decks, and carrying out repairs were the most
common non-environmental upgrades. Extensions were included in two projects and
kitchen and bathroom renovations in four and three of the projects, respectively.
Of the environmental upgrades, wall and ceiling insulation and windows were
upgraded in all seven projects. Photovoltaics, solar hot water systems and LED
lighting upgrades were also included in five of the seven projects. An upgrade to the
space heating system, purchasing an energy efficient fridge and draught-proofing
external doors were environmental upgrades installed in only one of the seven
projects. Case Study 1 included the greatest number of interventions, with a third
more than the next highest project. Case Studies 3 and 5 included the smallest
number of interventions with eleven and seven, respectively.
Case Studies 3 and 4 included retrofit-wall insulation, installed without the removal
of internal or external wall claddings, which is not a retrofit that is very commonly
undertaken in Australia. In Case Study 3 the householder removed large squares of
plaster from internal walls to provide access for the installation of insulation batts.
The majority of the internal lining did not need to be removed and material that was
taken out was re-used where possible. Recycled and cut down Styrofoam blocks 5 to
10mm in size were blown into the cavity walls of Case Study 4 to install insulation
from the top of the wall frame.
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Table 5.8 Summary of interventions that were included in Case Studies 1 to 7. Nonenvironmental upgrades (at the top) labelled in blue cells and bold text and
environmental upgrades beneath labelled in green. The asterisks (*) signify that
airtightness was improved in this project, however, this was assumed to occur as a
co-benefit of other interventions, installing new windows for example.
Intervention

CS1

Extension

Y

CS2

CS4

CS5

CS6

CS7

Y

Kitchen reno

Y

Y

Bathroom reno

Y

Y

New roof
Internal
recladding
External
recladding
Open plan

Y

Y

Y

Aesthetic

Y

Y

Pagola/Deck

Y

Y

Repair

Y

Other
Altered
orientation
Ceiling
Insulation
Wall Insulation

Y
Y

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

2
4

Y

Y

Y

3

Y

2

Y

2

Y

Y

Y

5

Y

Y

Y

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5
Y

6

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

7

Y

Y

Y

*

*

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

3
Y

*

*

1

Y

Y

Y

7

Y
Y

Y
Y

4
5

Y
Y

2

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

1
2
4
3
3
5

Y

5

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Shower Rose

Y

Y

Y

Y

Water Tank
EE fridge
EE TV

Y
Y

Y

Renovations:

11

Y
5

3

7

2

6

7

EU upgrades:

12

13

8

10

5

11

10

Total:

24

18

11

18

7

17

18

Final cost

no.

Y

Y

Floor Insulation
Draughtproofing
Window
upgrade
Improved
Ventilation
LED upgrade
Skylight
installed
Heating upgrade
AC
Ceiling fan(s)
Blinds/Curtains
External Shade
Solar PV
Solar Hot Water

CS3

Y

4
Y

3
2
1

$430,000 $60,000 $19,000 $20,000 $36,781 $257,000 $200,000
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Further details of the renovations carried out that were not energy or retrofit related
are detailed in the ‘Renovation works’ table with costs listed in Appendix G and H.
The energy retrofit costs from each case study along with a breakdown of these costs
to show the amount spent on environmental upgrades is shown in Table 5.9. The
definitions of each environmental upgrade type can be found in Section 5.1.4.
Detailed capital cost results for environmental upgrades from Case Studies 1 to 7 can
be found in Appendix E.
Table 5.9 Capital costs of Case Studies 1 to 7 showing a breakdown of the
environmental upgrade capital costs separated from total capital costs (incl. GST).
Environmental
Upgrade Total
Case Study 1
Case Study 2
Case Study 3
Case Study 4
Case Study 5
Case Study 6
Case Study 7
A

$80,563
21%

A

$13,734
22%
$18,726
22%
$8,770
44%
$27,635
75%
$24,100
9%
$160,063

Energy
Efficiency

Environmentally
Sensitive
Material Choice

$58,440
15%

$8,648

Water
Efficiency
$13,475
4%

2%

$13,734

NonEnvironment
Upgrades

Project
Total

$296,998
79%

100%

$47,402

22%

78%

$18,726
78%

$8,770

$11,230

44%

56%

$27,635

$9,146

75%

25%

$24,100

$233,212

9%

91%

$155,113

$2,750

$2,200

81%
78%
1%
1%
Percentage figures represent the fraction of the total project costs.

$38,586
19%

$61,136
100%

$57

22%

$377,562

$18,783
100%
$20,000
100%
$36,781
100%
$257,312
100%
$198,648
100%

When calculating the environmental upgrade total it was necessary to decide whether
to exclude the cost of environmental upgrades required by law through the BASIX
regulations. BASIX applied to projects with a total budget over $50,000, i.e. Case
Studies 1, 6 and 7. Case Study 2 did not have to comply as some of the expenditure
was separated into a separate project. Case Study 6 was the only project where the
householder had their BASIX certificate available. For these reasons environmental
upgrade costs included all environmental upgrades, with the exception of Case Study
6, where reported environmental upgrade costs excluded the cost of complying with
BASIX regulations.
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Figure 5.5 shows the electricity usage data taken from available electricity bills
provided by Case Study Householder 2. A number of bills were lost and therefore the
data had a number of gaps. This was typical of the case studies and because of this
the electricity bill data could only be used to cross-reference the perceived electricity

kWh/day of electricity used, averaged
across 3-month periodss

use changes reported in the interviews.
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

kWh/day

May Aug Nov Feb May Aug Nov Feb May Aug Nov Feb
2013
2013 2014 2014 2014 2014 2015 2015 2015 2015 2016
3-month bill periods, indica<ng the ﬁrst month in each period

Figure 5.5 Case Study 2 electricity use. The red vertical line in the plot area indicates
the approximate time at which the renovation project was completed.

5.3.2 NSW Government Data Analysis
A data set of 94,689 BASIX certificates for renovations in NSW was analysed to
provide a benchmark for the data collected in the present project.

Renovations and changes in dwelling size
The data in Figure 5.6 shows an average increase of 61m2 of internal floor area taken
from all years of BASIX ‘Alterations and Additions’ data. This represented an
average increase of 38% in internal floor area as compared to the original size of the
homes. Approximately 91% of BASIX certificates for Alterations and Additions
included internal floor area data. The remaining 9% had no record of the internal
floor area before or after the building work.
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Figure 5.6 Average internal floor area before and after ‘Alterations and Additions’,
from the BASIX detached house data 2007 – 2015.

Type of windows installed in renovations
The BASIX data for windows planned for installation in additions and alterations
was as follows:
•

75% of windows were single glazed with no low-e coating or lamination

•

52% of windows were single glazed with no low-e coating or lamination and
had aluminium frames

•

19% of windows had a low-e coating

•

8% of windows were double glazed

This window data shows that the majority of new windows being installed in existing
homes would be expected to have poor thermal performance. This finding was
troubling as windows are one of the most expensive building elements to upgrade
and this would be the least expensive time to install better performing windows due
to other works on site.

Hot water system type installed in renovations
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Table 5.10 Type of hot water unit installed during alterations and additions from the
BASIX data 2007 – 2015.
Hot Water System Type

Number of
units

Gas instantaneous

% of total

13079

67%

Solar (electric boosted)

2525

13%

Solar (gas boosted)

2158

11%

Electric heat pump

1856

9%

Gas storage

1004

5%

The data in Table 5.10 shows that the majority of new hot water systems installed in
NSW were instantaneous gas systems.
[It should be noted that the BASIX certificates represent a data source that shows the
declared intent of homeowners to undertake particular energy efficiency upgrades or
new-build performance standards. There is no guarantee that these specifications
would have been actually implemented in the construction of the project.]

5.3.3 Capital Cost Results for Case Studies
The projects provided important data that documented the project process, the capital
costs and the project outcomes from the seven households. The data is reported in
two separate sections; the first section presents the capital cost results and the second
section presents the thermal comfort, energy use and carbon emissions results. The
results and the discussion regarding the demographics of the seven households and
the interaction between their priorities, attitudes and decisions regarding renovation
were discussed through discourse analysis described in Section 6.1.
5.3.3.1 Environmental Upgrade Costs and Project Budgets
The projects fell into three categories for total budget, two projects were very similar
in cost at $20,000, two projects were in between at $40,000 and $60,000 and three
projects cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. The general spread of budgets aligns
with the average renovation spend across the country with just under half of
Australian renovations being reported to cost over $70,000 (HIA 2015). The average
capital cost from the case studies in the present project of $138,603 was, however,
less than the average from another Australian study of $175,676 (Warren-Myers et
al. 2012).
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The percentage of the total project budget spent on environmental upgrades varied
widely from 9% to 100% of total project budget. This data and the project scope data
showed that all householders incorporated or planned in the future, to incorporate
general refurbishment as well as environmental upgrades when completing a wholeof-house upgrade project.
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90%

Environmental Upgrade
Cost
Environmental Upgrade
Cost as % of Total

$300,000
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80%
70%
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$100,000
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Figure 5.7 Total cost and environmental upgrade cost of Case Studies 1 to 7 arranged
in ascending order by environmental upgrade cost as a percentage of total cost.
Cost increases over and above initial estimates were recorded in four of the six
projects that had pre and post project budget data. Case Study 5 did not have a
predetermined budget, since the householder was outcome driven and did not have a
project budget or nominal limit. Three of the four projects with cost increases had
very similar percentage increases, ranging from 22 – 26%. The other project had a
100% cost increase, which from the householders survey responses was the result of
an initial underestimate of the costs of such a project as well as changes to the scope
which would be expected to increase the cost. There was a trend across all projects
where costs were controlled, as householders became more involved in the project
and where a strict budget was set at the beginning and adhered to during
construction. This finding was similar to the findings of Vlasova and Gram-Hanssen
(2014) regarding the efficacy of retrofits and householder interactions with the
design of renovations. They claimed that retrofit outcomes were improved as
householders were engaged during the design and implementation phase of retrofits.
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5.3.3.2 Budget Implications of Different Project Design and Delivery Methods
The householders selected a variety of design and construction processes, as well as
various amounts of owner labour to construct their projects (Table 5.6). A clear trend
emerged from the owner labour data regarding owner demographics. Only one of the
four retirees contributed labour to their project, whereas all three of the young
families contributed some and two of the three contributed most of the labour.
There was a clear and expected financial cost implication associated with the
percentage of owner labour contributed to the project. Case Study Householders 3
and 4 were both able to complete whole-of-house upgrades for $20,000 or less,
contributing a large amount of the labour during the construction. Case Study 5 was
the only project under $200,000 with no owner labour and this project was in its
initial stage the budget was expected to increase in the future.
5.3.3.3 Project Budget Overruns
There was a connection between budgetary constraints, owner labour and final cost.
Case Study 3 and Case Study 4 were the only projects that did not exceed their initial
budget. They were the only projects with a large amount of owner labour and the
householders stated that budget overruns were not an option for them. Householders
from the other four projects said that their budget increased from what they had first
planned. All four said that this was partly or entirely due to an increase in scope or
the addition of more expensive specifications. In some cases it was also the result of
unexpected costs. Two factors seemed to drive the increase in project cost. The first
was that the householder underestimated the cost of the project and they were then
faced with a decision to either change the project or increase their budget. The
second was during the construction phase three householders expanded the scope of
the project, which increased the cost. The changes in scope were not related to
environmental upgrades in any of these three projects however.
Further to this, the level of involvement by the householder in the design and
construction process affected their degree of awareness and knowledge of
environmental upgrade costs. The householders in Case Studies 1 and 7 were not
aware of the specific cost of the environmental upgrades in their project.
Householders from Case Studies 2 and 6 were aware of some of the costs and those
in Case Studies 3, 4 and 5 were aware of each environmental upgrade cost. With the
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exception of Case Study 5, these three categories align with the total budget, owner
labour and project delivery categories previously discussed.
5.3.3.4 Environmental Upgrade Capital Costs
The cost of windows was one of the largest cost items in the projects. Only in Case
Study 2 where window costs were not measured, and in Case Study 4 where the
windows installed were second-hand and free, were window costs not the largest
single cost item. Figure 5.8 shows the window costs as well as the total and
environmental upgrade costs and the window cost as a percentage of the total cost.
The percentage for the three large budget projects was very consistent and the
window specifications were different for all three projects.
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Figure 5.8 Case Studies 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 window upgrade supply only costs
including GST. The data labels show the window upgrade cost and the percentages
below the horizontal axis show the window cost as a percentage of total project cost.
As highlighted earlier there was a significant variation in the level of detail of
records kept of environmental upgrade quantity and cost data. Table 5.11 shows the
cost per quantity of upgrade results available from each project. The results reveal
that the secondary glazing used in Case Study 5 was the most cost effective at
improving (decreasing) the U-value of the window units followed by the air-filled,
aluminium-framed double glazed windows in Case Studies 3 and 7. The highest
performing timber-framed, argon-filled windows were the least cost-effective when
measured by decreased U-value per $ per square metre.
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Table 5.11 Unit costs for environmental upgrades sourced from householders’
records from Case Studies 1 to 7 including GST.
Intervention
All
Insulationa

Units

CS1

R-value
$ spent

Window
upgrade

U-value

Solar PV

2.9

-0.6

CS3
Wc2,
c
C 5.5, Fc2
$3,900.0b

3.1

$/m2

$788.0

$710.8

$/m2/U

$271.7

$229.3

kWp
$/system

Solar Hot
Water

CS2
Wc1.5,
Cc3.5, Fc2
$4,300.0b

CS4

CS5

CS6

CS7

0.5

3.7

Wc2, Cc4
$2,407.0
Low-e,
low SHGC
film added
to the
north
$116.7

3

1.5

$6,497.0

4.5 (3mm
secondary
glazing)
$615.0

$794.0

$136.7

$214.6
1.5
$1,400.0

boost

electric

electric

electric

$/unit

$4,400.0

$5,458.0

$2,900.0

a

Cost includes all insulation types from a project, specific quantities were unknown.

b

Cells marked in blue included only materials costs.

c

Labels identify the part of the building envelope where insulation was installed, W

denotes wall, C denotes ceiling and F denotes floor, each followed by the R-value.
The limited amount of data in Table 5.11 presented a challenge for the present author
when attempting to differentiate between the environmental and non-environmental
upgrade costs. Most commonly it was the area over which an upgrade was applied
that was unknown.

5.3.4 Project Outcomes Analysis of Case Studies
The results below show that both high and low environmental upgrades budgets
delivered positive outcomes (Table 5.12). A clear example was the three smallest
environmental upgrade budget projects (Case Studies 2, 3 and 4), all of which
delivered positive outcomes for the householder.
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3.5

Table 5.12 Qualitative thermal comfort, energy use and carbon emissions
performance of projects as reported by householders or predicted based on house
design and technology installation.
Improvement following Project
Winter
comfort
Summer
comfort
Electricity
use
Gas use
Carbon
emissions

CS1

CS2

CS3

CS4

CS5

CS6

CS7

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Negative

High

High

Unknown

Unknown

Moderate

Moderate

None

None

Unknown

High

Moderate

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

None

High

High

Table 5.12 brings together qualitative and quantitative data to characterise the
thermal comfort and energy efficiency outcomes of each project. A high level of
improvement was the result of a reduction in energy use greater than 50%, or
repeated or emphatic reports of perceived change by the householder during the
interviews. A moderate level of improvement was indicated by a recorded
improvement below 50% of energy use or reports of some improvement, mentioned
only once, say. A negative result only occurred once when building envelope
improvements appeared to ‘trap’ heat, which could not be purged during cooler
periods due to inadequate window and/or door openings. The description of these
improvements is summative; more details of the environmental upgrades and their
effects can be found in the results for each Case Study in Appendix P.
5.3.4.1 Dwelling Operational Energy Use from Space Conditioning
As has been discussed in Chapter 2 energy retrofits have often been justified by
and/or valued for the reduced operational energy use associated with their
installation. The detailed data for each case study revealed that in a number of cases
environmental upgrades achieved the outcome the householder valued, but did not
reduce energy use. This specifically related to thermal comfort, heating and cooling
energy load.
Regarding space heating energy use, the Case Study 4 and 5 upgrades had no impact,
as there was no heating equipment used before or after the project. However, winter
comfort improved as a result of the projects. The householders in Case Studies 2 and
6 reported that their heating energy use changed only slightly after they improved the
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windows and insulation, but that thermal comfort improved. The householders from
Case Studies 3 and 7 reported a significant decrease in heating energy use as well as
thermal comfort improvements following their environmental upgrades. Case Study
1 was not complete and no operating performance data was available. This project
would be expected to have similar results to Case Study 7, as the specifications and
design were similar. Space heating technology changed in one project; Case Study 3
changed from direct electric to a split system, reverse cycle air conditioner.
The equipment used to heat the dwellings before the upgrades were:
None:

Case Studies 4 and 5

Un-flued Gas:

Case Studies 1 and 2

Direct electric:

Case Studies 3 and 6

Reverse-cycle AC:

Case Study 7

The following data shows the space cooling equipment used in the houses before the
project. Ceiling and pedestal fans were not included as cooling energy users because
of their relatively low energy use:
None:

Case Studies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Reverse-cycle AC:

Case Study 7

Case Study 3 was the only project in which a cooling appliance was installed and
although it was a high efficiency reverse cycle air conditioner, after installation
cooling energy use increased, as prior to that it was zero. The householder from Case
Study 8 expected to use significantly reduce the use of their air conditioner for space
cooling during the upcoming summer.
Summer thermal comfort improved in Case Studies 2, 3, 6 and 7. Outcomes for Case
Study 1 were as yet unknown as the project was still in progress at the time data was
collected. Case Studies 4 and 5 reported that improvements to the building envelope
reduced night purging and increased the internal temperature in summer. Poor
natural ventilation was also reported as a contributing factor for summer overheating
in Case Study 4.
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These results for heating and cooling energy use demonstrated that in the majority of
cases, space conditioning energy demand did not decrease. For this cohort funding
models such as the Netherlands Energispronge program (Beckman 2014), and
research findings based on home energy star ratings (Newton & Tucker 2011) do not
seem viable or relevant as cost savings from reduced space conditioning energy loads
were not possible due existing householder behaviour. Further to this, for many
householders cost saving was not the intended outcome. Solar PV systems, lighting
upgrades and hot water system upgrades were more closely related to reductions in
energy use, specifically reductions in imported energy use in the case of houses with
solar PV.
5.3.4.2 Natural Ventilation and Living Area Solar Access
Natural ventilation was related to summer thermal comfort for all householders. It
was improved in Case Studies 1, 2, 6 and 7 and was emphasised as a key factor in the
improvement of thermal comfort during summer in those houses. The householders
in Case Studies 3 and 4 cited a lack of natural ventilation and or a lack of external
shading to the west as the main drivers of summer discomfort. In Case Study 5
adequate natural ventilation was mentioned as a key technique used in summer to
regulate the indoor temperature.
It was hard to quantify the cost of the improvements to natural ventilation, as they
came from window upgrades and/or the addition of new openings. Householders
listed a number of reasons for these window upgrades or additions and in no case
was the entire window upgrade required for improvement in natural ventilation.
The orientation of the living space was also a significant factor for winter thermal
comfort. The householders from Case Studies 4 and 6 chose their dwellings based on
the aspect of the block and the ability to take advantage of the northern sun. The
householder from Case Study 2 reported the aspect of their house as an important
factor, allowing it to be comfortable and reducing the operational energy cost. In
Case Studies 1, 4, and 7 the north-facing solar access was improved and in Case
Studies 4 and 7 it was reported as a major improvement resulting from the project.
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The householders in Case Studies 3 and 5 reported a lack of living area solar access
as a major constraint of their home. Both householders identified uncomfortable
winter temperatures as major pathologies in their house.
Improved living area solar access was also coupled with the intent to create an openplan design in Case Studies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7. Improving the solar access was achieved
in part or whole by removing one or a number of walls in these five projects. This
was a relatively inexpensive intervention.
5.3.4.3 Thermal Comfort and Building Envelope Airtightness
Winter comfort improved in all six completed dwellings. This improvement was
attributed to improvements to the building envelope and in three cases an
improvement to solar access for the living space. Anecdotally this data reinforces the
appraisal of some of the older housing stock as poor thermally performing (Newton
2012).
Summer comfort was improved in three projects and an increased discomfort was
reported in the other two cases. Case Study 7 had not been through a summer yet, but
the owner had already experienced more comfort on warm days in early spring as a
result of improved natural ventilation. Natural ventilation, shading and insulation
were together attributed to the improvement in Case Studies 2 and 6. In Case Study 3
the improvement was attributed to a powerful and efficient air conditioning unit. For
Case Study 3 an increased cooling load in summer was attributed to the combination
of envelope upgrades and a lack of northerly or westerly external shading.
Infiltration was reduced in four houses. In Case Studies 2 and 7 windows were
identified as the source of air leakages. In Case Study 3 windows and a skylight were
the source of air infiltration and in Case Study 5 infiltration was reduced by
professionally sealing the three external doors and installing secondary glazing on all
living area windows.
5.3.4.4 Whole-of-House Building Electricity Use
Total electricity use was reduced in two of the six houses that had been lived in postproject. The reduction was attributed to lighting retrofits, efficient appliances and
reduced winter heating loads. It was not possible to isolate or deduce whether
electricity use was reduced in three of the case studies and Case Study 1 was
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incomplete. A combination of installation of Solar PV and incomplete billing data
made electricity use reductions difficult to isolate in Case Study 2 and in Case Study
7 there was no utility data available.
Operational building energy related carbon emissions were reduced in six of the
seven projects. This was mainly attributed to the installation of Solar PV. Reduced
electricity use was however the main contributor for Case Study 3. Solar PV was
attributed with most of the carbon emissions reductions for the majority of
householders, as they were already low energy users and most of the projects were
not associated with reductions in building energy use. Ren et al. (2011) found that
solar PV was the most cost-effective technology to reduce carbon emissions; with
large reductions in capital costs since that study was completed solar PV presents a
potentially cost-effective mechanism to reduce household emissions. Case Study 5
was the only case where operational energy related carbon emissions were not
reduced and this was because no solar PV system was installed nor was a reduction
in electricity demand observed.
Another factor commonly associated with dwelling energy demand was dwelling
size. An encouraging result from this cohort was that only one of the single or dual
occupant households increased the dwelling size. All three of the young family
households increased the size of their house as part of their project: these increases
were 6m2, 20m2 and 58m2 respectively.
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Figure 5.9 Grid electricity use per household following energy renovations in
kWh/day and kWh/person/day for Case Studies 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The results in Figure 5.9 represent the running-average electricity use collected from
available utility bills. The results for Case Study 4 come from the householder’s own
reports of electricity use. Case Study 2 was the only home that used natural gas,
which fuelled an un-flued portable space heater and the stove. Case Studies 2, 4 and
6 had solar PV installed. Only Case Study 2 was net metered, therefore no solar was
consumed on site for Case Studies 4 and 6. The results show that Case Study 3 used
significantly more, both their total daily electricity use and per person daily
electricity use. The per person results allow a more meaningful comparison of the
two- and four-person households, revealing that Case Study 2 was a low user for
both per day and per person-day measures. The per person results include in the
calculation the number of occupants in the home occupancy. As discussed in Chapter
1, the number of occupants per house in Australia has been in decline, while house
size has been increasing. In this context the meaningfulness of energy per m2 rates is
reduced, with changes in energy per m2 rates not necessarily representing changes in
dwelling energy efficiency.
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5.3.4.5 Adverse Project Outcomes
The results discussed so far reveal that overall these upgrades were successful in
improving indoor thermal comfort, reducing household operational energy use and
reducing operational energy related carbon emissions. However there were a number
of cases where these outcomes were not observed and on occasion the opposite was
the case. Summer discomfort due to trapped heat was the most common cause,
occurring in Case Studies 3 and 5. The other negative outcome was an increase in
cooling energy use. This was the result of the installation of an air conditioning unit.
A positive outcome of installing the unit was to offset increased westerly summer
heat gains, due to the removal of vegetation and window upgrades. This prevented an
increase in uncomfortable temperatures in summer, but also increased the cooling
energy use.
Furthermore, the apparent level of passive solar design and energy efficient living
knowledge and whether that knowledge was used in everyday household practices to
reduce energy use, separated the householders into two groups. Those from Case
Studies 1 to 6 understood the importance of the northern sun, used spaceconditioning appliances effectively and were engaged to some degree in the design
of their home. Conversely some of the decisions and behaviours of the householder
from Case Study 7 were to the contrary:
•

Before the energy retrofit they would leave the back door open while the air
conditioner was running to allow their cat to come and go. After the project,
they did not use the newly installed ducted air conditioner using a small
inefficient oil column heater instead, with the door open,

•

The householder’s cat would push against the study door in winter and this
alerted the householder of the warmth in this room, which was mainly shut
off from the house. Neither they, nor their sustainable building designer
highlighted the benefit of removing the wall of the study to allow northern
sunlight and warmth into the living area,

•

The householder was not aware of whether insulation had been installed in
some parts of their house following the renovation,
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•

The householder spent over $200,000 on an energy efficient renovation and
shortly following completion of the project, they purchased new kitchen
appliances with no regard for their energy rating.

These outcomes highlighted the trade-off that exists in certain circumstances
between energy use and thermal comfort resulting from household budgets, existing
building design and climate constraints and the knowledge of the householder.
5.3.4.6 Number of Environmental Upgrades Per Project
Ceiling insulation, wall insulation and window upgrades were the only upgrades
installed in all seven projects. Case Study 1 has a significantly larger number of
interventions than all the other projects. This was mainly due to the large number of
non-environmental upgrades included in Case Study 1. Case Studies 2, 3, 6 and 7
had 17 or 18 interventions each and again demonstrated the large scope achieved
with both small and large budgets.
The only previous environmental upgrades recorded were a 12 panel solar PV system
and heat pump hot water system from Case Study 2 and a solar hot water system in
Case Study 4.
5.3.4.7 High Performance Environmental Upgrades
A number of upgrades were consistently reported as having produced significant
thermal comfort, energy efficiency or carbon emissions improvements. Householders
reported improvements to natural ventilation and living area solar access as the most
important for indoor thermal comfort. Insulation of the ceiling, wall and or floors
was associated with significant thermal comfort improvements in winter with
positive and negative effects in summer. Energy use reductions were attributed to a
range of measures and no intervention could consistently be identified with reduced
household energy use. Solar PV had the most consistent impact on household
operational energy use carbon emissions across the projects.
In the majority of the cases, relatively expensive upgrades to the building envelope
had little or no environmental impact. This was due to the low use of space heating
and cooling equipment before the upgrade projects. What these upgrades consistently
did facilitate was an improvement in thermal comfort with reduced or with no
increase in energy use. These upgrades would more appropriately be labelled
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‘interventions that improved thermal comfort and avoided an increase in energy use’.
This is significant given the main residential energy rating platform in Australia;
NatHERS, rates a house by modelling only heating and cooling energy load. The
NatHERS score is meaningless in relation to household energy use if householders
do not use energy to actively heat and cool their thermally uncomfortable houses.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, Solar P.V. was most consistently associated
with reduced carbon emissions. Solar P.V. was also a relatively inexpensive
intervention compared to the project budgets. This was aided by the low energy use
of the majority of the houses, requiring only modest size solar P.V systems.

5.3.5 Comparison of Illawarra Flame House and Case Study Projects
The costs of Illawarra Flame House and Case Studies 1 to 7 were calculated
differently as the former was a design-based estimation whereas costs for the latter
projects were primarily taken from receipts, invoices and homeowner records. This
data was been brought together allowing the comparison of all eight energy
renovations and retrofits.
The cost results in Figure 5.10 were arranged in ascending order by total project cost
from left to right. The results in this figure revealed two projects similar to the
Illawarra Flame House retrofit. The most closely equivalent project was Case Study
7, which had a closely matched retrofit cost and a similar total project cost. Case
Study 3 had a much smaller budget, but the percentage spend on environmental
upgrades was equal to the percentage for the Illawarra Flame House. The Illawarra
Flame House and Case Studies 3 and 7 were compared in greater detail below.
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Figure 5.10 Case study total and environmental upgrade costs arranged in ascending
order by environmental upgrade cost as a percentage of total cost. The data labels
show the environmental upgrade cost for each project.
The specifications for the Illawarra Flame House and Case Study 7 were presented in
Table 5.13. The project with higher performing specification is highlighted in green.
The results show that in most cases the Illawarra Flame House had a higher
performing specification. A comparison of the windows costs revealed that the
windows costs from the Illawarra Flame House were approximately $100/m2 more
expensive than the glazing units used in Case Study 7. External shading and internal
insulating blinds added $10,000 to the cost of the Illawarra Flame House compared
to the Case Study 7 specifications, which included neither of these items.
The aggregated cost data in Figure 5.10 and the specifications in Table 5.13 suggest
that the methodologies used to collect the costs of these projects were accurate. By
internal floor area Case Study 7 was 37% larger than the Illawarra Flame House and
therefore a larger budget and higher environmental upgrade cost would be expected.
One the other hand the Illawarra Flame House included a number of expensive
interventions that Case Study 7 did not, as well as having a higher specification for a
number of interventions present in both projects. These differences appear to have
balanced one-another out, going some of the way to explaining the similarity of the
environmental upgrade costs. However, as is often the case when comparing real
projects, the specifications were not exactly the same and therefore the very low
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differential in environmental upgrade costs were likely to be to some degree
coincidental.

Table 5.13 Design specifications of the Illawarra Flame House and Case Study 7.
Illawarra Flame House

Case Study 7

78

107

General construction

Light construction, tile roof

Light construction, tile roof

New external cladding

Yes

Yes

New internal cladding

No

Yes

New Windows

House IFA (m2)

Yes

Yes

Ceiling Insulation (R)

8

6.5

Wall Insulation (R)

6

4

Floor Insulation (R)

6

0

Roof Insulation (R)

0

1.5

Window upgrade (U)

2.6

3.7

Draught proofing

Yes

No

External Shading

East and West

No

All windows
No change needed

Internal wall removed

Appliances

NA

NA

Lighting

LED

LED

Solar PV

4kW

3.5kW

Hot Water System

Solar evacuated tube

Direct electric

Heating Appliance

Split reverse AC

Ducted AC

Cooling Appliance

AC + fans

Ducted AC + fans

Recycled materials

Timbers

Internal Blinds
Living room solar access

Water systems

Renovation works

Rain water tank plumbed to
outside taps, laundry and
toilets
None

No

None
Rain water tanks with water
filtration to provide majority
of household water needs
from rain water
Bathroom and laundry
renovation, new tiled floors
in 5 rooms

The other project that was comparable to the Illawarra Flame House was Case Study
3, which had the same percentage of the budget spent on environmental upgrades.
The homeowners in Case Study 3 were able to improve the ceiling, floor and wall
insulation, improve the airtightness of the home, upgrade two thirds of the windows
and add an efficient space heating and cooling system for a ninth of the cost of the
Illawarra Flame House. However professionals constructed and managed the
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Illawarra Flame House project, whereas Case Study 3 was constructed using 90%
homeowner labour and managed entirely by the householders. The environmental
upgrades in Case Study 3 were also generally of a lower specification, in particular
the windows when compared to the Illawarra Flame House. Case Study 3 continued
to use a direct electric water heater, did not install external shading, had not upgraded
to LED lighting and had not installed a solar P.V. system.
The cost and scope of the two projects are significantly different, however they both
share a similar intent and demonstrated two examples of different delivery methods
and budget sizes when approaching energy efficient and low carbon upgrades. Case
Study 3 was implemented over time with the house occupied during installation
whereas in the Illawarra Flame House it was assumed that the householders would be
decanted, another point of difference which would be expected to increase the cost of
the later.

5.4 Economic Analysis of Energy Retrofitting: Comparison of
Energy Retrofit versus Knockdown and Rebuild
Two of the primary objectives of this study were to collect and analyse whole-ofhouse energy retrofit costs and to compare these retrofit costs with the cost of
demolishing the ‘original’ house and building a new, energy efficient house in its
place. This section addresses both of these objectives, bringing together energy
retrofit and renovation costs from design-based and completed projects and
comparing them with knockdown and rebuild costs.

5.4.1 The Illawarra Flame House: Capital Cost to Knockdown
‘Original’ House and Rebuild an Energy Efficient House
This section presents the predicted capital costs involved in a knockdown and rebuild
of a home with similar specifications and a similar size to the as-built Illawarra
Flame House. Table 5.14 lists the sources and costs for a number of project-home
designs that were collected by the researcher. The highlighted column in Table 5.14
shows the design that was selected as the final rebuild design. A detailed breakdown
of the costs of this new home design is listed in Table 5.14.
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The per square metre ($/m2) project home costs revealed that the cost for project
homes at the detailed quote stage is significantly higher than the costs published
online by project home companies. Similar per square metre costs were found in
Cordell and Rawlinsons guides for new project homes, with the $/m2 cost much
lower than the detailed final cost quotations collected for new project homes. As
shown in Table 5.14 these advertised online prices commonly exclude basic
preliminary costs, some or all finishes and some BASIX compliance costs.
Table 5.14 includes total cost and per square metre costs with and without garage(s).
Project homes typically include a single or double garage but the Illawarra Flame
House did not include any garage. The Coral Homes Project Home Company
subtracted the cost of the garage from the detailed quote for the ‘Barkley 11’ design.
Using the area of the garage from this design and the cost reduction the researcher
calculated a garage cost per square metre garage cost which could be applied to the
garage area of all the designs. This increased the similarity of the retrofit and new
build designs. It also allowed a more accurate comparison of the different project
home quotes.
To collect demolition costs the researcher approached a local demolition company
who supplied a cost of $21,637. The specification for the demolition was to
disconnect all services and demolish a 3-bedroom, 80m2 asbestos clad home with no
vegetation removal. Data was also gathered from Cordell and Rawlinsons guides for
comparison.
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Table 5.14
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The costs of the energy efficient new home are shown in Table 5.15. The breakdown
is structured in three sections; the first section contains all the items included with
the design when it is purchased as standard, in the second section a number of energy
efficiency upgrades are shown that were included by the project home company,
lastly additional improvements were listed with their costs to adjust the
specifications to match the energy retrofit where they were not offered by the project
home company.
Table 5.15 Schedule of costs for the Illawarra Flame House-equivalent new home
including demolition of the existing house and including GST.
Description
Detailed
Quote:

Total

Base construction cost

$122,700.00

Preliminaries

$8,725.00

Concrete piers

$6,500.00

Base

BASIX requirements

Items

Other

$10,425.00
$6,585.00

Garage removed from design

-$8,279.00

Energy Related Upgrades (from PH company)

Detailed
Quote:
Energy
Efficiency
Items

Split system 9.4kW AC

$5,635.00

Windows (laminated 6.38mm)
Ceiling insulation from R2.5 to
R4.1
Wall insulation from R1.5 to
R2 (HD)
Roof insulation blanket R1.5

$6,870.00

Ceiling fans (4)

$1,005.00

Solar Hot Water

$3,949.00

3kW Solar PV System

$8,399.00

$510.00
$2,374.00
$1,326.00

Further Energy Related Upgrades (from quotations)
Glazing - Timber framed
$9,678.24
Additional Double Glazed
Ceiling insulation - R4 to R8
$747.00
Energy
Efficiency
Items

Wall insulation - R2 to R4.8
Draught sealing of openings
and all wall and ceiling
penetrations
Total standard cost
Total cost with upgrades
from PH company
Total for further upgrades
PH Company mark-up for
'further upgrades' cost (25%)
Total cost with all upgrades
Demolition
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$2,800.49
$1,000.00
$146,656.00
$176,724.00
$14,225.73
$3,556.43
$194,506.16
$21,637.00

The costs in the ‘Additional Energy Efficiency Items’ section in Table 5.15 were
sourced from Cordell Building Publications (2015) and the environmental upgrade
costs from Section 5.1.
There were a number of limitations with this data in Table 5.14 and Table 5.15.
Costs to improve the energy performance of a new-build home were only accurately
supplied by one project home company. However the costs were benchmarked
through a comparison of the base cost of the Coral Homes design with the costs of
other project home companies’ design costs. This showed that it the Coral Homes
costs were within the range of other detail-quote costs from project home companies
and the estimates listed in Cordell and Rawlinsons guides.
Another limitation was the limited options available from Coral Homes, which were
not equivalent to the specifications of the Illawarra Flame House retrofit. This
required the present researcher to use the costs from Section 5.1.2, collected from
local businesses and contractors.

5.4.2 Economic Analysis of Energy Retrofitting
This section presents the economic analysis of energy retrofitting. The results and
analysis of the Illawarra Flame House retrofit costs is presented first. This is
followed by analysis of a number of design alterations, which changed the scope of
the energy retrofit. Lastly a number of the owner-occupier energy renovations were
compared with knockdown and rebuild costs.
Table 5.16 presents a summary of the specifications of both the Illawarra Flame
House retrofit and the new build. The retrofit and the new build designs positioned
windows differently in regards to the number of windows in the respective
orientation of each wall. The retrofit had most windows on the northern wall with at
least one window in the walls facing east, south and west. The new build design had
windows only in the north and south walls. This and other differences in the design
would be expected to create variation in the thermal performance of the houses in
comparison to each other. Both designs included window shading devices using
eaves and/or external awnings for north, east and west glazing.
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Table 5.16 Specifications of Illawarra Flame House retrofit and the specifications of
the knock down and rebuild.
Illawarra Flame
House retrofit

Knockdown and
rebuild

1

1

78

83

None

None

Floor construction

Suspended timber

Concrete slab

Wall construction

Timber-clad

Timber-clad

Roof construction

Steel

Steel

Window area (m )

20

19

Wall insulation R-value

5

4.8

Floor insulation R-value

5.3

0

Ceiling insulation R-value

7.5

8

Window unit U-value

2.6

2.6

Storeys
2

Internal floor area (m )
Garages

2

The results show that to knock down a home and rebuild to an energy efficient and
low carbon specification would cost $218,277. This compares with a cost of
$176,989 to retrofit that home using the same energy and comfort specifications. The
knock down and rebuild cost represents an increase of $41,288 (23%) using the
retrofit cost as the baseline. This result demonstrated that for this size and
construction type, retrofitting was the more cost-effective way of improving the
thermal comfort and energy efficiency of the house. This result was unexpected as it
is widely reported that renovations can cost significantly more than new home
building. A common driver of this high expected renovation cost is the time/labour
required to create bespoke solutions to the unique challenges of upgrading the
particular characteristics of an existing building that was probably constructed to an
older building code. The results are however similar to other results from building
reuse and demolition and new construction comparisons (CAMCO 2011b; Smith
2014).
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$21,637
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$176,989
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Energy Retroﬁt

Energy Knockdown Rebuild

Figure 5.11 The Illawarra Flame House retrofit and knock down and rebuild costs.
As identified in Section 5.1.2, the per unit area data for new homes was relatively
high owing in part to the small size of the home. It was not possible to quantify from
any of the available data whether the same trend would be expected to occur for the
retrofit. The same fixed costs that increased the $/m2 cost of small new houses also
applied for retrofit projects: design, approval, site establishment and the fixed costs
of contractors. The researcher recommends that further understanding of any retrofit
cost changes associated with building size be further quantified before the present
results are extrapolated to larger dwellings.
$3,000
Project Cost expressed in $/m2

DemoliXon cost
$2,500

ConstrucXon cost

$277

$2,269

$2,369

Energy Retroﬁt

Energy Knockdown Rebuild

$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
$500
$0

Figure 5.12 Illawarra Flame House retrofit and knock down and rebuild per square
metre costs.
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5.4.2.1 Capital Cost Comparison of a BASIX-compliant Retrofit with a BASIXcompliant Knock Down and Rebuild
A comparison is presented where the environmental upgrade specifications were
removed to compare BASIX-compliant renovations and knock down and rebuild
costs. To collect this data the same methodology used to create and compare the
Illawarra Flame House costs was employed.
Both BASIX-compliant compliant designs would be expected to have a NatHERS
star rating of 5 stars (Yee 2011) and the Illawarra Flame House retrofit received 7.4
stars (Appendix J). The difference in star rating equates to a nominal doubling, from
32 to 66MJ/m2/year of energy required to maintain a comfortable internal
temperature. The BASIX-compliant design did not require onsite renewable
generation and the exclusion of photovoltaics significantly increased the carbon
intensity of the BASIX-compliant household’s operational energy demand.
Table 5.17 presents the cost results from both the energy retrofit and the BASIXcompliant comparisons. To renovate the ‘original house’ that the Illawarra Flame
House was based on to a BASIX compliance cost $131,336. To knock down that
home and build a new home would cost $168,293. Using the renovation total as the
baseline, the knock down and rebuild was 26% more expensive, which was an
increase of 3% in comparison to the energy retrofit and energy efficient knockdown
and rebuild percentage difference.
Table 5.17 Illawarra Flame House (IFH) design variants: BASIX-compliant and
energy efficient specifications for renovations and knock down and rebuild designs
including GST, where KDR is an acronym for knockdown and rebuild.
BASIX-compliant
IFH specification
Increase to IFH specification

Retrofit
$131,336
$176,989
$45,653
26%

KDR
Increase to KDR
$168,293 $36,957 28%
$216,143 $39,154 22%
$47,850
22%

The cost increases were similar in absolute value, shown in the 4th column and 4th
row of Table 5.17. In both cases the dollar values were the inverse of the percentage
difference results. The percentage difference results were largely influenced by the
base amounts, which differed more than the increased from retrofit to knockdown
rebuild or from BASIX compliance to energy efficient specifications.
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The results in Figure 5.13 more clearly show the reduced cost of the BASIXcompliant designs on the left and the energy efficient and low carbon designs on the
right. There were also two additional categories included in the figure; the optimised
retrofit specification and the energy retrofit, with the addition of the kitchen and wet
area renovation costs.
The optimised retrofit was the second lowest cost, comparable in price to the
BASIX-compliant renovation design. The details of this ‘optimised’ design are
located in Table 5.2. On the other hand, the energy retrofit that included a kitchen
and wet area renovation was the most expensive option, approximately $4,000 more
than the energy efficient knock down and rebuild project.
The optimised Illawarra Flame House retrofit reduced costs by leaving the roof and
wall material in place. However this will not always be possible or advisable, take
for example scenarios where asbestos is being removed or where the roof is reaching
the end of life. When leaving these claddings in place is possible, this option further
reduces the cost of retrofitting when compared to the knocking down and rebuilding.
$250,000

Total Project Budget

$200,000

DemoliXon Cost
ConstrucXon Cost

$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$0
Code
Retroﬁt (cost
Code
Compliant opXmised) Compliant
RenovaXon
Knockdown
Rebuild

Energy
Retroﬁt

Energy
Energy
Knockdown Retroﬁt w.
Rebuild RenovaXons

Figure 5.13 Case Study 1 total cost for a number of energy efficient low carbon
designs as well as BASIX-compliant designs (incl. GST).
Retrofitting was less expensive than knocking down and rebuilding in both the
energy efficient-low carbon scenario as well as the BASIX-compliant design
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scenario. The Illawarra Flame House retrofit was 20% less than the cost of knocking
down and rebuilding. The BASIX-compliant retrofit was 26% less than the
comparable knocked down and rebuilt house.
These results agree with those from previous research in the United Kingdom. A
retrofit project for semi-detached dwellings cost 60% of the equivalent knock down
and rebuild cost (CAMCO 2011b). This included project management and decanting
costs. The costs without decanting were £79,700 for the retrofit and £131,600 for the
knock down and rebuild. For comparison, the Case Study 1 retrofit costs for the
present project were 84% of the knock down and rebuild costs.
Unfortunately no detached dwelling data was found in the existing literature that
compared retrofitting with knocking down and rebuilding. However the results from
the present research agree with findings from an Australian investigation comparing
building re-use with knock down and rebuild for education buildings (Smith 2014).
In this case an engineering firm was commissioned to investigate different options to
upgrade two existing tertiary education buildings for an Australian University, they
also showed building re-use was the least cost option. Their results claimed that
building re-use costs were 26% of the knock down and rebuild cost for one building
and 32% for the other building.

Case Studies 1, 3, 6 and 7
The scope of Case Studies 1, 3, 6 and 7 were such that they were suitable for
comparison with a knock down and rebuild. The scope of these projects included
energy efficient or low carbon upgrades where at least one upgrade was applied
across the entire house.
Energy renovation equivalent knockdown and rebuild costs were needed for the
design from these four case studies. The methods used to estimate the knock down
and rebuild cost for the Illawarra Flame House required a significant investment of
time and was not an easily repeatable process. However, the specifications of the
knock down and rebuild from the Illawarra Flame House were simple to change; the
challenge was in the different sizes of the houses from each case study. As has been
previously noted, when building new-detached housing the internal floor area square
metre cost decreases as the floor area increases.
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To overcome this the researcher created a normalisation graph using data from
Cordell and Rawlinsons cost guides for different size project houses. The data from
these sources facilitated the normalisation of building cost for the change in cost that
occurred as the internal floor area size of a home increased. The data from both
sources was combined in Figure 5.14 to cover the variation range of house size
required to match the renovation projects. The final normalisation graph covered a
range from 100m2 to 340m2. This was assembled from a number of smaller data
range graphs, located in Appendix Q.
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Figure 5.14 Normalisation curves from Rawlinsons and Cordell Cost Guide data for
single-storey average quality house and single storey project home per m2
construction costs including GST. PH = project home.
A template design for the new build was required that could be adjusted to match as
closely as possible to each renovation project. The design and costs from Case Study
1 were used as the template for the different new build costs for each case study.
This new home design had more disaggregated data, especially for the energy
efficient and low carbon upgrades compared with other companies’ designs.
Demolition costs were taken from the Cordell guide using a cost per floor area rate.
Table 5.18 below summarises the cost of each of the renovation projects as well as
the demolition and new build costs. The following specifications were adjusted so
that each new build matched the corresponding renovation: house size, number of
garages, insulation of the building envelope, thermal performance of windows, size
of the photovoltaic system, hot water system specifications, and installed space
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heating and cooling equipment. Table 5.18 also includes a row with new build size
scaling factors. This data was taken from Figure 5.14 to normalise the new build
costs depending on the internal floor area.
Table 5.18 Case Studies 1, 3, 6 and 7 costs compared with equivalent knock down
and rebuild costs (incl. GST).
CS1
$377,562

CS3
$18,783

CS6
$257,312

CS7
$198,648

176

122

214

107

32

0

32

0

208

122

246

107

New build cost
New build size scaling
factor
Scaled new build cost

$334,430

$238,992

$416,987

$194,896

0.75987

0.95050

0.72690

0.98425

$254,123

$227,161

$303,108

$191,826

Demolition cost
Total knock down and
rebuild cost

$11,229

$9,187

$15,535

$6,827

$265,352

$236,349

$318,643

$198,653

Renovation cost
Renovation project IFA
(m2)
Garage – not included in
renovation IFA area (m2)
New build (m2)

The results in Figure 5.15 reveal that in two cases renovating was cheaper, in one
case the costs were very similar and in one case the renovation was significantly
more expensive. The environmental upgrade cost was also included for Case Studies
1, 4 and 7. This cost represented the building re-use cost excluding the cost of nonenvironmental upgrade measures that did not support, or were not required for the
environmental upgrades. This altered the outcome for both projects, showing that
building re-use was now the least cost option in all cases.
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Figure 5.15 Case Studies 1, 3, 6 and 7 costs compared with equivalent knock down
and rebuild costs including GST.
It was not possible to separate these costs for Case Study 6 as the majority of the
costs of the project were attributed to the extension of the house. The extra square
metres created by this extension was accounted for in the comparison with the knock
down and rebuild project, and therefore no additional categorisation was needed.
When analysing the brief and design details of each project a number of findings
were highlighted. An important consideration was that each energy renovation cost
was taken from a completed or in-progress project, which included the householders
specific adjustments and aesthetic requests. The new-build costs assumed standard
finished and inclusions, and that no alterations were made except those required for
the required to make the energy efficiency and low carbon specifications equivalent.
Selected examples from Case Studies 1, 3 and 6 regarding renovation costs:
•

Case Study 1 included recycled timber floors and beams and period fixtures
and fittings to match the 1960’s art-deco style of the house; adding to the cost
of the renovation,

•

Case Study 3 had budget constraints where building new was not an option.
This renovation displayed that a large improvement to energy efficiency and
household energy use carbon emissions was possible with a constrained
budget,
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•

Case Study 6 was situated on a highly constrained block of land and the
house was chosen for it’s northerly aspect. Building a similar new house with
the same aspect and siting would not be possible due to the easements of the
land. The land was also sloped with a split-level across three tiers, which
would typically increase the new build cost.

The householders in Case Studies 3, 6 and 7 stayed on site for the duration of the
project. In most cases this would not be possible when demolishing a house,
arrangements for alternative accommodation would be required and could add to the
cost of the project.
The renovation and new build costs and project scope for Case Study 7 were the
most comparable with the Illawarra Flame House. The Case Study 7 project covered
the entire house, with a focus on energy efficiency and low carbon upgrades on a flat
block of land. When the bathroom upgrades were removed, building re-use cost was
less expensive than knocking down and rebuilding, but if those costs were included
the project costs were nearly identical.
The data in Figure 5.15 along with the data from the householder interviews revealed
that for Case Studies 3, 6 and 7, to upgrade the energy efficiency and reduce the
carbon emissions of their homes, it would likely be cheaper to upgrade their existing
house. However all four projects included upgrades in addition to these
environmental upgrades and therefore it was expected that the cost to knockdown
and rebuild was underestimated in comparison to the retrofit.
The cost comparison data for Case Study 2 and the householder’s interview
responses revealed that this project would likely have cost less if the house had been
knocked down and built new although this new house would exclude a number of
things the householder included in their retrofit, which would likely increase the cost
of the new build.
These results along with the Illawarra Flame House analysis demonstrated that
energy renovations and retrofits were the least-cost pathway to improve the energy
efficiency of inefficient houses.
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5.5 Retrofits Prioritisation, and Knock Down/Rebuild versus
Energy Efficient Renovation
This section analyses data presented previously in the thesis to answer Research
Question 2, which can be found in Section 1.2.

5.5.1 Optimal Environmental Upgrades
The following results bring together the data analysed in Section 5.3.4 to highlight
the upgrades with the greatest efficacy for the three areas of study.
There were a number of characteristics about this cohort from the case studies that
may set them apart from the general population.
•

These householders were generally low energy users, displaying awareness of
energy conservation measures and behaviour prior to the upgrade projects.

•

In four of the six operating projects, space heating energy use was reduced
marginally or not at all. Space cooling energy use reduced in one operating
project, increased in another and in the remaining four projects it did not
change. This was due to the fact that on average they used little to no space
heating or cooling energy prior to the retrofits.

Thermal Comfort Priority;
Natural ventilation for summer and northern solar access for living areas for winter
were both reported as key factors for thermally comfortable homes by all seven case
study householders. Upgrades to the insulation of windows and the building
envelope were also highlighted by a number of householders as improving winter
thermal comfort. In some houses external constraints such as the siting of the
building or budgetary constraints stopped households from implementing
improvements for these two factors and this was identified as a significant pathology
of the houses thermal comfort.
It was difficult to quantify the cost of natural ventilation and northern solar access
improvements. The improvements were commonly the outcome of window upgrades
and house floor plan changes, which were upgraded for a number of reasons. Of the
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two interventions, removing walls and remodelling rooms to improve living area
solar access was the least cost option as seen in Case Studies 4 and 7.
Energy Reduction Priority;
Lighting upgrades and hot water system upgrades were most commonly associated
with reductions in energy use. Some householders also installed energy efficient
appliances and hot water saving devices to reduce energy use, although the efficacy
of these upgrades to reduce energy use was harder to determine.
Carbon Emissions Priority;
The characteristics of this cohort, with their energy conserving knowledge and
behaviour reduced the efficacy of the environmental upgrades to reduce carbon
emissions through energy use reductions. In this context renewable energy
generation from solar photovoltaics were most consistently associated with carbon
emissions reductions.
The limitations in available energy use data before and after each project reduced the
accuracy of the energy use and carbon emissions reduction results compared with
complete empirical quantitative data for all households.

5.5.2 Cost Optimal Energy Efficiency and Thermal Comfort
Improvements
This section synthesises the results to analyse the situations in which it was optimal
to upgrade an old home or to knock it down and build new using capital cost as the
criteria.
Data from Table 5.18 and from Section 6.1 revealed a number of circumstances
where building re-use was the only option available:
•

The householders in Case Study 3 had a budget that would not allow
knocking down and rebuilding. The householder was able to provide a large
amount of the labour for construction, which also reduced the cost
significantly,

•

The householders in Case Study 5 searched for some time for a suitable
house to move to but were not able to find anything within their budget and
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geographic area that met their criteria. They did not want to undergo a new
build or re-build for a number of reasons and therefore upgrading their
existing home was the only option available to them,
•

In Case Study 6 the householder reported that their house was ideally situated
and if they knocked it down the building footprint would be in a much less
ideal position due to easements.

These circumstances revealed that there are factors that preclude one or a number of
alternative options, leading homeowners to renovation, even when it was not their
preference.
The retrofit and knock down rebuild results from Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.15 were
analysed to show that building re-use had a lower capital cost in the follow instances:
•

When executing an energy efficient and low carbon upgrade of a 3-bedroom
lightweight construction timber framed home (Illawarra Flame House and
Case Study 7),

•

To a greater degree;
o when the roof cladding does not require replacement,
o and when the external and internal wall cladding do not need
replacement and insulation can be installed without removing them,

•

When the householder supplied a significant portion of the labour and most
of the building structure and claddings can be left in place (Case Study 3),

•

When adding an additional storey that included a bedroom, bathroom, study
and entry foyer while also performing an energy efficient and low carbon
upgrade of the existing house (Case Study 6).

In addition to a lower capital cost, building re-use was expected to be associated with
the following benefits:
•

Reduced building waste due to the continued use of most of the house,

•

A lower embodied energy because of the reduced quantity of new materials
required for the project,
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•

The potential for lower or no decanting costs, because it may be possible to
occupy the house some or all of the construction period.

Building re-use had a higher capital cost in the follow instances:
•

When performing an energy efficient and low carbon upgrade of a 3-bedroom
lightweight construction timber framed home (Illawarra Flame House) and
also renovating the kitchen, bathroom and laundry,

•

Performing an energy efficient and low carbon upgrade of a 3-bedroom home
while also adding an extra room, replacing internal and some external wall
cladding, replacing the roof cladding and maintaining the period art deco
fittings and finishes (Case Study 1).

In addition to a higher capital cost, building re-use was also sometimes associated
with:
•

Budget overruns due to unforseen work and changes to the project by the
householder during construction.

Further details about the specifications and scope of each of the above projects can
be found in Section 5.1.4 and 5.1.3.

5.6 Conclusion
A thorough analysis was conducted to compare the capital cost of building reuse
with knocking down and rebuilding a detached house; two pathways to significantly
improve the thermal comfort and energy efficiency of older, inefficient dwellings.
Methods were employed to compare both design-based energy retrofits as well as
completed energy retrofits.
For the design-based Illawarra Flame House retrofit, the estimated energy retrofit
cost was 23% less than building new. Further analysis showed that in situations
where roof and or wall cladding materials could be left in place that further cost
reductions were possible. A limitation of this comparison was access to reliable costs
for environmental upgrades and for energy efficient volume built new home designs
and capital costs.
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To make a comparison of completed energy retrofit projects, four of the complete or
in-progress case study houses were selected and compared with knock down and
rebuild costs. The energy retrofit costs were less in two cases, nearly identical in one
case and in one case they were significantly higher than the knock down and rebuild
capital cost. In a number of the case studies this included a large spend on nonenvironmental upgrades. When comparing environmental upgrade capital costs,
energy retrofitting was the least cost option for all 4 projects. These results were
again limited by the availability of energy efficient volume built new home costs.
The results showed conclusively that energy retrofitting was the lowest cost pathway
to upgrade the efficiency and thermal comfort of the existing housing in this study.
This was demonstrated across a number of different project management processes
and both design-based as well as operational energy retrofits. When the energy
retrofit cost was combined with refurbishment of bathrooms, kitchens and laundries
the results showed capital costs were comparable. These findings were surprising as
it is commonly expected that refurbishing an existing dwelling would be more
expensive per square metre than building new. The results demonstrated that
contrary to expectations energy retrofitting was able to deliver energy efficiency and
thermal comfort improvements at a lower capital cost than demolishing and building
new.
Further research is needed to collect more energy efficient new build data with which
to compare energy retrofitting. It is also recommended that larger qualitative data
collection and in-depth capital cost analysis, together with quantitative indoor
environmental quality and energy monitoring be collected from completed energy
retrofit projects. This will improve the validity of the existing results, which
investigated in detail five house designs.
The capital cost and changes to thermal comfort, energy use and carbon emissions of
a number of building upgrades were documented and discussed as a result of seven
of the case studies. These results showed that householders reported improved
natural ventilation and also improved solar access to living spaces most consistently
as interventions that improved thermal comfort in winter and summer. Solar PV
systems most consistently were attributable to reduced carbon emissions.
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This research also identified a need to investigate new costing and funding models
that facilitate improvements in thermal comfort where energy load reductions may be
negligible. Reduced government health and ageing spending may be a source of
funding for improvements to homes, to allow the elderly to live in safe, appropriately
sized and ergonomic housing.
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6 CASE STUDY HOUSEHOLDER ATTITUDES,
PRIORITIES AND DECISIONS
The literature review and the two householder surveys highlighted a number of
factors that were enabling and also hindering the uptake of environmental upgrades
by householders. Chapter 5 presented the costs and outcomes of seven case study
energy renovation projects by home owners. Interviews of the case study
householders were employed to investigate the priorities, attitudes and decisions of
householders regarding energy renovations and the processes they followed to carry
out their renovations, which included implementing energy efficiency upgrades.
While previous research reported in the existing literature addressed some of these
issues, a number of gaps remained, particularly regarding the decisions made by
householders regarding renovations and the impact of those decisions on energy
efficiency outcomes.

6.1 Case Study Householder Interview Results
The following results and analysis relate to the semi-structured interviews with the
seven case study householders, particularly with respect to attitudes, priorities and
decisions. The interviews were also useful in providing a way to explore in depth a
number of issues that arose from the surveys but where the survey data was
inconclusive or required more detailed investigation.
During the analysis of the coded interview transcripts three narratives emerged:
i) age and life stages;
ii) values and attitudes; and
iii) challenges and opportunities.
The analysis followed an approach known as ‘focusing strategies’ outlined by
Saldaña (2009) to create these narratives, as described in Section 3.6. The following
strategies were employed: a ‘top 10 list’ was created; a ‘touch test’ was carried out;
and the data was ‘themed’. A brief overview from the attribute coding process that
characterised the participants and their homes is presented in Table 6.1. An overview
of the householders and their energy renovation projects can be found in Chapter 5,
Table 5.6.
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Since the majority of the interviews were carried out in the case study homes, this
meant that the data was collected in a ‘natural setting’ (Creswell 2014) for the
participant. A number of participants mentioned the benefits of being able to discuss
and demonstrate the features of the renovation in situ during the interview, and each
visit included a ‘walk-through’ evaluation of the home.

Figure 6.1 Thematic network that emerged from the coding and analysis of the case
studies, arranged in their narrative groups: a) older occupants planning for retirement
(Case Studies 1, 5 and 7) and b) young families (Case Studies 3, 4 and 6).
The thematic network of Figure 6.1 shows the key themes identified during the
coding process. The thematic network also revealed the similarities and differences
between projects from each narrative group. A full list of the initial/prompting
interview questions can be found in Appendix K. The questions covered the
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following major topics: householder demographics; renovation design and
construction processes; and decisions and the householders’ perceptions of typical
renovations and of their own project once it was completed.
Table 6.1 Householder interview demographics and housing typology data (numerals
denote number of case studies under each category).
Interview location
Roof construction
Wall construction
Floor construction
Occupancy
House location
Interview time

Home Living/ Dining Room
6
Tiled
5
Brick Veneer
4
Suspended/on piers
6
Four people
Three people
3
1
Illawarra
Nowra
5
1
Morning
Afternoon
2
3

Workplace office
1
Colourbond
2
Weatherboard
3
Concrete slab
1
Two people
One person
1
2
Sutherland
1
Evening
2

6.2 Common Householder Narratives: Householder Age and Life
Stage
Analysis of the seven household interview data revealed two distinct narratives
related to the renovation works. These narratives emerged from the coding analysis
and centred on the age and life stage of the householders. One narrative centred on
preparation for retirement and in some cases ways to improve the functionality of the
house to facilitate ageing in place. The other narrative was centred on the life of the
household, a young family. These narratives described a broad set of attributes that
were central in shaping six of the seven renovation projects.

6.2.1 The Retiree Narrative
Case Study Householders 1, 5 and 7 all shared a similar narrative concerning their
life stage, the plans for their home and their decision to stay where they were for the
long-term. The following is a discussion of this narrative and how it was expressed
in the specific context of each project.
Of high importance in all three of these cases was the need for close proximity to key
amenities, i.e. within walking distance. These included work, the shops, places of
natural beauty and places of recreation. The feeling or sense of comfort was a key
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consideration, highly prioritised by all three householders. Retirement and
householder age also featured as frames of reference for answers to questions about
funding renovations and making the decision to stay in the current home long-term
and not pursue other options.
Notions of family also featured for Case Study Householders 1 and 5. Case Study
Householder 1 did not want to leave a ‘time bomb’ in the form of illegally buried
asbestos in the ground for his kids, for example. Case Study Householder 5 tolerated
living in a large home, which was not her preference, because of the convenience of
the larger size when her children visited, who have young children.
Each project included a primary goal that could have been achieved without the
inclusion of environmental upgrades: these were warmth in winter, more space, and
the repair of a leaking roof. However, reducing energy use, carbon emissions and
dependence on the grid were also priorities for each householder and guided the way
they achieved their project goals. For these householders their environmental
objectives were integrated with other practical goals for their home.
Case Study Householders 1 and 7 did not consider options for moving when
planning their renovation because of the positive aspects of their existing location.
Case Study Householder 5 did investigate moving to an existing home nearby.
Moving was considered because of the poor orientation of the existing home relative
to north, and the poor energy efficiency and large size of the home. No homes that
fulfilled the criteria at an acceptable price could be found, so the householder and her
husband committed to upgrade their existing home.
Looking at all seven of projects, the convenience of the design and construction
process varied significantly. Some projects involved serious problems for the
householders. Case Study 1, for example, was in progress but significantly delayed at
the time of the interview. Communication with the project manager and builder was
reported as not working effectively and the householder was forced to find temporary
accommodation for an extra year during the construction phase. Case Study
Householder 5 had been engaged in a design and implementation phase for over 2
years incurring $3,500 of consulting fees, yet no significant results or plans to
achieve significant results were reported as having been made. The Householder
from Case Study 7 reported that they made it very clear that the project running on
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time, in as short a time-frame as possible was of high importance to her. This project
took three times as long as was scheduled. Despite these significant delays the
householder reported that they enjoyed the construction phase, describing it as ‘fun’.

6.2.2 The Young Family Narrative
Case Study Householders 3, 4 and 6 shared a common narrative of a family of four
moving into a home with the intention of renovating. The following is a discussion
of their context and how their family narrative shaped their renovation project.
Case Study Householders 3, 4 and 6 focused their renovations on improving the
liveability of the homes for the needs of their families and to meet their
environmental objectives. Further to these aims, Case Study Project 3 was
commissioned as an opportunity to undertake a whole-of-house energy retrofit.
The environmental upgrades were reported as vital to also improving the comfort and
‘liveability’ of the home in all cases. As reported for Case Studies 1, 5 and 7 the
environmental upgrades in Case Studies 3, 4 and 6 were complementary to a number
of overarching renovation goals, with environmental outcomes achieved such as the
installation of insulation in Case Study Project 3. The family noticed a significant
improvement in indoor temperature as insulation was installed during winter, room
by room. This caused the father to increase the speed at which he installed the
insulation throughout the home because of the opportunity for health and warmth
improvements for their newborn baby.
Regarding the choice as to renovate or not, Case Study Householder 3 was not able
to consider other options due to budget constraints. Case Study Householder 4 chose
the house primarily because of the block of land it was on, but they also had
significant budget constraints. By contrast Case Study Householder 6 considered
buying a new home and had a much larger budget than others but chose to renovate
the existing house because of the northerly aspect of the home, proximity to family
and the ‘country feel’ of the location.
The only householders who did not fit directly into one of these two narratives was a
couple in their late fifties. The husband renovated because he was ‘sick of the [poor]
kitchen’, and the renovation provided the opportunity to improve the building
envelope and reduce energy use. Age also played a part in his decision-making since
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he scaled back the renovation to enable his daughter decide at a later time what to do
with the house. However, he did not share the retirement planning nor the proximity
priorities of the three householders who formed the retiree narrative.

6.2.3 Householder

Narratives:

Interdependence

with

Renovation

Process, Costs and Environmental Upgrade Specifications
The retirees (Case Study Householders 1, 5 and 7) reported similar design processes,
construction processes and committed to relatively high renovation budgets. They
outsourced the design process to either an energy consultant or a green building
designer. These professionals specified key house performance parameters, such as
the R-value of the insulation and the type and location of windows. For the two
householders who used a green building designer, the designer also managed the
construction process. These two projects were also the most and third most
expensive projects, respectively. The project designed by an energy consultant was
modest in cost (6th of 7), the most modest in scope, was yet to be completed and for
which there was limited evidence of improvement in thermal comfort and energy
efficiency. For all three of these projects the labour to carry out the work was
supplied exclusively by paid professionals and tradespersons.
Of the three families, Case Study Householders 3 and 4 utilised their own labour to
deliver the majority of the renovation, and therefore had much lower costs. Case
Study Householder 6 paid a builder to carry out the majority of the renovation work
although the householder painted the internal surfaces and did a number of small
jobs to finish the renovation works. Case Study Project 6 costs were the second
highest and were many times more expensive than the other two families’ project
costs. However, Case Study Project 6 included a large addition with a much greater
scope than Case Study Projects 3 and 4. In all three family renovations the
householders led the design process. Case Study Householder 4 engaged an architect
to guide the process and Case Study Householder 3 used the Living Building
Challenge criteria to guide their design process.
Case Study Householder 2 followed a similar process to the family renovations in
regards to the design and construction management. The owner led the design
process, using a builder and a kitchen designer to draw up the ideas and plans he had
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in mind. This was a relatively low cost renovation and the owner did the painting
themselves.
Case Study Householder 2 and the three family renovators (Case Study
Householders 3, 4 and 6) all included upgrades to the windows and in every case the
householder decided which windows to use. However, development of insulation
specifications was outsourced in every case. Case Study Householders 2 and 6 asked
their builder for ‘above average insulation’, Case Study Householder 4 sought the
advice of a local insulation installation company and Case Study Householder 3 used
the Living Building Challenge criteria to guide their specifications.

6.3 Householder Values
A quartet of coding techniques were applied to explore the values of each
householder in-depth. Descriptive, Versus, Values and Magnitude Coding were used
to investigate the attitudes, beliefs and values of the participants. Descriptive coding
was used to identify and categorise a number of transcript excerpts where each
participant was expressing or describing their values. Versus coding was then used to
investigate the values of all the participants for common themes. Values coding was
used after this to investigate these values and how participants characterised
themselves and others regarding decisions and attitudes about energy use in their
homes and renovation projects. Lastly, magnitude coding was used to elucidate the
comments with the greatest importance. Many of the statements from the magnitude
coding highlighted the values of participants and these statements are included
below.
Each householder expressed a concern for ‘the environment’. Comments included
examples such as: to ‘reduce my footprint’, be ‘environmentally conscious’, ‘take
responsibility,’ ‘do the right thing’ or ‘do the eco thing’. This terminology
highlighted an awareness and desire to reduce the negative impact of the construction
and day-to-day operation of their home on the natural environment.

6.3.1 Doing the Right Thing Versus Wasting Energy or Space
A number of statements such as ‘feels good,’ ‘right thing to do’ and ‘I enjoy that…’
were used to juxtapose the actions of others or themselves with what was seen as the
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wrong thing to do. The negative framing of this view was illustrated through phrases
such as ‘wasted energy,’ ‘guilt,’ ‘excessive space’ and ‘aesthetics’. The householders
did not always view themselves in a positive light, juxtaposing others as ‘nutty green
guy’ or themselves saying they were ‘feeling guilty about…killing the world’ and
saying ‘I could do better’.
Case Study Householders 2, 4 and 6 did not make negative comments about other
people or friends but rather focussed on making decisions that aligned with their
personal views. The householder from Case Study 4 always referenced their own
views and that it was important that they did what they felt was right to do, not
commenting on the practices of others. The Case Study Householder 4 also spoke
about practices they had learnt from previously living a more extreme climate. They
reduced their own energy use and improved thermal comfort in their home using
these practices.
A snapshot of the main values of each householder are summarised below from
relevant in-situ codes. An in-situ code refers to a direct quote, which is taken from
the text being coded and selected to represent an idea or theme in that text. A full list
of the codes from the coding cycles can be found in Appendix C. The values coding
results were grouped with findings from the magnitude coding, which were labelled
with an uppercase letter ‘M’ and a colon. The values coding highlighted responses
that guided the renovation brief and that characterised the householders’ priorities.
The magnitude coding gathered data of high intensity, which was aggregated.
Case Study Householder 1 – ‘reduce footprint’, ‘do the right thing’. Their values
centred on thrift and function.
M: The process of renovating introduced doubt about the thermal comfort,
environmental performance and tangible value that the renovation would
bring. However, the householder’s aims and values, (to reduce energy and
water consumption and to use recycled materials as much as possible)
remained undiminished.
Case Study Householder 2 – ‘really pleased’, ‘fantastic’, ‘knockout’. Their values
centred on imagination; improving something so that it becomes more functional,
environmental and beautiful.
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M: Pride and confidence in the results of the renovation became more evident
from the magnitude coding.
Case Study Householder 3 – ‘upgraded 20 year old stock.’ The energy retrofit was
an expression of their beliefs and hopes for a comfortable and aesthetically pleasing
house. Values centred on education, taking responsibility, spiritual beliefs and doing
less harm to the environment.
M: Of high importance to the husband was demonstrating to the community
an energy, water and materials retrofit. This outward focus was shared with
that of Case Study Householder 1 but was a more central value for Case
Study Householder 3.
Case Study Householder 4 – ‘it should be about what’s right for you.’ Their values
centred on personal convictions, being environmentally proactive, and the
requirements of their family.
M: in contrast to Case Study Householder 3, the magnitude coding from Case
Study Householder 4 revealed a code ‘concept of self’. This code elucidated
the way that Case Study Householder 4 expressed their own values through
their renovation. Every other householder used someone or something else as
a reference point, whereas Case Study Householder 4 was focused on doing
what they believed was right for their circumstances.
Case Study Householder 5 – ‘politicians are so terrible,’ ‘physically unwell when it’s
constantly cold’. Their values centred on thermal comfort in winter and correcting
political and social wrongs – as perceived by the householder.
M: this householder had encountered significant barriers and the low winter
temperatures in the home were reducing her quality of life. Despite making
little progress and spending over $30,000 she remained determined and
committed to improving the existing home.
Case Study Householder 6 – ‘aligns with what I believe,’ ‘It was just really hot.’
Their values centred on thermal comfort in summer, internal congruency (expressing
their personal philosophies in practical ways) and family.
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M: The analysis confirmed the values coding and also revealed how
challenging the renovation process was. More than half of the intense
magnitude codes were about difficulties during the construction phase.
Case Study Householder 7 – ‘get it ready for when I’m old and grotty,’ ‘totally
ecologically sound.’ Their values centred on ageing in place and ‘doing one’s bit.’
M: Speed of construction was a value that the householder effectively
communicated prior to the renovation’s beginning, which put her in a unique
position among those who spent $200,000 or more.

6.3.2 Householder Priorities and Environmental Upgrade Affordability
A similar process to the one used for values was employed to analyse data about the
affordability of each project. First descriptive coding was used, followed by versus
coding and finally magnitude coding.
Householders from Case Studies 2, 3, 5 and 6 said that the cost of high performance
environmental upgrades, especially windows, were overpriced or too expensive.
Double glazed or high performing double glazed windows were referenced by all of
these householders as ‘going all the way’ or too expensive for their budget.
The monetary and/or time cost of recycled materials was also a challenge for Case
Study Householders 1, 3, 4 and 6 as they sought to incorporate environmental
principles in the sourcing of materials. This challenge had two contrasting effects:
professionally prepared recycled materials were commonly the most expensive
material option, whereas re-used items such as kitchens and recycled materials that
were installed by the householder, presented a cost saving compared to the
householder’s expected expenditure. However, this was associated with a significant
amount of the householder’s time to find and prepare the re-used items.

6.3.3 ‘Affordable’ versus ‘Expensive’
Language was used to juxtapose a certain level of expenditure on any given
environmental upgrade as ‘affordable’ and anything above that level was labelled
‘expensive’ or categorised as ‘we don’t have the money for that’. Once all the codes
related to budget, and those related to decisions on what to include and exclude from
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the renovation and the costs were aggregated, it became clear that this idea of
affordability was an expression of the householder’s priorities.
For most householders these priorities were not consistently applied across all areas
of the project. All participants said that their philosophy about including or excluding
things was to do things properly and not leave things out. Only three followed
through with this idea by specifying the level of performance of environmental
upgrades that aligned with their stated principles. The other four participants used the
rationale that some measures were ‘too expensive’ for them. These same participants
still included many non-energy or environmentally related items in their renovations.
This revealed a ‘value threshold’ used by householders to justify a certain level of
expenditure at which the budget for that item was exhausted. For most participants
this threshold was set by the perceived value (environmental, comfort or otherwise)
or monetary return produced by that upgrade.
These notions of affordability and the budget constraints of the householders
confirmed that the householders had to make complex decisions when planning and
executing their projects. These comments and decisions by these householders
highlight the importance of communicating the features and benefits of
environmental upgrades that align with the practical goals of renovators (Crabtree &
Hes 2009).
The process map shown in Figure 6.2, was then developed by the present author to
show the common steps each project passed through and shows in grey those steps
that were observed in some but not all cases. The process map is structured using the
five stages described by Willand and Horne (2013): knowledge, persuasion, decision,
implementation and confirmation.
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Figure 6.2 Process map, developed by the present author incorporating the key
decision-making processes through which the householder(s) progressed using the
five stages described by Willand and Horne (2013).
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6.4 Minor Themes – Challenges and Opportunities for
Environmental Upgrades in Renovations
The following describes a number of minor themes that came under the umbrella
theme of ‘challenges and opportunities for environmental upgrades in renovations’.
The themes are not presented in any particular order. Significant themes that could
have been narratives in their own right but were not explored because of the large
amount of data were: passive solar design (especially orientation of the house) and
communication problems.

6.4.1 Passive Solar Design
Arranging the orientation of the floor plan to allow the northern sun into living areas
in winter was a common topic discussed by renovators. Case Study Householders 2
and 6 identified the siting and orientation of their home as a key benefit and a high
priority when selecting the home. Case Study Householders 1, 4 and 7 were able to
adjust the floor plan to improve living area access to the northern sun. On the other
hand, the floor plan and siting of the home was a major constraint for Case Study
Householders 3 and 5. Case Study Householder 3 was considering demolishing their
home in the log-term to provide better northern solar access and Case Study
Householder 5 commented that it was a high priority during their unsuccessful search
for a home to move to.
The qualitative data regarding the thermal comfort of each house post-renovation
showed that the efficacy of the environmental upgrades varied. These issues were
discussed in parallel with passive solar design as the two themes were correlated.
The outcomes of Case Study Project 1 were not included as this project was
incomplete.
Of the six projects that had been lived in following the building upgrades, Case
Study Homes 2, 6 and 7 were performing at or above the expectations of the
householders. All three houses had improved and sufficient solar access following
their renovation and the householders were proud of the outcomes. Case Study
Householder 4 was able to improve their northern solar access and Case Study
Householders 3 and 4 achieved significant thermal comfort improvements. However,
the householders in both of these homes reported an increased heat load in summer
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following the renovation. For Case Study 3 this reduced the efficiency of the home
as a reverse cycle air conditioner was used to control the temperature. Case Study
Householder 4 used only ceiling fans for space cooling and reported an increase in
summer overheating. Case Study Householder 5 reported minor thermal
improvement but no northern solar access improvements following the work
completed up to the time of the interview, the householder hoped to achieve greater
improvements in the future.

6.4.2 Communication Problems when Renovating
Tradespeople (i.e. Electricians, plumbers and builders etc.) presented a challenge to
some householders by not following the instructions or the brief of the householder,
for example. Professionals including a consultant, a number of builders and a project
manager were reported as having failed to effectively communicate with
householders to prepare and forewarn them regarding the accuracy of project budgets
and schedules, and the impacts of the works on occupied parts of the home. The
failure of these professionals to consult householders at the outset of the process in
some cases appeared to have led to cost increases, time imposts, significant
inconveniences and lower quality outcomes.
A number of quotations from householders concerning communication with building
professionals are listed below.
“I wish I had made it clear” – Case Study Householder 1.
“It just all happened everywhere at once and we just all ended up down in that
rumpus room” – Case Study Householder 6.
“…the builders would come and tell you they were going to do one thing but then
they’d smash down a wall that wasn’t meant to be smashed down” – Case Study
Householder 6.
“…$3,500 in consultancy fees for what I feel is not much return” – Case Study
Householder 5.
The householders from Case Studies 1 and 6 expressed concern and frustration when
describing the practices or processes that they witnessed during their renovation,
especially concerning material wastage by builders. A misalignment of value
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between the professionals and the householders was identified as a driver of the
concern and frustration, for both these households and also for Case Study
Householder 3.
A number of quotations from householders about the practices of building
professionals are listed below.
“It’s such a wasteful industry and activity. And bricky’s are classic; they’re like oh I
need a half brick, 3000 half bricks around them from all the other ones but they get a
new brick and smash it in half. “there’s one here!!!”(in an exacerbated tone)” –
Case Study Householder 6
“…they said, no it’s too costly to try and reuse all of that new wiring, the
demolishers will just rip it all out and we’ll start all over again. So much for low
carbon footprint.” – Case Study Householder 1
Both unknowns about the condition of the existing home as well as the process of
integrating new materials or extensions with old materials and structures were
challenges in Case Studies 1 and 6 leading to cost increases. Case Study Householder
1 reported that it would possibly have been cheaper and faster to demolish the house
and build a new one.
Conversely Case Study Householder 7 found communicating with trades people a
positive highlight of the construction process. The householder lived in a granny flat
behind the renovated house during the project and would speak with the workers
each day before themselves going to work. The householder found this routine very
helpful and built trust and respect for their builder. This process informed a number
of decisions and changes that were made during the construction phase, some of
which were contrary to the original design by the green builder who was still the
project manager at this time. These changes were observed to have positive and
negative effects on the cost of the project and mainly negative effects on the
embodied energy of the house.

6.4.3 Creating a Renovation Brief
Another challenge faced by householders was conceptualising and articulating
exactly what they wanted to achieve. The process of creating the brief for the
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renovation in one case took 18 months of consulting with a designer/project
manager.

Terminology

characterising

environmental

upgrade

goals

varied

significantly. Environmental upgrade goals focused on passive and low energy
thermal comfort improvements, on reduced household energy use, reduced carbon
emissions and on material considerations including recycling and responsible
sourcing. The different goals and the variety of systems within a home contributed to
the difficulty for householders when creating a brief and also when creating a plan
that successfully delivered this brief.
Phrases and terms used by householders to describe their project and what they
wanted to achieve included:
‘the environment’
‘take responsibility’

‘reduce my footprint’
‘do the right thing’

‘environmentally conscious’
‘do the eco thing’.

This challenge of defining what was to be achieved and how it would be achieved
sometimes led to negative outcomes. Summer overheating was accentuated for Case
Study Householders 3, 4 and 5 all of whom experienced higher indoor summer
temperatures following environmental upgrades.
“They’re better in winter, they’re useless in summer because they trap the heat in. So
the air conditioner is used quite heavily” Case Study Householder 3
“that’s a problem in summer. Once the heat does get in, it stays in” Case Study
Householder 4
“we noticed it did keep the house a little bit warmer in summer” Case Study
Householder 5
“the house is not purging as much at night time as it used to” Case Study
Householder 5
In Case Study 3, double glazed awning windows were installed. The windows did
not open very far, faced directly west and were fully exposed to the sun, increasing
summer overheating.
Case Study 4 was a similar situation; the owners increased the glazing area to the
north and extended the living area by enclosing a veranda, which reduced the eaves.
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The new glazing had a film applied to block some sun but was all fixed glass, i.e. not
openable. The increased glazing area, reduced shading and lack of operable windows
increased summer overheating. The householder from Case Study 4 also commented
that the house did not purge heat at night as easily following the installation of
ceiling and wall insulation.
Case Study Householder 5 installed ceiling insulation and retrofitting secondary
glazing throughout most of their two storey house. The householder commented that
following the environmental upgrades the house took longer to cool down at night
after a warm day.
Fossil fuel generated energy use was a common measure of environmental impact
from housing in the literature. From the case studies, changes in energy use were
complicated to measure both for the householder and for the researcher. One reason
was that a number of the renovations included net-metered solar panel systems.
These systems were wired in such a way that electricity is used on-site by the
household first but this on-site electricity generation is not recorded. Renewable
energy generation was mistakenly reported as reducing energy use by Case Study
Householders 2, 4 and 6. Measurement of changes in energy use were further
complicated for Case Study Householders 4, 5 and 6 who did not use space heating
or cooling appliances prior to their renovations. This reduced the magnitude of
change that would be expected following the work, however the upgrades in these
projects were able to improve thermal comfort which was the primary aim for the
householders.

6.4.4 Fulfilment of Project Outcome Expectations
Case Study Householders 2 and 4 were confident and pleased with the outcome and
the process; positive and proud of what had been achieved. Case Study Householders
3 and 6 expressed pleasure and pride regarding the outcomes, but expressed concern
and difficulty when talking about the process of renovating. As mentioned earlier
Case Study Householder 5 expressed doubts about whether the goals of the project
would ever be achieved. They did however express pride concerning specific
environmental upgrades that had been installed i.e. external louvers and door seals.
Case Study Householder 7 was interested in a future outcome of ‘going off-grid’ by
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reducing demand for mains water and electricity. The Case Study 7 householder
reported the outcomes of the renovations very positively. The householder from Case
Study Householder 1 was pessimistic and frustrated with the 11-month process they
had experienced at the time of the interview. During this time their confidence that
the renovation would achieve the outcomes and provide the value that the
householder aimed for when they started the project was dimishing.

6.4.5 Triggers and Goals
There were three different types of triggers for the renovations. These events or
decisions occurred just prior to the commencement of each project. Three
households, all young families moved into a home that they had assumed required
renovation at the time of purchase. The three retirees had decided to stay in their
house and prepare it for retirement. The triggers were planning for retirement (Case
Study Householder 1), a leaking roof (Case Study Householder 7) and the decision to
stay in their house and improve the thermal comfort and the sustainability (Case
Study Householder 5). The householder from Case Study 2 reported that he ‘got sick
of having a [poor] kitchen really. Nothing more exciting than that’. Roof
replacement was identified as a common trigger for renovation projects in both the
surveys and the interviews, a potential area for further investigation.
The triggers above should not be confused with the aims/goals of each renovation.
These goals ranged from demonstrating the successful retrofit of an old, inefficient
house, to thermal comfort improvements, as well as parallel environmental upgrade
and functional goals to increase space, renovate a specific room or improve the
functionality of the internal space.

6.4.6 Expectations and Social Pressures
One householder cited social pressure expressed as ‘Keeping up with the Jones’’ for
example, as a challenge. Other householders expressed concern or confusion about
the way people they knew might misunderstand or undervalue environmental
upgrades. Every householder identified challenges or reasons why people they knew
would not install some or all of the environmental upgrades they had installed.
A number of excerpts from the transcripts are listed below.
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“I think people have got to be guided to put insulation in the walls and floors, cause
it’s a bit more expensive, a bit harder.” Case Study Householder 2
“Only if they have to, they’ll do it.” Case Study Householder 3
“You know new builds just seem to follow the basics, that’s all and we wanted to put
the money into green things, not into new shiny [things].” Case Study Householder 5
Measures that reduced cost were the most common measures cited by householders
when they were talking about which environmental upgrades would appeal to their
friends. Comfort was mentioned nearly as often as cost and those who achieved
thermal comfort gains from their renovations were very proud of them.

6.5 Summary and Discussion
The interviews facilitated a study of the priorities of a number of households who
had completed or who were in the process of delivery energy renovations. The
interviews also facilitated further investigation of a number of questions that were
included in the householder surveys.
The interviews highlighted that most householders were somewhat vague when
expressing their environmental goals. This is not to say that they were uncommitted
to environmental pursuits but that they struggled at times to succinctly articulate
exactly what their goals were. This made it difficult to evaluate the environmental
success of the projects for the householders. In some cases this was exacerbated by
communications breakdowns with builders, designers and tradespeople, and the
differences in values between the householders and these other stakeholders.
The householder narratives brought together the needs and expectations of the
householders, and characterised specific clusters of priorities, attitudes and decisions
that were connected and that shaped the renovation projects. The Retiree Narrative
was of particular interest as those over 55 also made up a large proportion of the
survey respondents from Surveys 1 and 2. It was shown that the majority of this age
group owned their home, eliminating one of the barriers to energy retrofits
experienced by renters. This older (>55) demographic will be important for future
research to investigate appropriate funding methods and the most effective
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interventions to reduce their energy use and improve the thermal comfort of their
housing while making provisions for ageing in place.
The data collected from the interviews revealed that the existing behaviour and
expectations of the householders regarding thermal comfort significantly reduced
their energy use before the renovations took place as compared to the general
population. A number of the renovations allowed the householders to improve the
thermal comfort while maintaining or further reducing their energy use. This finding
is especially significant for the elderly who are at higher risk of health issues arising
from dangerous indoor temperatures. Dangerous indoor temperatures were common
amongst the elderly in this region according to a recent study (Cooper et al. 2016).
The present findings from the interviews also validated the householder responses
from Survey 2 regarding the efficacy of householder behaviour in influencing energy
use.
The project management process had a significant impact on resource use of the
householders interviewed. In the three projects where the design was householderled, the householders (all of which had young families) were able to re-use
significant parts of their existing home and/or procured recycled materials from
elsewhere for flooring, kitchen joinery and windows for example. Conversely, the
three professionally managed projects started with strong householder ambitions to
re-use much of their house but were not able to achieve this outcome in the end.
They were either convinced to replace more and more of the existing building
elements with new material over the course of the project, or were advised that reuse was not feasible, or they could not find or afford trades that had the capability
and or will to cooperate with their request to minimise unnecessary waste.
A number of householders were very proud of the entire project or of an outcome of
it. Examples included reduced daily electricity use (down to just 0.8kWh/day in
summer), and improved thermal comfort in summer and in winter. The latter was
attributed to improved natural ventilation, improved building insulation and
improved northern solar access for living areas. An improvement in the layout of the
homes was also reported as a significant benefit for a number of the projects.
On the other hand a number of householders were unhappy with one or a number of
the outcomes of their projects or an experience during project implementation. These
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included: difficulty with a neighbour and wasteful practices of workers; minimal
thermal comfort improvements; a protracted design and construction time frame; and
reduced thermal comfort or increased energy use resulting from unforeseen outcomes
of the environmental upgrades.
The effects of environmental upgrades on thermal comfort were complex and
sometimes included reduced thermal comfort. Building envelope insulation, external
shading and window thermal resistance were altered in many projects. An increase in
building envelope insulation, a reduction in external shading from removal of flora
outside the house, or an improvement in the thermal resistance of windows at times
increased the heat gains to some rooms in the renovated homes.
Living room access to winter solar gains was desired or appreciated by all
householders. There was also a strong association between winter solar gains and
reports of improved or existing thermal comfort in winter.
Windows were upgraded in all the case study projects and all householders discussed
the high cost of replacing or upgrading windows. Windows were upgraded to
improve natural lighting, natural ventilation, thermal comfort, and to reduce energy
use, to reduce air infiltration and to remove old, unsafe existing windows. Windows
may be a key area to target education and inspiration for householders, using the
methods described by Hulse et al. (2015).
The interviews revealed that householders used ‘affordability’ as a proxy to express
their priorities regarding particular environmental upgrades. Affordability did not
necessarily indicate that something could not be included because of the cost, but
that the householder did not think it was worth that cost. This was also reported in
previous literature, which showed that Australians spent $28.16 billion on renovation
work in 2014 and that rebates were not selected as drivers for the installation of
ceiling insulation by the majority of Victorians, most citing thermal comfort as the
main reason (ABS 2011; HIA 2015). This complex interplay between issues such as
householder budgets and attitudes, the renovation industry and environmental
upgrades was revealed as a barrier for the adoption and realisation of energy efficient
housing. It also highlighted a need to communicate improvements from
environmental upgrades that relate to the priorities of renovators, in addition to the
environmental and cost-benefit performance.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This project aimed to increase our understanding of energy retrofit capital costs in
Australia and to compare the capital cost of two pathways to upgrade older detached
residential buildings. This is one of only a small number of studies to focus on
whole-of-house energy retrofit capital costs. A unique aspect of this study was the
application of qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate residential energy
retrofits and the decision-making processes used by householders in such projects.
The literature review provided in-depth information on the context of retrofitting in
Australia, and illuminated a number of gaps in our knowledge. The literature review
elucidated a need to bring academic rigour to the identification and analysis of
energy retrofit capital costs and the need to gather whole-of-house cost data. The
Australian literature also highlighted a gap where previous studies have not gathered
data concerning the efficacy of retrofits from the householder’s perspective,
especially regarding whole-of-house projects.
Energy retrofit capital costs prepared from design drawings and arising from seven
completed or in-progress energy renovation case study projects were compiled and
analysed. These results provide a valuable resource for future energy retrofit
research, including accurate whole-of-house retrofit costs. The $176,989 cost of the
state-of-the-art, as-built Illawarra Flame House energy retrofit project was compiled
from design drawings and other information. This cost was similar to the $175,676
average cost of 72 completed general renovation and refurbishment projects in
another Australian research project (Warren-Myers et al. 2012). An equivalent new
home cost was calculated and compared with the energy retrofit cost of the existing
building. At 23% of the knockdown and rebuild cost, the Illawarra Flame House
retrofit was the best and least-cost pathway to significantly improve the energy
efficiency of the detached, ‘fibro’ pre-retrofitted house.
Capital costs were also collected from householders who had completed or were in
the process of completing their own energy renovation. This data revealed the fact
that the projects had a large range of energy renovation budgets, from $20,000 to
over $300,000 across seven projects. Analysis of the case study results showed that
project costs expected by householders prior to commencement of the project and
final costs sometimes differed by as much as 100%. On the other hand some
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householders were able to control costs so as not to exceed a predetermined budget
limit. Four of the energy efficiency renovations had sufficient data available to
enable an economic comparison to be made of the cost of retrofitting as against
construction costs for knockdown (demolition) and rebuilding of a new house. The
results of these comparisons produced the same outcome as the Illawarra Flame
House analysis, i.e. that retrofitting of the existing building was the least cost
pathway to improvement of whole-of-house energy efficiency.
To complete this analysis a number of energy retrofit costs were gathered from
different sources including: two Australian Construction Cost Guides; and quotations
from tradespeople, energy retrofit companies and contractors. An extremely wide
range of costs for each specific energy efficiency retrofit technology or service were
found, with the highest cost quoted being anything up to two times as much as the
most inexpensive quote.
The householder interview transcripts were coded and analysed, providing
information on all aspects of the projects; from initial retrofit concept designs
through to the experience of living in and operating the home following the energy
retrofit. Two demographic narratives emerged from the interview transcripts which
characterised a set of priorities and processes that were shared between most if not
all of the householders from the given demographic.
The interview data was also analysed to produce a process map using the five stages
outlined by Willand and Horne (2013) to structure the map. An in-depth perspective
of the decisions and priorities of these householders and their effects on the
environmental outcomes of each project have been presented. The interviews and the
survey data were triangulated to identify a number of barriers and enablers for
energy efficient renovation.
This research has advanced our understanding of residential energy retrofit capital
costs in Australia. The outcomes of such energy retrofits for householders were also
gathered and analysed. This research was one of only a few studies to emphasis
capital cost results for whole-of-house retrofits. This research was unique as it
located the householder at the centre of the energy retrofit data gathering. Capital
costs, the process to design and construct the retrofits and the outcomes of the
projects were all explored from the perspective of the householder. Placing the
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householder in this central role is significant as the householder is the energy enduser, ultimately driving the demand for energy. In the case of seven owner-occupier
case study projects the householders also supplied the majority of the capital works
funding. These findings advance the current effort to mitigate the impacts of climate
change and improve the energy efficiency of Australian housing.

7.1 Future Work
A number of research questions emerged during this project that were beyond the
scope of this study.
•

A suggested extension of the present project would be to develop household
profiles that synthesise age, energy use, dwelling status and other
demographic and building related data to characterise a set of householder
profiles extending the work of the present project and Waitt et al. (2012).
These profiles would allow researchers and policy makers to target energy
retrofit programs and policies for the end energy user: the householder.

•

In light of the data arising from this project regarding BASIX renovation
legislation, further research of the alterations and additions section of BASIX
is needed. Areas of research could include the percentage of NSW
renovations that are triggering the BASIX regulations and what energy
reduction and thermal comfort changes were being effected by the legislation
in the projects where it has been triggered.

•

The householder interviews identified two householder narratives, retirees
and young families. There are number of converging issues such as
appropriate size and design, energy bill stress and dangerous indoor
temperatures that all relate to the housing situation of retirees. Research is
required to understand the implications of widespread uptake of energy
retrofits by retirees for the householders and for society more broadly.
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APPENDIX A HOME BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS, RETROFITTING AND
DESIGN DECISIONS ETHICS APPROVAL AND SURVEY 1 QUESTIONS

APPROVAL LETTER
In reply please quote: HE14/410

10 October 2014

Mr Daniel Jones
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre,
UOW Innovation Campus
University of Wollongong NSW 2522

Dear Mr Jones
Thank you for your response dated 8 October 2014 to the HREC review of the application
detailed below. I am pleased to advise that the application has been approved.

Ethics Number:

HE14/410

Project Title:

Home Building Characteristics, Retrofitting and Design Decisions.

Researchers:

Mr Daniel Jones, Professor Paul Cooper

Documents Approved:

Open Day Survey (Version dated 8/10/14)
PIS (Version dated 8/10/14)
Ethics Application Revisions (Received 8/10/14)

Approval Date:

9 October 2014

Expiry Date:

8 October 2015

The University of Wollongong/Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District Social Sciences HREC
is constituted and functions in accordance with the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical
Conduct in Human Research. The HREC has reviewed the research proposal for compliance
with the National Statement and approval of this project is conditional upon your continuing
compliance with this document.
Approval by the HREC is for a twelve month period. Further extension will be considered on
receipt of a progress report prior to expiry date. Continuing approval requires:
The submission of a progress report annually and on completion of your project. The
progress report template is available at
http://www.uow.edu.au/research/ethics/human/index.html. This report must be
completed, signed by the researchers and the appropriate Head of Unit, and returned to
the Research Services Office prior to the expiry date.
Approval by the HREC of any proposed changes to the protocol including changes to
investigators involved
Immediate report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants
Immediate report of unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of
the project.
Ethics Unit, Research Services Office
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia
Telephone (02) 4221 3386 Facsimile (02) 4221 4338
Email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au Web: www.uow.edu.au
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If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process, please contact the Ethics Unit on
phone 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
Yours sincerely

Dr Mark Rix
Acting Chair, Social Sciences
Human Research Ethics Committee

Survey Questionnaire

Below are a number of questions about your home, please cross the most appropriate
answer(s).
I am 18 years old or older:

! Yes ! No (if no, please do not proceed)

Ownership status:

! Owner (outright) ! Owner (mortgage) ! Renting !

……………
Context:

! Detached (standalone) ! Apartment ! Villa/Townhouse !

Duplex ! ……………
General Construction type:

! Brick veneer ! Double brick ! Weatherboard ! Timber !

Mud brick ! ……………
Number of storeys:

!1

!2 !3

Number of occupants:

!1

Roof material:

! Tiles

When was the house built?

! 1940’s ! 1950’s ! 1960’s ! 1970’s ! 1980’s ! 1990’s !

!2

!3

! Split level
!4

!5

!6

! 7+

! Steel ! Green roof ! Other ……………

2000’s
! 2010’s ! Specific Year: (if known) ……………..
Unsure
Is the house insulated?

! No ! Floor ! Walls ! Ceiling ! Unsure

Type of gas connection:

! None ! LPG (gas bottles) ! Mains (natural gas)

Suburb + Postcode

…………………………………..(suburb)

……………………..(postcode)
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!

If you could fix or improve one aspect or element of your current home what would you
improve? (Use box below)
There are four sections below, please fill out the section(s) that most applies to you and
Section 5 .
Section 1. Renovation – recently, in the process of or considering a renovation or
improvement of your existing home.
When designing your renovation…
Can you rate the importance of the following,

☐

More space

☐

Functionality

☐

Aesthetics ☐ Refurbishment
(1 being unimportant, 5 being very important):

☐ Energy efficiency ☐ Other

Did you consider other options?

! no ! move house ! building new !

knock down & rebuild
! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral !

Space heating was part of the design criteria?
disagree ! strongly disagree
Space cooling was part of the design criteria?

! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral !

disagree ! strongly disagree
I considered the impact of the renovation

! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral ! disagree

! strongly disagree
on my utility bills.
Sustainability/efficiency/being environmentally

! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral !

disagree ! strongly disagree
conscious formed part of the decision making.
I did my my own research and then found

! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral ! disagree

! strongly disagree
tradespeople, architects etc. to carry it out.
I found tradespeople, architects etc. that

! strongly agree ! agree ! neutral ! disagree

! strongly disagree
helped with the design and materials choice
before construction.
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I used the following sources of information. ! internet ! friends ! building stores !
professionals
Approximately how much did you spend on your renovation? ! <$5K ! $5-10K ! $10-20
! $20-30 ! $30-40

! $40-50 ! $50-60 ! $60-70 ! $70+

Were any of following energy efficient or energy saving technologies included in your
renovation?
! Insulation (! roof, ! wall, ! floor) ! Solar Panels ! Split system air conditioner ! Hot
water heat pump
! Solar hot water ! Sky light ! Eaves ! Weather stripping around external doors or
windows ! LED lighting
! other ………………………….
Did you encounter any barriers or challenges in improving the energy efficiency of your
renovation?
If you were to further improve the energy efficiency of your home, what technology or part of
the house would you have focused on?
Section 2. Build New (recently (the past 5 years), currently or in the near future)
What rating did your home receive from its BASIX report for Water ………….
Energy………………..
Can you rate (1 being unimportant and 5 being very important) how much the following
factored in the design of your new home?

☐ Aesthetics (how it looks) ☐ Room to grow

into to ☐ Energy efficiency

☐ Being environmentally responsible ☐ Improved from problems in
old home
What energy efficient or energy saving technologies or materials do you have in your home?
! Solar Panels ! Split system air conditioner ! Hot water heat pump ! Solar hot water !
Sky light ! Eaves

! Weather stripping(wind stoppers) around external doors/windows

! LED lighting ! other …………………
Does your house take advantage of passive solar design? ! No ! Eaves ! North Facing
Windows ! Sky Lights

! Not Sure? ! Other …………………………..
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If you felt cold and were thinking about whether to put on a jumper or turn on the heater,
would the energy/electricity cost factor in your decision?

! Yes ! No

When you feel cold, on a scale of 1; always use clothing, blankets etc., to 5; always use a
heater, how would you rate your personal behaviour? ! 1

!2

!3

!4

!5

Are you aware of how much energy specific appliances in your home use? ! Yes ! No !
Some but not all
Would you be interested in a display that showed the amount of energy your home is using?
! Yes ! No
Did you encounter any barriers or challenges in improving the energy efficiency of your
renovation?
If you were to further improve the energy efficiency of your home, what technology or part of
the house would you have focused on?
Section 3. Own my home, it is more than 5 years old and I am not planning to/have not
recently renovated.
What rating did your home receive from its BASIX report for Water ………….
Energy………………..
What energy efficient or energy saving technologies or materials do you have in your home?
! Split system air conditioner ! Hot water heat pump ! Solar hot water ! Sky light !
Eaves ! LED lighting

! Weather stripping(wind stoppers) around external

doors/windows ! Other ………………
Does your house take advantage of passive solar design? ! No ! Eaves ! North Facing
Windows ! Sky Lights

! Not Sure? ! Other ………………..

If you felt cold and were thinking about whether to put on a jumper or turn on the heater,
would the energy/electricity cost factor in your decision?

! Yes ! No

When you feel cold, on a scale of 1; always use clothing, blankets etc., to 5; always use a
heater, how would you rate your personal behaviour? ! 1

!2

!3

!4

!5

What is the greatest barrier that prevents you from improving the energy efficiency of your
home?
! Cost ! Knowledge/information ! Disruption to occupant’s ! Not aware of the
possibilities

!

The

benefit

is

outweighed

……………………………
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by

the

cost

!

Time

!

Other

If you were to further improve the energy efficiency of your home, what technology or part of
the house would you have focused on?
Section 4. Renting or living with parents
What rating did your home receive from its BASIX report for Water ………….
Energy……………….. ! Unsure
What energy efficient or energy saving technologies or materials do you have in your home?
! Split system air conditioner ! Hot water heat pump ! Solar hot water ! Sky light !
Eaves ! LED lighting

! Weather stripping(wind stoppers) around external

doors/windows ! Other ………………
Does your house take advantage of passive solar design? ! No ! Eaves ! North Facing
Windows ! Sky Lights

! Not Sure?

If you felt cold and were thinking about whether to put on a jumper or turn on the heater,
would the energy/electricity cost factor in your decision?

! Yes ! No

When you feel cold, on a scale of 1; always use clothing, blankets etc., to 5; always use a
heater, how would you rate your personal behaviour? ! 1

!2

!3

!4

!5

When choosing a property to rent what were the major features that you looked for?
! location ! appropriate size ! view ! features (spa, pool, veranda’s etc.) ! energy
efficient ! other ………………….
Section 5 – Details and Future Involvement
Would you be happy for us to contact you about opportunities to take part in energy
efficiency and retrofitting studies in the future?

! Yes ! No

Please provide your preferred contact
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Would you like to enter the competition to win a weekend stay in the Illawarra Flame House?
! Yes

! No

We will contact the winner either by email or phone, if you wish to be

entered please fill in the details above. The winner will be drawn on Monday November 3rd at
12:00 noon. The prize is subject to the University of Wollongong’s accommodation
agreement and must be used on or before the 28th of February 2015.
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APPENDIX B ILLAWARRA FLAME RETROFIT COSTING INFORMATION
The three data sheets containing the item descriptions, details and costs for each of the three
costs is far too large to fit in this A4 format. The column headings for the documents were
instead included below. These headings show the types of data collected to produce a bill of
quantities.
The second row of column headings shows the cost information that was required for each
item in the bill of quantities.
Bill of Quantities
Detailed
Description

Unit

Quantity

Recycled
Timber
Dimensions

Quantity of
pre-milled
timber (m)

Extra for
wastage/
offcuts

Cost Data
Source (if
blank:
Cordell)

Notes
1

Notes
2

Cost Allocation
Item description
as per cost source

Units

Material Rate
(ex GST)

Material Cost
(ex GST)

Labour Rate
(ex GST)

Labour Cost
(ex GST)

Notes

The three costs were calculated by changing the assumptions for 15 to 20 items in the bill of
quantities. The format of the spreadsheet facilitates quick changes and also provides good
visibility of all data for data entry checks.
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APPENDIX C HOUSEHOLDER INTERVIEW CODING ANALYSIS CODES

Answer

Existing State

Quotes

Batt Affair

Extra things

Rating Schemes

common sense

Family

Rebates

Age & Life Stage

Feeling

Recommendations to others

Appeal

Financing

Recycling & Re-use

Background

Friends

Removed

Age of Home

Future renovations

Renovation
Change

General Construction

Goals

Renovation Outcomes

Interview Location

Heating & Cooling

Retrofit pricing reasonable

Occupancy

HH Attitude & Experiences

Schedule

Participants

Income

Scope (changing)

Suburb

Installed

Shading

Time of interview

Insulation Specification

Size (reflections on)

Behaviour

Learning

Social Comment

Challenges

Lighting

Solar Hot Water

Communication problems

Occupant Energy Use

Solar PV

Cost

Occupant Labour

Staging

Cost Over-run

Occupant Thermostat

Summer Overheating

Cost-Benefit

Opposing Industry Values

Technology Breakdown

Design Process

Options

Terminology

Double Glazing

Orientation

Trigger

Draught sealing

Over & above what is
normal

Trust or not trust
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Energy

Use

Education (level of)

Past Experience

Values

End of Life Replacement

Planning horizon

Zoning

What is in, & what is out

Window Specification
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APPENDIX D PROJECT HOME COMPANY SPECIFICATION LIST
The specifications for the ‘basic spec’ new home are:
• Barkley 11 design with designer inclusions
• Timber sheeting or weatherboard external wall cladding
• Steel roof
• No garage if possible
If any of these specifications alter the price compared with the ‘off-the-shelf’ design please let me know
and just list the price for the alteration.
The specifications for the ‘environmental and passively designed’ home:
•
•

The same home as the one used above with the following changes
Insulation totalling R6 in the walls. For example:
o
o
o
o

•

Insulation totalling R8 in the ceiling. For example:
o
o
o
o

•
•

•
•

The highest R-value ceiling insulation that works within your supply chain and
home design, if possible see specific request below:
The R3 roof blanket combined with R5 ceiling batts.
http://www.knaufinsulation.com.au/en-au/insulation/earthwool-home-insulation/roofblanket.aspx
http://www.knaufinsulation.com.au/en-au/insulation/earthwool-home-insulation/ceilingbatts.aspx

Insulated slab sides (If possible)
Double-glazed windows, or low e if double-glazed is not possible or lower performing
and improved window frames (thermally broken aluminium or timber frames if
possible). See specific specs below if feasible:
Timber framed windows, with a U-value at or below 1.5 if possible. Examples of low U-value
glazing units:
o

•

The highest R-value wall insulation that works within your supply chain and
home design, if possible see specific request below:
R2.5HD wall batts (require a 90mm wide timber frame) combined with the R3.5 rigid
board insulation (attached on the outside of the timber frame) at the links below.
http://www.knaufinsulation.com.au/en-au/insulation/earthwool-homeinsulation/external-wall-batts.aspx
http://www.proctorgroup.com.au/thermax/

http://www.viridianglass.com/Products/Downloads/products/Viridian%20ThermoTech.p
df

Preferable: Timber framed external doors, if possible glass in these doors being the same
spec as the windows above.
Airtight membrane (sarking) sealing the walls and roof with penetrations (for electrical,
plumbing etc) minimised and masked where they are necessary
Rubber draught sealing around all external doors, top, sides and bottom.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Appropriately sized eaves above north facing windows
LED lighting throughout (internal and external)
Electric boosted solar hot water system
Although I see you include electric heat pump hot water systems, which are the next
best thing, so if solar is not possible that is not a problem.
High efficiency electric kitchen appliances (standard electric are appropriate if this is not
possible)
Reverse cycle split AC system in living area
Ceiling fans in all bedrooms and the living area
3kW solar PV system (not a problem if this is not included)

For the above please outline how the price was calculated for each alteration with as much detail as
possible. The aim is to represent the cost as transparently as I can.
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APPENDIX E CASE STUDY ENVIRONMENTAL UPGRADE COST BREAKDOWNS
Table 7.1
Table 7.2
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Table 7.3 Case Study 2 detailed costs including GST.
Retrofit Detail

Cost

R1.5 Wall Insulation
(fibreglass batts)
R3.5 Ceiling Insulation
(fibreglass batts)

$4,300

R2 Floor Insulation
(polystyrene board)

Quantity

Notes

Some walls of
living area

Householder said: minimal labour
cost as installed when re-lining walls

Ceiling of
living area

Householder said: minimal labour
cost as installed when re-lining
ceiling (with 1st floor above)

Entire ground
floor

Underfloor accessible

$2,050

2

Horizontal aluminium

Internal Blind

$310

1

Roller blinds

LED light

$218

2

18w Oyster pendant

Exterior louvres

LED light

$306

2

36w Oyster pendant

Fridge

$1,140

1

Samsung 458L RF BMF WH

Solar Hot Water

$5,458

1

Solar Ark 315L 20 tube mid element
S/S HW (RECS deducted from price)

Environmental
Upgrade Total

$13,734

Table 7.4 Case Study 3 Detailed Costs including GST.
Retrofit Detail
Drawings, insurance,
approvals etc.
Insulation (Earthwool)
and strap to hold floor
insulation
New paint and putty to
repair walls
New windows

Cost

Quantity

$1,555

1

$3,900

Floor,
walls and
ceiling

$600
$4,862

Wood for intermediate
cladding
Skylights
Blinds - main
bedroom/ensuite

$297

Curtains/Blinds bedroom 2 and 3

$594

Blinds – lounge
Blinds – kitchen
Blinds – laundry

$158
$79
$50

6

$0

$80

Air conditioner

$3,050

Tools for retrofitting

$3,500

Environmental
Upgrade Total

1

3
4

2
2
1
1
1
1

Notes
CDC, Bushfire assessment, engineers cert
Installed by householder. Entire floor and
ceiling, all external walls except northern
party wall
Repair interior wall holes made to install
insulation
Main bed, front entry, garage door
replacement
Milled by owner from free old timber fence
palings
Purchased from Bunnings
Heavily marked down at Spotlight
Fabric purchased from Spotlight, curtains
made by Jenna. Roller blinds behind curtains
existing.
From Spotlight
Heavily marked down at Spotlight
Installed by South Coast Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning (local company)
Included in retrofit budget by owners, these
tools purchased for this project

$18,726
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Table 7.5 Case Study 4 Detailed Costs including GST.
Retrofit costs

Cost

Design

Quantity

$500

Insulation (floor,
walls, ceiling) and
1.5kW solar PV

$6,000

Windows

1

Architect fees (half charged to retrofit)

Floor,
walls and
ceiling

$0

Recycled and obtained for free

2

8 panes in total only for the new section,
both to reduce heat loss, reduce SHGC
and improve safety of old glass

$800

Shower rose

$132

1

LED lighting upgrade

$100

Unknown

$1,250

Environmental
Upgrade Total

$8,770

Installed by company. Entire floor and
ceiling with batts, all external walls with
5mm polystyrene foam blocks

2

Window film

Labour

Notes

New bulbs in existing fittings
Electrician, Plumber, Plasterers, Floor
layers (half charged to retrofit)

NA

Table 7.6 Case Study 5 Detailed Costs including GST.
Retrofit Detail

Cost

Quantity

Notes

Energy Advisor

$4,100

1

Consultancy fees

Wall Insulation

$1,925

NA

Polymax product

Roof Insulation

$482

NA

Polymax product

Secondary
Glazing
Magnetite Door
Draft sealing
External Louvres

$13,886

12 windows

3mm acrylic, 3 with
sliding action

$750

3

All sides

$6,200

2

Operable, corrosive
resistant

Pre-retrofit roof
inspection
(Electrician)

$292

Environmental
Upgrade Total

$27,635

NA
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4 hours pre batt
insulation safety
check

Table 7.7 Case Study 6 Detailed Costs including GST.
Retrofit Detail
Low-e 6.38mm laminated
windows
Estimated Cost of Code
Compliant windows
Additional cost of high
performance windows
Insulation - ceiling (above
BASIX requirement)
Insulation - wall (above
BASIX requirement)
Western awning

Cost

Quantity

$20,6111

40.1m2

Installed cost

$12,5111

40.1m2

Estimated cost if code compliant windows
used

$8,100

40.1m2

Difference between the two above costs

$0

154.5m2

R3.5 total value

$0

65m2

$3,700

1

Solar Hot Water

$2,900

1

Solar power system

$1,400

1.5kW

Blinds

$5,000

Lights and ceiling fans

$3,000

Environmental Upgrade
Total

Notes

R3 total value
Adjustable

All windows on mid and upper level
5 fans

Many lights
Window cost was taken as the cost in
addition to code requirements

$24,100
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APPENDIX F HOSUEHOLDER INTERVIEWS ETHICS APPROVAL AND
QUESTIONS

APPROVAL LETTER
In reply please quote: HE15/470
Further Information Phone: 4221 3386

13 January 2016

Dear Mr Jones,
Thank you for your response dated 21 December 2015 to the HREC review of the application
detailed below. I am pleased to advise that the application has been approved.
Ethics Number:

HE15/470

Project Title:

An investigation of detached residential retrofit costs and the
barriers and opportunities got energy efficiency in residential
buildings

Researchers:

Mr Daniel Jones, Professor Paul Cooper, Dr Matthew Pepper,
Professor Tim McCarthy

Documents Approved:
Revised Ethics Application
Response to review date 8/12/15
Consent Form for Interviewees (Group 1-6) – V2.0 -7/12/15
Semi-Structured Interview Example Interview Script for Householders (all Groups) –
V1.1 -7/12/15
Draft Email (Group 1 & 6) – V2.0 -7/12/15
Semi-structured Interview Example Pro-forma for Householders (Group 1 &6) – V2.0 –
7/12/15
Participant Information Sheet (Group 1 & 6) – V2.0 – 7/12/15
Draft Email (Group 2) – V2.0 – 7/12/15
Participant Information Sheet (Group 2) – V2.0 – 7/12/15
Draft Email (Group 3) – V2.0 – 7/12/15
Participant Information Sheet (Group 3) – V2.0 -7/12/15
Draft Email (Group 4) – V2.0 – 7/12/15
Participant Information Sheet (Group 4) – V2.0 - 7/12/15
Draft Email (Group 5 ) – received V2.0 – 7/12/15
Participant Information Sheet (Group 5) – V2.0 7/12/15
Approval Date:

12 January 2016

Expiry Date:

11 January 2017

The HREC has reviewed the research proposal for compliance with the National Statement and
approval of this project is conditional upon your continuing compliance with this document.

Ethics Unit, Research Services Office
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia
Telephone (02) 4221 3386 Facsimile (02) 4221 4338
Email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au Web: www.uow.edu.au
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Approval by the HREC is for a twelve month period. Further extension will be considered on
receipt of a progress report prior to expiry date. Continuing approval requires:
The submission of a progress report annually and on completion of your project. The
progress report template is available at
http://www.uow.edu.au/research/ethics/human/index.html. This report must be
completed, signed by the researchers and the appropriate Head of Unit, and returned to
the Research Services Office prior to the expiry date.
Approval by the HREC of any proposed changes to the protocol including changes to
investigators involved
Immediate report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants
Immediate report of unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of
the project.
If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process, please contact the Ethics Unit on
phone 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
Yours sincerely,

Associate Professor Melanie Randle
Chair, UOW & ISLHD Social Sciences
Human Research Ethics Committee
The University of Wollongong/ Illawarra and Shoalhaven Local Health Network District (ISLHD)
Social Science HREC is constituted and functions in accordance with the NHMRC National
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research.
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Interview Questions
B a c k g ro u n d :
•

•
•
•
•
•
D id a

Occupancy:
o O v e r th e p a s t 2 y e a rs
o E n e rg y u se o f th e o c c u p a n ts o v e r th a t tim e
A n n u a l H o u s e h o ld In c o m e (o p tio n a l)
($ 7 5 ,0 0 0 o r le ss , $ 7 5 -1 2 5 ,0 0 0 , $ 1 2 5 - $ 1 7 5 ,0 0 0 , o v e r $ 1 7 5 ,0 0 0 )
D id y o u u s e a p ro je c t m a n a g e r?
W h o d e sig n e d th e re n o v a tio n ?
H o w in v o lv e d w e re y o u in e a c h s te p o f th e re n o v a tio n p ro c e s s ?
C a n y o u list e v e ry th in g th a t w a s in c lu d e d in y o u r re n o v a tio n ?
c e rta in e v e n t c a u s e y o u to re n o v a te y o u r h o m e ? (e x a m p le s; e q u ip m e n t

re q u irin g re p la c e m e n t, fa m ily n e e d s)
W h a t w a s th e p rim a ry o u tc o m e y o u h a d in m in d fo r y o u r re n o v a tio n ? H o w
d id (y o u r a n sw e r) c re a te v a lu e fo r y o u ?
W h a t w a s th e sta te a n d la y o u t o f th e h o u se b e fo re th e re n o v atio n ? (w a s it
fu lly in h a b ita b le ? D id it n e e d w o rk ? )
W h e re w a s th e v a lu e fo r y o u in th e p a rts o f th e re n o v a tio n th a t im p ro v e d
th e in su la tio n /w in d o w s, th a t to o k a d v a n ta g e o f th e su n a n d w in d o r th a t
w e re e n v iro n m e n ta lly fo c u s e d ? C a n y o u p u t th e m in ra n k o rd er?
D id y o u e n c o u n te r a n y c h a lle n g e s o r b a rrie rs w h e n p la n n in g a n d c a rry in g
o u t y o u r re n o v a tio n ?
D id a n y e x te rn a l fa c to rs (re b a te s , c o u n c il o r s ta te ru le s o r re s o u rc e s ) a id o r
g u id e y o u r re n o v a tio n ?
W h a t c rite ria d id y o u u se to d e c id e w h a t to in c lu d e a n d w ha t to le a v e o u t o f
y o u r re n o v a tio n s?
P ro m p t: d id y o u p e rfo rm a c o s t-b e n e fit a n a ly sis fo r a ll
o r p a rt o f y o u r re n o v a tio n ?
D id y o u c o n s id e r o p tio n s o th e r th a n re n o v a tin g ?
P ro m p t: if a n e w h o u s e , w h a t p ro c e s s w o u ld y o u u s e to
b u ild it? (p ro je c t h o m e e tc ).
H o w d id y o u fin a n c e y o u r re n o v a tio n ?
H o w m a n y q u o te s d id y o u g e t?
H o w m u c h d id th e re n o v a tio n c o s t?
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H o w c lo s e w a s y o u r in itia l b u d g e t to th e fin a l c o s t? (b y h o w m u c h w a s it
o v e r o r u n d e r b u d g e t?) P ro m p t: a s a p e rc e n ta g e o r d o lla r v a lu e .
W e re y o u a b le to find e n e rg y e ffic ie n t te c h n o lo g y , a t w h a t y o u c o n sid e re d a
re a so n a b le p ric e ?
W h a t e ffe c t d o y o u e x p e c t th e e n e rg y e ffic ie n t m e a su re s to h a v e o n th e
ru n n in g c o sts o f y o u r h o m e ?
W h a t c h a n g e s h a v e y o u n o tic e d fo llo w in g th e re n o v a tio n ?
H a v e y o u n o tic e d a d iffe re nc e in th e a m o u n t o f su n lig h t in y o u r
h o m e sin c e th e re n o v a tio n ?
• H a v e y o u n o tic e d a c h a n g e in th e in d o o r te m p e ra tu re s in c e th e
re n o v a tio n ?
• H a v e y o u n o tic e d a c h a n g e in y o u r e n e rg y b ills o r a n y o th e r o n g o in g
c o sts sin c e th e re n o v a tio n ?
D id y o u c h a n g e y o u r e ve ry d a y h o u se h o ld p ra c tic e s fo llo w in g th e
•

re n o v a tio n ?
P ro m p t (if y e s ): w a s it in re sp o n s e to th e re n o v a tio n o r
a c o n sc io u s p e rso n a l d e c isio n ?
D o y o u p la n to m a k e re n o v a tio n s in th e fu tu re ?
W h a t re n o v a tio n s h a v e y o u r frie n d s d o n e ?
D o y o u fe e l y o u a re g o in g o v e r a n d a b o v e w h a t is n o rm a l in th e e n e rg y
e ffic ie n t a n d e n v iro n m e n ta l c o n sid e ra tio n s y o u h a v e in c lu d e d in y o u r
re n o v a tio n ?
W o u ld y o u re c o m m e n d e n e rg y e ffic ie n t re n o v a tio n s to o th e rs?
Why?
W h a t fe a tu re s o r o u tc o m e s d o y o u th in k w o u ld m o st a p p e a l to th e m ?
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APPENDIX G CASE STUDIES 1 TO 7: NON-ENVIRONMENTAL
UPGRADE COST DATA
Table 7.8 Case Study 1 Detailed Other Costs
Item

Quantity

Total
Cost

Statutory

1

$5,000

Consultant

1

$11,330

Preliminaries

1

$3,000

1

$17,645

1

$339,268

1

$2,000

Project
Management
Building
Works
Appliances
Project
Total

Notes
DA Application &
Construction Certificate
(private certifier)
Design Concept, DA Doc,
CC Doc, Struc Design
Survey, Geotechnical,
Horticulturist
5% +GST of construction
costs
See 'Appendix M'
Unflued gas heater

$378,243

Table 7.9 Case Study 2 Detailed Other Costs
Item

Quantity

Total Cost

Builder invoice

1

$34,015

Stove

1

$2,000

Dishwasher

1

$850

Sink

1

$789

Tap

1

$370

Kitchen joinery &
benchtop

1

$7,438

Timber floor
sanding & polishing

1

$1,940

Total Other Costs
Total Project Cost

$47,402
$61,136
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Notes
Carpentry, structural work,
interior lining etc.
Gas

Designed by kitchen
company and owner

Retrofit costs added

Table 7.10 Case Study 6 Detailed Other Costs
Item

Quantity

Total Cost

Deposit

1

$9,289

Excavations, concrete
footings, demolition works

1

$14,863

Deckwork, brickwork, lower
level work

1

$27,869

Remove existing roofing,
build new floors, build walls
and trusses installed

1

$39,014

Windows installed, roofing,
cladding

1

$46,446

Extra cost of higher
performance windows

1

-$8,100

Plumber, electrical, paster,
carpenter fix-out

1

$31,583

Practical completion

1

$16,720

Builders cost total

Notes

$177,685

aerial

1

$350

carpet

1

$3,500

internal paint

1

$1,200

sanding and treatment

1

$1,500

door furniture

1

$300

external paint

1

$720

door oil

1

$93

side gate

1

$35

slump glass guy

1

$880

three fluoros

1

$100

nbn connection

1

Bronwyn

1

john

1

council

1

bathroom stuff

1

$3,000

PC items total

1

$12,878

Ultra colourbond roofing

1

$3,900

non-merbau deck

1

excavations

1

$6,400

bricks
raked ceiling master
bedroom

1

-$1,500

1

$2,500

extra beams in hallway

1

$740

removal of stair and temp

1

$880

shift bathroom doorway

1

$480

labour to clean bricks

1

$440

sliding door to lower level

1

$1,130

Not recorded
$1,200
Not recorded
Not recorded

Not recorded
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above allowance electrical

1

$1,800

above allowance plumbing

1

$1,800

painter

1

$2,530

cypress pine floor

1

$960

above allowance stairs

1

$5,452

extra tiles

1

$800

cupboard

1

$400

front step deck

1

install brick vents and strip
drain

1

$810

extra cordon and
jackhammer

1

$500

Install workshop door

1

$1,826

Carport Ceiling

1

$2,051

western wall prep

1

$1,750

mid level exterior painting

1

$1,700

rendering

1

$1,800

decking on existing balcony

1

$2,700

external handrail

1

Not recorded

additional locks

1

Not recorded

pergola

1

six shelves and cupboard
door

1

Not recorded

$800
Not recorded

Extra Items Total

$42,649

Total Other Costs

$233,212

Includes all above costs

Total Project Cost

$257,312

Retrofit costs added

Table 7.11 Case Study 4 Detailed Other Costs
Item
Design

Quantity
1

Total Cost
$500

Notes
Architect fees (half charged to retrofit)

New floor throughout house

NA

$0

Unknown

10000L water tank

1
NA

$0

Unknown

Bathroom plumbing
Bathroom window

$900

1

$1,800

Respraying Bath

NA

$1,200

Bathroom renovation other

NA

$980

Labour
Bay window with recycled timber sill
Old steel bath upcycled for bathroom
renovation

New toilet in laundry

1

$0

Unknown

Outdoor shower

1

$0

Unknown
Electrician, Plumber, Plasterers, Floor
layers (half charged to retrofit)

Labour

NA

$1,250

Budget un-accounted for

NA

$4,600

Total Other Costs

$11,230

Total Project Cost

$20,000
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Retrofit costs added

Table 7.12 Case Study 7 Detailed Other Costs
Item
Initial Deposit (site establishment: site
fencing, site toilet, insurances).

Quantity

Total Cost

1

$15,000

Demolition & Roofing (inc. gutters,
down-pipes and flashings).

1

$28,750

Window Supply, Window Installation
and Insulation and Façade.

1

$45,648

Services Rough-in (electrical and
hydraulic), Solar Panel Installation and
Solar Hot Water Installation.

1

$35,650

Internal Timber Changes, Internal
Linings (plaster boarding), Flooring
(tiling) and Waterproofing.

1

$28,750

1

$28,750

1

$16,100

Painting, Skirting and Cabinet.
Practical Completion payment (PC items
fit-off –
electrical/mechanical/hydraulic).
Progress Payment Total Cost

$198,648

PC Items

Quantity

Total
Provisional
Allowance

Internal Tiling

60.0sqm

$3,960

Internal Tiling (wall & flooring – wet
areas)

20sqm

$1,320

Hydraulic PC Items

1

$4,961

Electrical PC Items

1

$3,333

Kitchen

NA

Laundry

1

NA
$275

Book Shelf (study)
Bathroom renovation (estimate from
Cordell cost Guide)
Laundry renovation (estimate from
Cordell cost Guide)
PC Items & Estimates Costs (included in
progress payments, not in addition to)

1

$2,750

Windows (included in progress
payments, not in addition to)

1
1
NA
21.15m2

Project Total Cost

$12,776
$5,261
$34,636
$16,801
$198,648
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REV$C

APPENDIX H CASE STUDY 2 PROFESSIONALY PREPARED
CONSTRUCTION COST SCHEDULE RECEIVED FROM THE CASE
Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
STUDY 2 HOUSEHOLDER
Date:$8th$JULY$2015
BILL$OF$QUANTITIES$/$ESTIMATE

001

PRELIMINARIES
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

======================Supervison=and=Labour=Allowance
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Site$supervisor$for$duration$of$project
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Project$Manager/admin

Total=Cost

$0.00
$5,000.00

======================Contingency
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Unforseen,$design,$construction,$stopages,$environmental,defects$

%

======================Insurances=&=Profit=Margin
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Builders$warranty$insurance$(CONFIRM$WITH$BROKER)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$All$risk$insurances
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Profit$Margin

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Site$toilet/32week$period/portable$flush$type$_$includes$allowance$for
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$flush$out$and$empty$every$two$weeks$

002

Cost=per=Unit

0

$0.00

$4,000.00

item
item
item

$2,500.00
$3,000.00
$23,000.00

$2,500.00
$3,000.00
$23,000.00

per$job

1

$650.00

$650.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Scaffold$Hire$for$external$works$$_$for$the$first$4$weeks$hire$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$including$erection,$dismantle,$and$transport

item

0

$0.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Plant$hire

item

1

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Skip$bins$_$6$cubic$meter$_$general$building$waste$_$

each

6

$680.00

$4,080.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Traffic$Control$

each

0

$750.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Temporary$fencing$&$Hoarding$_$$front$of$property$and$safety$around$pits

item

0

$2,000.00

$1,500.00

SUB=TOTAL=1

$45,730.00

SITE=PREPARATION=WORKS
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

item

1
1
1

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

===========Excavation=&=Set=out=(**Excludes=excavation=into=rock)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Demolition$and$removal$of$green$waste
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Remove$fill$of$site
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Detail$excavation$to$footings$&$raft$slab

003

item
item

$12,000.00
$4,900.00
$2,280.00

$12,000.00
$4,900.00
$2,280.00

SUB=TOTAL=2

$19,180.00

GROUND=FLOOR=SLAB=\=PRE=WORKS
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Item

1

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Termite=treatment
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Kordon$termite$protection$new$and$exicting$
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$2,300.00

$2,300.00

SUB=TOTAL=3

$2,300.00

BILL$OF$QUANTITIES$/$ESTIMATE
Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
Date:$8th$JULY$2015

004

FOUNDATIONS=&=SLABS
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

lm

6

$90.00

$540.00

m3

0

$650.00

$0.00

m2

62.7

$155.00

$9,718.50

SUB=TOTAL=4

$10,258.50

==========Piers

==========Footings

==========Slabs:=Ground=Floor=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$100mm$thick$reinforced$concrete$slab$on$ground

005

BRICKWORK/BLOCKWORK
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

Repair$Exicting$brick$work$as$required
SUB=TOTAL=5
006

$0.00

FRAMING=MATERIAL=&=INSTALLATION
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

m2
m2

36
122

$120.00
$0.00

$4,320.00
$0.00

m2

94.5

$65.00

$6,142.50

m2

sheet

122
0
0
0

$0.00
$145.00
$40.00
$105.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Item

1

$5,260.00

$5,260.00

SUB=TOTAL=6

$15,722.50

==========Roof=Framing
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Roof$structure$over$new$build
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Adjustments$and$repair$work$to$existing$roof
==========Wall=Framing
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Timber$wall$framing
==========Floor=Framing
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Floor$framing$:$Make$good$are$repair$floor$beams$as$required
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Rear$&$front$yard$balcony
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Sheet$Flooring$/$Yellow$Tongue$/$19mm$Thick$(.9mx3.6m$sheet)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Sheet$Flooring$_$Wet$Area$Flooring$:$Scyon$Secura$(2.7$x$0.6)

m2
sheet

Hardwood=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Timber$hardwood$beams$and$column$including$supply$&$install

007

BALUSTRADING=&=STAIRS
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

each

1

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Stairs
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Traditional$pattern$1000mm$wide$two$flight$staircase$with$closed$treads
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$and$risers,$simple$balustrade$on$one$side$and$handrail$other$side
==========Balustrade
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$0.00

$0.00

BILL$OF$QUANTITIES$/$ESTIMATE
Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
Date:$8th$JULY$2015

lm

008

0

$0.00

$0.00

SUB=TOTAL=7

$0.00

WINDOWS=AND=DOOR/=FRAMES
Description

Units

Quantity

item

1

$30,100.00

$30,100.00

allowance

1

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

Item

1

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Timber$door$frames$(non$fire$rated)$includes$hinges

ea

7

$67.00

$469.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2040$x$820mm$standard$hollow$core$door,$prime$coated$hardboard

ea

7

$120.00

$840.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Lever$Bevel$Handle$Passage$Set

ea

15

$35.00

$525.00

Item

1

$1,620.00

$1,620.00

SUB=TOTAL=8

$35,554.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Windows=(QUOTE=REQUIRED)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$Windows$&$Glazed$Doors$including$Sliding$Doors$
==========Doors=\=Entrance
=====================Entrance$Door$2340$x$920$Solid$timber$with$hardwood$shiplap$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$vertical$boards$Door$fitted$with$stainless$steel$hinges$and$striker$plate,
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$passage$set,$deadlock$and$Raven$door$seal.$Incl$hanging$doors
==========Doors=\=Internal=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Fix$out$sundries$includinG$skriting$etc

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Labour$to$hang$doors

009

ROOFING
Description

Units

Quantity

lm

0

$20.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Roofing$_$Roofing,$Supply$and$Install.$Inc.$flashing

m2

196

$75.00

$14,700.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Roofing$_$Roofing,$Supply$and$Install.$Inc.$flashing

m3

0

$40.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Roofing$_$CoolMax$Colour,$1.5R$Knauf$Anticom$Roof$Blanket.

m2

0

$12.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gutter$_$colourbond

lm

0

$82.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Downpipes$_$PVC/colourbond

lm

0

$120.00

$0.00

lm

0

$25.00

$0.00

SUB=TOTAL=9

$14,700.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Roofing=Safety=Rails
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Guard$rail$_$Tubular$Guardrail$including$erection,$dismantle
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$and$removal$to$perimeter$of$roof
==========Roof=Materials=including=install=\=Roof=sheets/flashing

==========Roofing=\=Downpipes=\=Gutters=&=Flashing=

==========Roofing=\=Fascia=Capping
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Colourbond$fascia
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Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
Date:$8th$JULY$2015

010

PLUMBING
Description

Units

Quantity

item

1

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

item

1

$0.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$100mm$UPVC$drainage$for$downpipes$to$rainwater
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$tanks$and$tank$overflows.$Including$excavation$and$supply$+$Install
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$stormwater$pits,$silt$arrestors$and$100mm$UPVC$drainage$lines$to$kerb
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$outlets.$Including$supply$and$install$downpipes$and$spreaders

item

1

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$200$x$200$grated$drain$to$front$of$gragae$opening$including$excavation$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$and$connection$to$stormwater$system

item

1

$0.00

$0.00

item

1

$4,300.00

$4,300.00

item

1

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

each

2

$150.00

$300.00

each

1
1

$4,000.00
$5,890.00

$4,000.00
$5,890.00

SUB=TOTAL=10

$24,490.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Ground=Floor=Sewer=Drainage
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$To$excavate,$supply$and$install$100mm$UPVC$sewer$drainage$for$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ground$floor$laundries,$$ground$floor$kitchens,$ground$floor$bathrooms
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$which$include$$WC,$and$stack$points$to$first$floor$bathrooms
==========First=Floor=Sewer=Drainage
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$drainage$stacks$bathrooms.
$$$$$$$$$$Ground=Floor=Stormwater=drainage
=

==========Water=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$hot$and$cold$water$supply$to$kitchen$sinks,$laundries
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ground$floor$bathrooms,$first$floor$bathrooms,$outdoor$tap$and$hot$water$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$heaters.$Supply$and$install$water$supply$from$rainwater$tanks$to$all$WCs$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$and$outdoor$taps.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$
==========Fit=Off=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$To$install,$connect$and$commision$all$toilet$suites,$basins,$bath$tubs,$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$shower$tapware,$kitchen$sinks,$laundry$tubs,$hot$water$heaters,$gas$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$cooktops,$rainwater$tanks$and$pumps
$$$$$$$$==External=Taps=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Cold$water$tap$_$External$
==========Hot=Water=System
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Solar$Electric$Boost$Hot$Water$System
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$3kW$PV$system

011

item

ELECTRICIAN
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

item

1

$1,950.00

$1,950.00

per$job

1

$1,750.00

$1,750.00

==========Mains=and=switchboard
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$a$single$phase$supplies,$one$to$each$dwelling
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$including$all$associated$protection$devices$and$associated$energy
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$authorities$costs.$Includes$supply$and$install$a$meter$along$with$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$load$centres$and$circuit$breakers
==========Supply=and=Inspection=Fees
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Electrical$fees$/$Service$work$and$metering$
==========Temp=Power,=Rough=In=and=Fit=Off=
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BILL$OF$QUANTITIES$/$ESTIMATE
Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
Date:$8th$JULY$2015

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Light$fittings$/$Installation$of$fitting
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Light$point$/$Wiring$to$location
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Circuit$_$Dedicated$_$Hot$water$service
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Circuit$_$Dishwasher$/$Up$to$15m
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Electric$$oven$/$Electrician$/$Direct$wire$and$fit$off

each
each
each
each
each

45
45
1
1
1

$55.00
$65.00
$200.00
$150.00
$150.00

$2,475.00
$2,925.00
$200.00
$150.00
$150.00

0
25
2
2
1

$65.00
$85.00
$145.00
$150.00
$150.00

$0.00
$2,125.00
$290.00
$300.00
$150.00

SUB=TOTAL=11

$12,465.00

==========Outlet=and=Points=
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$General$Power$Outlet$/$Standard$_$single
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$General$Power$Outlet$/$Standard$_$Double
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$General$Power$Outlet$/$Weatherproof$double$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Telephone$Point$to$ground$and$First$Floor$(in$conduit$to$10$lin$m)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Television$Point$/$Free$to$Air$_$Quad$Coaxial$Cable$

012

each
each
each
each
each

INSULATION
Description

Units

Quantity

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Ceilings:$R6.0$Knauf$Insulation$Batts

m2

210

$12.00

$2,520.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Knauf$2.5R$insulation

m2

0

$5.00

$0.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Knauf$3.5R$insulation

m3

156

$11.00

$1,716.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Labour$to$install

m2

366

$7.00

$2,562.00

SUB=TOTAL=12

$6,798.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=cost

==========Insulation=

013

INTERNAL=&=EXTERNAL=CLADDING=&=WALL=LININGS
Description

Units

Quantity

m2

210

$25.00

$5,250.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$10mm$plasterboard$to$timber$stud$walls

m2

421

$18.00

$7,578.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Internal$Wall$Lining$/$Villaboard$_$13mm$

m2

0

$26.00

$0.00

m2

25

$150.00

$3,750.00

SUB=TOTAL=13

$16,578.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=cost

==========Ceiling=Linings=/=Soffit=Linings
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Suspended$ceilings$to$ground$and$first$floor$(size$of$void$varies)
==========Wall=Linings

==========Wall=Cladding
=====================External=Walls
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$and$install$Weathertex$Ecogroove$300
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JOINERY
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

each

2

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

=====================Bedroom==Wardrobes
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Wardrobes$with$shelves,$hanging$rails,$doors$and$built$into$recess
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$1,300.00

$2,600.00

BILL$OF$QUANTITIES$/$ESTIMATE
Project:$2$Strone$Ave,$Mount$Ousley
Client:$PROGENIA
Date:$8th$JULY$2015

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$with$plastic$laminate$finish
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Linen$Shelving

each

3

$2,250.00

$2,250.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$KITCHEN/LDY$joinery$including$stone$bench$tops

item

1

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

SUB=TOTAL=14

$19,850.00

FLOOR=FINISHES
Description

Units

Quantity

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Lay$tiles$to$wall$and$floor$areas

m2

52

$135.00

$7,020.00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Solid$timber$floor$supply$&$install

m2

98

$65.00

$6,370.00

item

1

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

SUB=TOTAL=15

$15,890.00

Code

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Internal=floor=finishes

==========Waterproofing
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Urethane$Sealing$to$wet$areas$
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PAINTING
Description

Code

Units

Quantity

Item

1

Cost=per=Unit

Total=Cost

==========Internal=&=External=Painting=&=Render
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Painting$/$Internal/$Sealer$undercoat$and$three$coats$flat$low$sheen$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$or$semi$gloss$acrylic$on$Soffits$plus$cornice

018

$13,000.00

$13,000.00

SUB=TOTAL=16

$13,000.00

PROVISIONAL=ITEMS
Description

Code

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Externail$tiles

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Solar$tubes
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Hard$wood$deck
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Plumbing$Pc$items
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Electrical$fittings$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$BurNished$finish$external$concrete$floors
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Garage$Construction$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Supply$20,000l$concrete$water$tank/water$treatment$system
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ASBESTOS$REMOVAL

Units

Quantity

Cost=per=Unit

m2

32

$65.00

Item

1

item

1
1
1
32
1
1
1

$1,900.00
$5,200.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$80.00
$28,000.00
$11,250.00
$3,500.00

$2,080.00
$1,900.00
$5,200.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,560.00
$28,000.00
$11,250.00
$0.00

SUB=TOTAL=18

$55,910.00

item
item
m3
Item
each
item

Grand=Subtotal
GST
TOTAL
Exclusions
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Total=Cost

$308,426.00
$30,842.60
$339,268.60

APPENDIX J ILLAWARRA FLAME ENERGY PLUS THERMAL
MODELLING RESULTS (TEAM UOW 2013)
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APPENDIX K BENCHMARKING AND ANALYSIS OF DESIGN-BASED
CAPITAL COST CALCULATIONS
Table 7.13 Illawarra Flame House retrofit capital costs, including alternative costing
method (incl. GST).
Case Study 1
Costs (BOQ1)

BOQ2 costs

$132,974

$107,201

$12,776
$12,486
$5,261
$16,350

$12,043
$15,053
$5,978
$14,027

Sub total ex. GST
GST

$0
$179,846
$17,985

$18,184
$154,298
$15,430

10% Contingency

$19,783

$16,978

$217,614

$186,701

$40,626

$44,017

$176,989

$142,684

Description
Total for construction materials
and labour ex. GST
Renovated bathroom ex. GST
Renovated kitchen ex. GST
Renovated laundry ex. GST
Builders Margin (10%)
Project management – incl.
Design, DA, CC, insurance
(15%) ex. GST

Project total
Cost of Kitchen, Bathroom &
Laundry Renovation
Project Total Without Kitchen,
Bathroom & Laundry Renovations

Analysis of Methods to Calculate Retrofit Capital Costs
The following tables and discussion are provided to analyse two methods to estimate
the design-based energy retrofit cost, the present researchers method (labelled
BOQ1) and the data generated by the professional quantity surveyor (labelled
BOQ2). Analysis highlighted the major differences between the two methods and
provides data to justify the selection of the method used for calculating design-based
retrofit capital costs.
Table 7.14 Insulation Specifications (excluding cladding and framing)
from BOQ1 and BOQ2.
Insulation Location

BOQ1 R-value

BOQ3 R-value

Wall

5

5.4

Floor

5.3

5

Ceiling

7.5

6 + 1.5
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The difference in cost of the two methods was most pronounced in these four areas:
cost of preliminaries, thermal and moisture protection, openings, and finishes. The
discrepancies were discussed to explore the accuracy and appropriateness of the two
methods.
Preliminary costs were higher by 42% and were more detailed in BOQ1 compared to
BOQ2. Many of the costs in BOQ1 for preliminaries were taken from quotes or
Cordell Cost Guide and it was expected that these would be more accurate than the
percentage of total construction budget used for BOQ2.
Thermal and moisture protection costs were higher for BOQ2 by 55%. The quantity
surveyor noted that adding a second layer of exterior battens to allow for a doubling
of the wall insulation would be very expensive. The technique used for BOQ2 with
foam insulation boards was cheaper, but was not provided by the quantity surveyors
database and system. The technique used in BOQ2 to add wall insulation was also
employed in Case Study 2 and Case Study 8. Table 7.14 presents the difference in
cost and insulation type from BOQ1 and BOQ2.
Table 7.15 Insulation costs (ex. GST) from BOQ Two and Three.
Insulation
Location
Wall

BOQ1

Insulation type

BOQ2

Insulation type

% change from
BOQ1 to 2

$2,072

Batts and Rigid board

$1,807

High density Batts

-13%

NA

NA

$5,811

Not insulation

268%

$2,403

Batts and Rigid board

$1,450

Batts

-40%

Batts

20%

$1,545

And

and

+

Anticon roof

$1,914

blanket

2nd layer of
wall battens
Floor

Ceiling
$1,291

Batts

168%

Rigid board insulation was however more expensive for floor insulation, where the
use of only batts saved 40% of the cost. The ceiling insulation costs appear similar
although the costs from BOQ2 were significantly higher when it was noted that
BOQ1 was for R7.5 and BOQ2 was for R6. This created a cost increase of 168%
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when taking into account the ceiling insulation used in BOQ2. No comparison was
made for roof insulation, as it was not used in BOQ1.
When comparing these different methods of insulation, there may be other cobenefits or unique challenges associated with the different methods. For example,
rigid board insulation can improve the air tightness of the home if the installers take
air sealing into consideration and both methods increased the total thickness of the
houses walls.
Table 7.16 Insulation labour costs (ex. GST) from BOQ1 and BOQ2.
Insulation Location

BOQ1 $/m2

BOQ2 $/m2

Wall

$3.74

$12.46

Floor

$5.62

$2.20

Ceiling

$1.87

$4.16

Table 7.16 revealed that the difference in insulation cost between the two BOQs
varied due in part to significant differences in labour costs. The high cost of labour in
BOQ2 was due to the construction method used, which required a second layer of
timber framing and a second layer of wall batts. The floor and ceiling labour costs
varied between the two methods. The floor insulation labour cost was lower than the
ceiling labour cost, which is unusual as under floor access is awkward and often
associated with higher labour costs (Cordell Building Publications 2015).
The details of both BOQs cover the same items for materials, labour and finishes of
timbers and claddings, with the exception of fixings. BOQ1 lists fixings as a line
item whereas BOQ2 seldom mentions a cost for fixings. Each BOQ also measured
and aggregated each material in a different way making it difficult to isolate the
source of the difference.
Table 7.17 Cladding and finishes costs (ex. GST)
from BOQ1 and BOQ2.
Item

BOQ1

BOQ2

External cladding

$9,387

Eaves & barge boards

$6,513

$-

Steel roof

$9,326

$6,720

Paint internal walls and ceiling

$1,513

$1,490

Bolts and fixings

$2,277

$-

Totals

$29,015
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$16,057

$24,267

Table 7.15 reveals that the difference was reduced when external cladding was
combined with eaves and bargeboards from BOQ1. The majority of the remaining
difference arose from the steel roof and the omission of bolts and fixings in BOQ2.
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APPENDIX L COST DATA EXTRACT FROM CORDELL COST GUIDE
(CORDELL BUILDING PUBLICATIONS 2015)
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APPENDIX M SURVEY 1 SCATTER PLOT DISPLAYING
ENVIRONMENTAL UPGRADES PER HOUSEHOLDER ON THE RIGHT
VERTICAL ACCESS, TOTAL BUDGET ON THE HORIZONTAL AXIS,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL UPGRADE TYPE ON THE LEFT VERTICAL
AXIS.
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APPENDIX N ILLAWARRA FLAME HOUSE RETROFIT DETAILS FOR
SOLAR-DECATHLON-CHINA -SPECIFICATION DESIGN
Table 7.18 Illawarra Flame Retrofit Solar Decathlon Sepcifications.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works
Change in m2 of
internal floor area

Decreased energy and water consumption, improved thermal comfort,
functionality and ocupant well-being
Entire home (three internal walls removed)
Addition of 15.3m2 by increasing size of bathroom and laundry and
adding internal wardrobes in both bedrooms

Year house built

1960

Retrofit complete
Future works
In need of repair
Homeowner labour
Project manager
Design
BASIX certificate
Gas
Space Cooling
Space Heating

Yes
None
General level of dilapidation
0%
Yes
Sustainable design and construction company
Yes
No
Unknown
Unknown

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit
Ceiling Insulation
Wall Insulation
Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation
Window upgrade
Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Unit of
measure
R-value
R-value
R-value
R-value
U-value
Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in
Northerly

Before

After

0
0
0
0
7.4

8
6
6
0
2.6
Building
envelope

NA

Installed
by
Builder
Builder
Builder
NA
Builder

Coverage
100%
100%
100%
NA
100%

NA

100%

None

E&W

Builder

100%

Curtains

Blinds

Company

100%

Yes

Yes

NA

NA
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Energy System Retrofits
Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV
Hot Water System
Heating Appliance
Cooling Appliance

Existing
Electric
CFL
No
Electric
Electric
None

Change
High efficiency electric
LED
4kW system
Electric boosted solar
Ducted AC
Ducted AC

Installed by
Contractor
Builder
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

Renovation Works
Raked ceiling above
living area
Storage for both
bedrooms
Extension of bathroom
Extension of laundry
Renovated kitchen
Timber decks and
access ramps
North and south deck
awning
Aquaponics and fish
pond system
Exterior landscaping
including plants

Notes
Structural work for raked ceiling with recycled hardwood beams and
clearstory windows
Extension to floor area for wardrobe/storage area for bedroom one and
two
Bathroom renovated and extended to include level floor access shower,
recycled timber joinery and large shower window
Laundry renovated with inbuilt floor to ceiling cupboards, services area
for internal HWS and new external door
Wall removed for larger kitchen, recycled timber benchtops, low VOC
joinery, bi-fold window, recycled tile splashback
2
95m of access ramps, an entry landing with roof and two north facing
and a south facing deck.
Recycled timber awnings for living area decks
Open air fish pond filtered by vegetable patch reed bed
New native and low water plants and trees
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Bill of Quantities 1 – Summary.
Spec.

Description

Total

1

Preliminaries

$47,184.00

2

Demolition

$13,590.60

3

Concrete

4

Steel

5

Timber and Cladding

$84,486.88

6

Thermal & Moisture Protection

$13,232.39

7

Openings

$47,726.65

8

Finishes

$54,290.31

9

Plumbing

$26,278.48

10

Mechanical Ventilation

11

Electrical

$19,690.77

12

Landscape

$8,392.50

13

Electrical Power Generation

$6,281.00

$523.99
$5,291.38

Total for construction
materials and labour Ex GST
Builders Margin (20%)

$7,946.88

$334,915.82

Sub total Ex GST
GST

$66,983.16
$401,898.98
$40,189.90

10% Contingency

$44,208.89

Project total

$486,297.76
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APPENDIX P ILLAWARRA FLAME RETROFIT AND CASE STUDY 1 – 7
PROJECT DETAILS
Illawarra Flame Retrofit Details for BOQ 2 with alterations for BOQ 3 in brackets.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works
Change in m2 of internal
floor area
Year house built
Retrofit complete
Future works
In need of repair
Homeowner labour
Project manager
Design
BASIX certificate
Gas

Decreased energy and water consumption, improved thermal comfort,
functionality and occupant well-being
Entire home
No
1960
Yes
None
General level of dilapidation
0%
Yes
Sustainable design and construction company
Yes
No

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit
Ceiling Insulation
Wall Insulation
Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation
Window upgrade
Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Unit of
measure
R-value
R-value
R-value
R-value
U-value
Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in
Northerly

Before

After

0
0
0
0
7.4

8 (6)
6 (5.4)
6 (5)
0 (1.5)
2.6
Building
envelope

NA

Installed
by
Builder
Builder
Builder
NA
Builder

Coverage
100%
100%
100%
NA
100%

NA

100%

None

E&W

Builder

100%

Curtains

Blinds

Company

100%

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Energy System Retrofits
Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV
Hot Water System
Heating Appliance
Cooling Appliance

Existing
Electric
CFL
No
Electric
Electric
None

Change
NA
LED
4kW system
Electric boosted solar
AC
Ceiling fans and AC
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Installed by
Contractor
Builder
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

Material and Water Retrofits
Item

Details

Installed by

Material Retrofit

Skirting, door and window
surrounds, door and
window sills

Milled recycled
hardwood timber used

Builder

Material Retrofit

Window frames

Thermal Wall

Recycled material
masonite block feature wall

Water Retrofit

Watertank

Accoya acetylated pine
Recycled glass and roof
tiles with zero carbon
cement
Plumbed to laundry,
external tap and toilets

Contractor
Builder
Builder

Renovation Works
Kitchen, Laundry and
Bathroom Renovation

Notes
Standard finish estimate provided by Quantity Surveyor based on size
of rooms and house (separated from retrofit costs).

Case Study 1 Project Details.

Project Profile
Scope of works
2

Entire Home (144m2)

Change in m of
internal floor area

26m2 added by extending living space into backyard

Retrofit complete

No (under construction)

In need of repair

General dilapidation and asbestos in numerous places

Homeowner labour

0%

Project manager

Yes

Design

Sustainable design and construction company

BASIX certificate

Yes

Gas

Space heating and stove

Space Cooling

None

Space Heating

Un-flued portable gas heater

Envelope Retrofits
Unit of measure

Before

After

Ceiling Insulation

R-value

0

5

Installed
by
Builder

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

3.5

Builder

100%

Floor Insulation

R-value

0

0

Builder

100%

Roof Insulation

R-value

0

1.5

Builder

100%

Window upgrade

U-value

5.5

2.6

Builder

100%

Draught proofing

Opening sealed

NA

None

NA

NA

External Shading

Wall installed in

None

NA

NA

Internal Blinds

Wall installed in

None

Contractor

100%

Northerly

Partial

None
All pelmet
curtains
Full

Builder

NA

Retrofit

Living room orientation
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Coverage
100%

Energy System Retrofits
Source of info
Design Docs

Existing
Standard

Change
No change

Householder

Householder

CFLs

LED downlights

Contractor

Solar PV

Design Docs

None

3.0kW system

Contractor

Hot Water System

Design Docs

Gas storage

Heating Appliance

Gas unflued

Solar (elec)
No change

Contractor

Householder

Cooling Appliance

Householder

Fan

No change

NA

Appliances
Lighting

Installed by

NA

Renovation Works
Kitchen renovated
Internal walls removed
All internal cladding
stripped
New roof cladding
Extension to living area
Garage and driveway
demolished and rebuilt
Bathroom renovated

Notes
Old kitchen removed, new appliances, benchtops and joinery
Two walls removed to open living/dining/kitchen area
Extra layer of battens added for thicker insulation, new wiring, wall
insulation and new plaster
Terracotta tiles replaced with Colorbond steel mainly for ease of ceiling
insulation installation
26m2 added to make larger open plan living space
Old asbestos containing garage removed and a larger new garage with
internal plumbing for future bathroom and kitchen and timber deck
constructed
New tiles, shower, joinery and tap ware to an art deco style as in the
original house
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Case Study 1 Retrofit Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

After

Previous retrofit

None

Source

Notes

Householder

NA

Heating energy
use

Unknown

Reduced

Design docs

Improved envelope and solar
access

Cooling energy
use

Low

Low

Householder

Ceiling fans

Unknown

Undetermined

Design docs

LED lighting and efficient
appliances reduce load but
more lights and extra
appliances increase load

Poor

Improved

Design docs

Improved envelope and solar
access

Electricity use

Winter comfort

Summer comfort

Draughts
Natural
Ventilation
Building energy
use carbon
emissions

Poor

Improved

Design docs

Improved envelope and
natural ventilation with
potential for summer
overheating mentioned by
householder

Average

Improved

Design docs

New windows, internal lining
and floors

Poor

Improved

Design docs

Strategically placed louvre
windows

Unknown

Improved

Design docs

Solar PV installed and
building envelope improved

Case Study 2 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works

Renovate kitchen, improve thermal comfort, improve living space and
reduce energy use
Living/Dining/Kitchen + Bathroom (m2 unknown)

Change in m2 of
internal floor area

No change to internal floor area

Retrofit complete

Yes

In need of repair
Homeowner labour

Old Kitchen
5-10% (painting internal walls and ceiling)

Project manager
Design

No
Owner w. Builder (no drawings)

BASIX certificate

No

Gas

Space heating and stove

Space Cooling

None

Space Heating

Unflued portable gas heater
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Envelope Retrofits
Unit of measure

Before

After

Installed
by

Coverage

Ceiling Insulation

R-value

0

3.5

Builder

35%

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

1.5

Builder

25%

Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation

R-value
R-value

0
0

2
0

Builder
NA

100%
NA

Window upgrade

U-value

5.5

6.1

Builder

25%

Draught proofing

Opening sealed

NA

None

NA

External Shading

Wall installed in

None

E&N

Builder

NA
2
windows

Internal Blinds

Wall installed in

None

Contractor

1 window

Northerly

Yes

E
No
change

Retrofit

Living room orientation

Energy System Retrofits
Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV

Existing
Unknown
CFL and halogens
12 panels

Change

Installed by

Efficient TV & fridge

Householder

LED downlight
No change

Contractor
NA

Hot Water System

Heat pump

Heating Appliance

Solar (elec)
No change

Contractor

Gas unflued

Cooling Appliance

Fan

No change

NA

NA

Renovation Works
Notes
Kitchen renovated
Internal walls removed
Structural beam installed

Old kitchen removed, new appliances, benchtops and joinery
Two walls removed to open living/dining/kitchen area
After internal walls were removed

Ceiling raised

Only internal ceiling raised to increase ceiling height

New windows

6mm glass, aluminium frame

New sliding door

6mm glass, aluminium frame

Bathroom renovated

New tiles, shower, joinery and tapware
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Case Study 2 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

After

Source

Notes

Previous retrofit

12 Solar Panel PV system

Householder

Installed in 2 stages

Previous retrofit

Heat Pump HWS

Householder

Replaced with solar due to
frequent breakdown
Following insulation and
replacement of leaky
windows

Heating energy
use

Unknown

Slight
decrease

Householder

Cooling energy
use

None

None

Householder

Electricity use

5kWh/day

3kWh/day

Bills

Monthly average from May
before and after retrofit

Poor

Improved

Householder
and
thermometer

Feeling of warmth, less
volatile indoor temperature,
heating more effective

Average

Improved

Householder
and
thermometer

Less volatile indoor
temperature and better
natural ventilation

Draughts

Poor

Improved

Householder

Old windows were main
source of air leaks

Natural
Ventilation

Poor

Improved

Householder

New sliding door and louvre
windows

Building energy
use carbon
emissions

Good

Improved

Bills and
householder

Solar PV installed and very
low electricity use, gas use
changes unknown

Winter comfort

Summer comfort
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Case Study 3 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners

Demonstrate a whole house energy retrofit

Scope of works
Change in m2 of internal
floor area

Entire Home (102m2)
20m2 added by converting garage to living space (future work)

Retrofit complete

Future works

No
New (recycled) kitchen, new floors, LED lights, replace back
windows, knock out interior wall, re-clad front wall exterior,
deciduous trees for westerly shading, front pergola,new guttering,
water tanks, solar pv and solar hot water

In need of repair

Leaking skylight, draughty windows

Homeowner labour

95% (handyman used for chicken coop fence)

Project manager
Design

No
Owner (Town planner) w. draftsperson for drawings

BASIX certificate

No

Gas
Space Cooling

No
None

Space Heating

Electric bar heaters

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit

Unit of
measure

Before

After

Installed by

Coverage

Ceiling Insulation

R-value

0

6

Builder

25%

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

2

Builder

25%

Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation

R-value
R-value

0
0

2.1
0

Builder
NA

100%
NA

Window upgrade

U-value
Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in

7.4

4.3

Builder

25%

NA

None

NA

NA

None

None

NA

None

E, S, W

Homeowner

NA
All
windows

No

No
change

NA

NA

Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Northerly
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Energy System Retrofits
Existing
Unknown

Change
No change

Installed by

CFL

No change

NA

None

No change

NA

Hot Water System

Electric

No change

NA

Heating Appliance

Direct electric

Cooling Appliance

Fan

Reverse AC

Contractor

Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV

NA

Renovation Works
Notes
Significant works: earth moving, paving, reed bed, chicken coop,
retaining walls

Landscaping
Drive-way and
drainage work

Significant works diverting large water flows from adjacent blocks
around the home

Case Study 3 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

Previous retrofit
Heating energy
use

After
None

High

Significant
reduction

Source

Notes

Householder

Started current retrofit as soon
as the owners moved in

Householder

More efficient appliance, wall,
ceiling and floor insulation
and upgraded windows

Cooling energy
use

None

Increase

Householder

Exposed westerly aspect,
improved insulation (trapping
heat) and installation of
cooling appliance

Electricity use

High

50%
reduction

Bills

Monthly average from August
before and after insulation,
windows and AC

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Insulation increased comfort
as it was installed in walls of
each room through winter

Average

Improved

Householder

Increased cooling load
efficiently conditioned by AC

Very poor

Greatly
improved

Householder

Old windows and skylight
leaked, insulation has also
improved sealing

Poor

Poor

Householder

Cited as a constraint of home

High

Reduced

Householder
and Bill

Reduced grid electricity use

Winter comfort
Summer comfort

Draughts
Natural
Ventilation
Building energy
use carbon
emissions
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Case Study 4 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works
Change in m2 of internal
floor area
Retrofit complete
Future works
In need of repair
Homeowner labour
Project manager
Design
BASIX certificate
Gas
Space Cooling
Space Heating

Improved utilisation of living area spaces, environmentally sensitive
design and operation
Entire Home (113m2)
6m2 added by enclosing backyard veranda
Yes
NA
None
80% (trades used for plumbing, electrical work, laying floor,
plastering)
No
Architect consulted with the homeowner
No
No
None
None

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit

Unit of
measure

Before

After

Installed
by

Coverage

Ceiling Insulation

R-value

0

Unknown

Company

100%

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

3-4

Company

100%

Floor Insulation
Roof Insulation

R-value
R-value

0
0

Company
NA

100%
NA

Window upgrade

U-value

5.5

Unknown
0
Low-e,
low
SHGC
film added

Company

2 northern
windows

Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in

NA

None

NA

NA

None

None

NA

NA

None

None

NA

NA

Northerly

No

Yes

Owner

NA

Energy System Retrofits
Existing

Change

Installed by

Unknown

No change

Incandescent

LED

NA
Electrician

No

1.5kW system

Electrician

Hot Water System

Solar electric boost

No change

NA

Heating Appliance

None

No change

Cooling Appliance

None

Ceiling fans

NA
Electrician

Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV
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Renovation Works
Notes
New large bay window with recycled timber frame, new tiling,
shower
A recycled kitchen from another home was installed

Bathroom renovated
Kitchen renovated

Added craft room to main living area, incorporated a hallway into
kitchen, combined wc and bathroom and altered laundry

Floor plan altered
Outdoor shower and
changeroom added

Colourbond walls, no roof, running hot water

Laundry renovated

Made smaller and a toilet added

New Floor

Throughout entire home

Case Study 4 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

Previous retrofit
Heating energy
use
Cooling energy
use
Electricity use

After
None

Source

Notes

Householder

Bought house with plans to
renovate

None

None

Householder

None

None

Householder

Low

Reduced

Householder

Daily meter reads

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Improved by northern aspect
and insulation

Summer comfort

Average

Worse

Householder

Insulation traps solar heat,
aspect introduces more
sunlight

Draughts
Natural
Ventilation
Building energy
use carbon
emissions

Average

Average

Householder

Poor

Poor

Householder

Low

Reduced

Householder

Winter comfort
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Solar generation and reduced
household electricity use

Case Study 5 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works

Zero carbon emissions, 'off-grid' and warmer in winter
A number of retrofits to some parts of the house

Change in m2 of internal
floor area

No

Year house built

1972

Retrofit complete

No - future works:

Future works

AC, partitioning of living space, curtain pelmets, solar pv, heat pump
hot water, battery storage.

In need of repair

None

Homeowner labour

0%

Project manager

No

Design

Energy consultant

BASIX certificate

No

Gas
Space Cooling

No
None

Space Heating

Portable electric heater

Envelope Retrofits
Ceiling Insulation

Unit of
measure
R-value

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

2

Company

25%

Floor Insulation

R-value

0

0

Company

NA

Roof Insulation

R-value

0

0

NA

NA

7.4

3mm
acrylic
2nd
glazing

Magnetite

All upstairs
and all
except
bedrooms
downstairs

NA

External
Doors

Magnetite

3 doors

None

W

Company

2 windows

None

None

NA

NA

No

No

NA

NA

Retrofit

Window upgrade

Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

U-value

Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in
Northerly

Before

After

4

4

Installed
by
Company
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Coverage
50%

Energy System Retrofits
Existing

Change

Installed by

Unknown

No change

NA

LED globes

No change

NA

No

No change

NA

Hot Water System

Electric

No change

NA

Heating Appliance

Electric

No change

NA

Cooling Appliance

None

No change

NA

Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV

Renovation Works
Notes
To the east to replace rotting timber

New pergola

Case Study 5 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

Previous retrofit
Heating energy
use
Cooling energy
use
Electricity use
Winter comfort

Summer comfort
Draughts
Natural
Ventilation
Building energy
use carbon
emissions

After

Source

None

Notes

Householder
Bills show only a slight
seasonal change in energy use

Low

Low

Bills

None

None

Householder

Low

Low

Bills

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Improved by insulation,
draught proofing and
secondary glazing

Average

Worse

Householder

Insulation and secondary
glazing trap heat

Poor

Good

Householder

Professional draught proofing
of external doors

Good

Good

Householder

Low

Low

Bills
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No change in energy source
or total energy use

Case Study 6 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners

Extra bedrooms for a growing family and addressing summer
overheating

Scope of works

Extension adding a floor to the home and renovating the living area
of the existing middle floor

Change in m2 of internal
floor area

Yes - 58m2 added: new entryway, study, main bedroom and ensuite

Year house built

1969

Retrofit complete

Yes

Future works

Watertank

In need of repair

Termite infestation, ageing roof, large old windows

Homeowner labour

10%

Project manager

No

Design

Owner and draftsperson

BASIX certificate

Yes

Gas
Space Cooling

No
None

Space Heating

Portable electric heaters

Envelope Retrofits
Retrofit

Unit of
measure

Before

After

Installed
by

Coverage

Ceiling Insulation

R-value

0

3.5

Builder

100%

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

2.5

Builder

40%

Floor Insulation

R-value

0

0

NA

NA

Roof Insulation

R-value

0

0

NA

NA

U-value
Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in
Northerly

5.5

5

Builder

100%

NA

None

NA

NA

None

W

Company

Umbrella
awning

Curtains

Blinds

Company

100%

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Window upgrade
Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Energy System Retrofits
Existing

Change

Installed by

Electric

No change

NA

CFL

LED

Builder

No

1.5kW system

NA

Hot Water System

Electric

Electric boosted solar

Builder

Heating Appliance

Electric

No change

NA

Cooling Appliance

None

Ceiling fans

Builder

Appliances
Lighting
Solar PV
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Renovation Works
New roof on carport

Notes
Steel clad truss roof replaced a flat tiled roof

Extension: New floor
added

Main bedroom, ensuite, study, new entry area including staircase and
balcony

New stairs

From middle level to lower

New roof on existing

Ageing roof replaced with Colorbond

Veranda enclosed to
extend living area

4m2 of added space

New deck

To the west, including stairs to backyard

Table 7.19 Case Study 6 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

Previous retrofit

After

Source

None

Notes

Householder

Heating energy
use

low

low

Bills

Cooling energy
use

None

None

Householder

Electricity use

Low

Lower

Bills

Usage halved following
renovation

Winter comfort

Poor

Improved

Householder

Improved by insulation and
window upgrade

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Natural ventilation, shading
and insulation

Good

Good

Householder

Not addressed as it was not
identified as a problem

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Operable windows
strategically placed to
improve this

Low

Lower

Bills

Summer comfort
Draughts
Natural
Ventilation
Building energy
use carbon
emissions
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Minimal heating used before
and after renovation

Total energy use reduced and
onsite renewables introduced

Case Study 7 Project Details.

Project Profile
Primary objective of
owners
Scope of works

Doing the 'eco thing' fixing a leaking roof and making preparation to
retire and allow disabled access throughout
Retrofit of entire house - exterior reclad, new windows, one wall
removed, potable rainwater system and solar system

Change in m2 of internal
floor area

No

Year house built

1965

Retrofit complete

Yes

Future works

No

In need of repair

Leaking roof

Homeowner labour

0%

Project manager
Design

Yes
Sustainable design and construction company

BASIX certificate

Yes

Gas
Space Cooling

No
Reverse cycle AC

Space Heating

Reverse cycle AC

Building Envelope
Ceiling Insulation

Unit of
measure
R-value

Wall Insulation

R-value

0

4

Builder

100%

Floor Insulation

R-value

0

0

NA

NA

Roof Insulation

R-value

0

1.5

Builder

100%

U-value
Opening
sealed
Wall installed
in
Wall installed
in
Northerly

7.4

3.7

Builder

100%

NA

None

NA

NA

None

None

NA

NA

None

None

NA

NA

No

Yes

Builder

NA

Retrofit

Window upgrade
Draught proofing
External Shading
Internal Blinds
Living room orientation

Before

After

Installed by

Coverage

0

6.5

Builder

100%
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Energy Systems
Source of info

Existing

Installed by

CFL

Change
New inneficient
dishwasher, fridge,
stove
LED

Householder

Electric

Appliances
Lighting

Householder

Solar PV

Householder

No

3.5W system

NA

Hot Water System

Householder

Electric

Builder

Householder

Reverse AC

Householder

Reverse
AC, ceiling
fans

Electric
Ducted reverse cycle
AC + portable electric
colum
Added ceiling fans +
Ducted reverse cycle
AC

Heating Appliance

Cooling Appliance

Contractor
Builder

NA

Contractor

Renovation Works
Notes
For ease of maintenance

Tiling untiled floors
New laundry
New bathroom

Including disabled shower access

New roof

To address leak

Book shelf

Made from recycled timber

Case Study 7 Performance.

Retrofit Performance
Retrofit

Before

Previous retrofit

After

Source

None

Notes

Householder

Heating energy
use

AC used
most nights

Bar heater
seldom used

Householder

Small appliance on for short
time

Cooling energy
use

AC used
sometimes

AC used less

Householder

Ceiling fans used most often

Electricity use

Unknown

Reduced

Householder

Solar panels, LED lighting and
envelope upgrades

Poor

Improved

Householder

Feels 5 degrees warmer

Very Poor

Improved

Householder

Much better natural
ventilation

One bad leak
at house
front

Reduced

Householder

Draughts gone, although
back door always left open

Natural
Ventilation

Very Poor

Greatly
improved

Householder

Householder mentioned
multiple times

Building energy
use carbon
emissions

Unknown

Lower

Householder

Solar PV and reduced energy
use

Winter comfort
Summer comfort
Draughts
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APPENDIX Q NEW HOUSE SCALING FACTORS FROM CORDELL AND
RAWLINSONS GUIDES

1.01
1
0.99
0.98
0.97

Basic Finish

0.96

Medium Finish

0.95
0.94

100m2

130m2

Project Home Internal Floor Area

Figure 7.1 Normalisation curves – Rawlinsons cost guide – project home.

1.05
1

Brick Veneer

0.95

Light construcXon

0.9

Brick Veneer PH

0.85

Double Brick

0.8
0.75
0.7
130

200

270

340

Project Home Internal Floor Area (m2)

Figure 7.2 Normalisation curves – Cordell cost guide – single storey average quality
house and single storey project home.
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1.05
Brick Veneer

1

Light construcXon

0.95

Double Brick

0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
200

270

340

410

Project Home Internal Floor Area (m2)

Figure 7.3 Normalisation curves – Cordell Cost Guide – Two storey average quality
house.
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APPENDIX R RETROFIT COSTS SOURCED FROM SUPPLIERS AND
INSTALLERS

Draught Sealing Costs (incl. GST).
Seal to
Door

Type
4-sided rubber door seal with self
closing mechanism for bottom seal

cost
$390

Company
Magnetite

notes
Q-lon
product

Manufacturer

Retailer

Supply Only
Seal to

Type

cost

Exhaust fan

Ceiling exhaust cover

$35

Bunnings

Wall vent

Wall vent seal (6 pack)

$20

Bunnings

Door/window

Draught seal strip (pile) 5m roll

$12

Raven

Bunnings

Door/window

$9

Raven

Bunnings

Door/window

Draught seal strip (rubber) 5m roll
Draught seal strip (rubber 'w-pattern')
5m roll

$7

Raven

Bunnings

Door

Drop door seal (bottom) 1m

$19

Raven

Bunnings

Window

Draught stripping 50m

Door

$125

Killargo

Bottom seal - IS3070 1m length

$20

Kilargo

Door

Draught strip - IS7025 top and sides

$55

Kilargo

Door

Bottom drop seal - IS8036 920mm

$45

Kilargo

External Shading Costs (incl. GST).
External awning
External fixed canter
lever louvres
External fixed canter
lever louvres

Window size
1500x1200

Shade size
NA

Material
Canvas

Installation
Yes

NA

1550x600

Aluminium

NA

1700x600

Aluminium
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Cost
$1,164

$/m2
$647

Yes

$978

$1,051

Yes

$1,072

$1,051

Lighting Costs (incl. GST).
Supply Only
Highest $
LED down light
(9W)
LED down light
(16W)

Lowest $

Mean $

n

Source

$40

$18

$26

3

Quote

$50

$45

$48

3

Quote

LED pendant light

$140

$60

$90

3

Quote

Ceiling fan

$100

$80

$92

3

Quote

Sycamore fan

$529

$529

$529

1

Website

Ceiling fan and Light

$200

$180

$192

3

Quote

n

Source

Supply only

Installed

Skylight

$115

$415

1

Quote

SolarTube

$786

$986

1

Quote

Hot Water System Costs (incl. GST).
HW system

Boost

Solar

Electric

Solar
Solar

Size (L)

Cost
$5,458

Source

Electric

$4,000

Homeowner

Electric

$2,900

Quote

315

Quote

Recycled Timber Costs (incl. GST).
Further
detail

Dressed/Milled
cost (incl GST)

Dimensions

Units

4x3

inches

$18

2x4

inches

$10

80x22

mm

floor
boards
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$10

APPENDIX S LIST OF ILLAWARRA FLAME HOUSE RETROFIT
INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.
Table 7.20 List of Illawarra Flame House retrofit inclusions and exclusions.
Elements that were upgraded
to new home standard
Wall, floor and ceiling
insulation
External cladding
Roof and guttering
Windows
Floor covering
Internal wall and ceiling
finishes
Lighting

Method of upgrade
Rockwool batts and PIR board
Old cladding removed and replaced with painted
timber panelling
Old tiles removed and replaced with steel roof
Old windows removed and replaced with low Uvalue units
Sand and polish existing floor
Paint existing walls and ceilings
Purchase LED globes for all fittings

External Shading

Operable vertical canvas awning installed

Internal Window Coverings

Install internal honeycomb blinds

Internal Doors

Repaint

External Doors

Hang new timber doors

Wiring

Re-wire entire house when re-clad

Hot Water System

New electric boosted solar hot water

Solar System

4kW solar system installed
Split system reverse cycle air conditioner installed
into living area
Installed in each room

Air conditioning
Ceiling fans
Elements that are left as-is

Why they have not been upgraded

Internal wall lining

Not required and removes need to decant householder

Internal electrical fittings

Not required and significantly adds to cost

Laundry

Not part of an environmental upgrade

Bathroom

Not part of an environmental upgrade

Kitchen

Not part of an environmental upgrade

Plumbing

Not required

Elements that are not
upgraded in both cases

Why they have not been upgraded

Not included in new build cost and option to retain
existing when retrofitting
Note: 'not required' is written when existing materials in 1960's house would not be
expected to have reached end of service life

Landscaping
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